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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH GOALS

In troduation
During late 1977 and early 1978, bulldozers moved across the site
of Limerick plantation (Fig. 1), ripping up the foundations of an early
eighteenth century plantation house, smashing artifacts dating from
before the American Revolution, and destroying a once majestic live oak.
With the destruction of this site, a landscape seemingly at a standstill
since the eighteenth century was rudely awakened to the twentieth century,
and another part of South Carolina's non-renewable archeological heritage
was destroyed forever.
Such destruction of archeological resources is common--so much so
that some archeologists have predicted that by the year 2025 no intact
or undisturbed archeological sites will remain in the United States
(McGimsey 1972: 3). It is infrequent that a concerted effort is made to
protect a site, or to preserve the information contained within it prior
to the site's destruction. This problem is usually considered only by
public institutions, whose responsibilities include the protection of
our heritage.
In spite of the destruction at Limerick plantation, it was nevertheless fortunate that the construction sponsor was the South Carolina
Public Railways Commission. As a reflection of its legally mandated
concern with the public's heritage, this Commission contracted with the
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology of the University of South
Carolina for the archeological investigation of two significant sites
lying within the construction right-of-way of the East Cooper and Berkeley
Railroad. Through archeological surveys of the right-of-way, the Huger
site (38BK2ll) and the Limerick site (38BK223) had been discovered, and
were subsequently investigated (Widmer 1976). Despite the fact that
these sites have since been destroyed by construction, part of the
information they once contained has been preserved. The results of the
intensive excavations to mitigate the adverse effects of construction at
the Limerick site is the subject of this report.
The East Cooper and Berkeley Railroad was designed in 1975 to
service the Amoco Chemical Corporation's new Cooper River Chemicals
Plant by connecting it with the Seaboard Coast Rail Line at a point
northeast of Cordesville, South Carolina (Fig. 2) (Widmer 1976: 1). In
the vicinity of Limerick plantation, the right-of-way of this 16 mile
long connector went through several revisions, with the final alignment
passing through the Limerick site (Fig. 3). The Institute's involvement
with the Limerick site dates to February 1977, when Paul E. Brockington
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of the Institute staff conducted a reconnaissance survey of the final
right-of-way alignment through Limerick plantation (Brockington 1977a).
By the end of November 1977, the Institute had concluded intensive
survey and excavation projects at the site.
The Limerick site is located within historic Limerick plantation
and is located south of State Highway 402, about three miles northwest
of Huger, in Berkeley County, South Carolina. Limerick plantation lies
adjacent to and on the north side of Huger Creek, at a point which
represents the historic head of navigation on the East Branch of the
Cooper River (Drayton 1802: 35).
The threatened area of the Limerick site contained the ruins of the
main dwelling house and several other outbuildings (Fig. 4). As a
plantation, Limerick dates to at least 1709 (O'Brien 1926: 211), and
existed as a rice plantation until the immediate post Civil War period
(MCASC/SJBP/CD 1880). The main dwelling house was constructed in the
early eighteenth century, and stood virtually unchanged from its original
form until 1945, when it was totally consumed by fire. It is listed on
the Historic American Buildings Survey (1940).

Researah GoaLs
The goals of the archeological research at Limerick were oriented
toward archeology's three primary benefactors: the sponsor, the public,
and the archeological profession.
The sponsor-oriented goal at Limerick was to remove an obstacle to
construction that could not be avoided by planning changes. As an agency,
the Public Railways Commission was concerned with getting a railroad built
on schedule and Limerick was something old and in the way. As individuals,
however, the members of the Commission and Mr. James Betz in particular,
were very much concerned with the preservation of South Carolina's cultural
heritage. They devoted a great deal of effort to resolving the conflicts
between time schedules, cost estimates, and the archeological responsibilities.
The public as a whole has a much greater interest in history and
archeology (Lipe 1977: 22), and it is this interest that supplies the
spirit behind the legislation providing for the conservation of archeological resources. In keeping with this spirit, it has been the goal of
the Institute to make this and all archeological reports interesting,
useful and comprehensible for the casual reader, while at the same time
providing scientific information for the use of the archeological community.
Professional goals of the project as a whole have been partially
based on a need to preserve the information once contained in the Limerick
site in order that this information might be available now and in the
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future for public and professional interpretation. The preservation of
information from sites already destroyed or facing future destruction
becomes more and more important as the number of intact sites dwindles.
At some point in the not too distant future, the information that we
have managed to preserve from these sites may represent the only source
of archeological information about our American past (Lipe 1977).
Professional research goals providing direction for this report
have centered around the elucidation of patterns in the archeological
record, and the explanation of their existence. Such explanations are
necessarily couched in behavioral terms, as artifact deposition and the
patterns it generates are a necessary by-product of cultural behavior.
Once an artifact pattern has been identified as being a result of a
certain form of human behavior, the goal of research becomes the explanation of why this behavior occurred at a site. When taken collectively,
such explanations of cultural behavior can lead to the development of
comprehensive theories of cultural evo1ution--a pursuit which serves as
a primary goal of anthropological archeology.
It is impossible to discuss the public oriented goals of this
report without restating what has already been said, as the research
goals embodied herein are public oriented. The Public Railways Commission
funded this research so that a railroad could be built that would further
the economic well-being of the public. The research conducted by the
archeologist was intended to develop an explanation of the past so that
those who care may better understand their heritage. Properly undertaken,
professional archeology has always been public oriented, as its goal
from the beginning has been to develop a better understanding of our
past.
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CHAPTER II
RESEARCH ORIENTATION

Theoretical Orientation
Archeology is a behavioral science because it strives to reconstruct and explain past behavioral systems. The ability of archeology
to elucidate information about these past systems is based largely on
the proper interpretation of material remains. Because our link with
the past is indirect, however, inferences on the cultural "meaning" of
artifacts must be based on a general assumption that human behavior and
its material remains are patterned, and that the proper analysis of
archeological patterning can lead to a determination of past behavioral
patterns.
Furthermore, archeology is collective rather than personal, because
the occupation of a site is seldom so short so as to reveal singular
behavior. What the archologist is monitoring when excavating a site is
generally the behavior of a group of people in a limited area over a
period of time. Therefore, occasional idiosyncratic behavior is deemphasized while general behavioral patterns are both emphasized and
generalized. Archeology as a discipline is concerned with the elucidation of general behavioral patterns within sites and on a regional basis
during a single time period and through time. A primary goal of anthropological archeology is to attempt to explain synchronic and diachronic
change and/or continuity reflected in specific and regional behavioral
patterns.
The potential of archeology to develop detailed explanations of our
cultural past is unparalleled by any social science. In the United
States, well documented archeological sites on which human behavior can
be investigated exist at 10000 B.C. (Oswalt 1973: 15). This record
continues to the present day and offers the data with which to investigate every period of cultural development on this continent by the
application of consistent and comparable methods and theories on a
continuous and consistent set of data.
The nature of these data provides a crucial distinction from other
social data sets. While differential preservation of artifacts affects
the composition of the archeological record, certain objects are consistently and continuously represented through time. Changes in artifact
frequencies, or the presence or absence of artifact types in time or
space, may be directly attributable to differences between cultural
forms, adaptations or activities. The ability to infer cultural behavior
on the basis of the occurrence of artifacts provides a powerful tool
that permits archeology to assume an important role in our understanding
of the past.
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HistoriaaL AraheoLogy
With respect to their potentials for understanding past behavior,
prehistoric and historical archeology do not differ. The subdisciplines
of North American archeology are singularly charged with the same ultimate
goals, and differ only with respect to the form of their respective data
bases. Nevertheless, the existence of documentary records pertaining to
a specific historic site has often been seen by non-archeologists, and
surprisingly by many anthropologically oriented prehistoric archeologists,
as reason to question the validity or necessity of conducting archeological
research on historic sites.
Generally, the fault of these arguments is that they have assumed
the primary goal of historical archeology to be the verification of historical fact, rather than the elucidation of historical and cultural
process. Another problem arises out of the misunderstanding that historical archeology and history provide the same type of information about
the same past, which is obviously not the case.
There are several major differences between history and historical
archeology that, once understood, should make the value of each explicit.
First, historical archeology and history rely on two entirely different
sets of data--re1ating to the same past--as their primary research foci:
written documents of the historian and material documents of the archeologist. Each set is formed separately, reflecting different selective
processes. Consequently, each will provide different information about
the past. In this sense, historical archeology and history are entirely
complementary disciplines.
'
Archeology and history also differ with respect to the consistency
and completeness of their data. While written documents provide information about a much wider range of behavior than do material remains,
the archeological record is capable of providing information that is
more consistent, more comparable, and more complete. Unlike the historical record, an absence of a type of material typically preserved in
the archeological record represents an absence of the activity or behavior
that has been found to correlate with those missing data. As a representation of the past, the archeological record is generally more
reliable than historical documents. Due to their very nature, historical
sources were recorded with variable terminologies and meanings (caused
by personal prejudices, education, experience, etc.),. and were subjected
to the conscious biases (political, social, etc.) of the author. The
archeological record, on the other hand, was deposited as a nonsubjective
by-product of behavior. As opposed to historical data, archeological
data are not subjected to the biases of interpretation until after
excavation (Ascher and Fairbanks 1971: 3).
Given these differences, it is not difficult to see that archeology
and history are not mere duplications of effort. When properly used,
each has the ability to make valuable contributjons to our understanding
of a complex past, and, if for no other reason, they are different
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because of the nature of their data. Whether or not the ultimate difference between historical archeology and history is actually based in a
difference between theoretical orientations, as Schuyler has suggested
(1970: 123), is beyond the scope of this report.
With respect to building a comprehensive interpretation of the
past, historical archeology has a unique potential not shared by either
prehistorical archeology or history. In that the archeological record
was laid down without respect to political, social, historical, economic
or ethnic bias (or any other conscious bias), it represents a consistent
and comparable record. For the types of behavior reflected by material
remains, this unbiased consistency and comparability makes the archeological record an excellent laboratory for the investigation of cultural
diversity and change (Ascher 1974). The controlled nature of the archeo- .
logical record is further enhanced in the historic period, where an
archeologist has the ability to provide tests of some of our basic
assumptions through the use of historical controls, and to use historical
data to expand the list of variables important for the investigation of
culture process (Schuyler 1970: 123).

A~aheoZogy

as Anth~opoZogy

In 1958, Gordon R. Willey and Philip Phillips (1958: 2) stated that
"American archeology is anthropology or it is nothing." Ten years
later, Marvin Harris (1968: 687) suggested that the ultimate goal of
anthropology should be to
"generate major explanatory hypotheses which can be subjected
to the tests of ethnographic and archeological research, and
modified if necessary, and made part of a corpus of theory
capable of explaining the most generalized features of
universal history and the most exotic specialities of particular cultures."
If Willey and Phillips were correct in their assessment of archeology 20 years ago--and I believe they were--then the goals of archeology
must be sympathetic if not synonymous with the type of definition of
anthropology proposed by Harris. Archeology must actively develop
general explanatory theories concerning the phenomenon with which it is
concerned, from which broader theories of culture may be synthesized.
Archeology is essential in this role, not only because it provides
information with which to test cultural hypotheses developed through
ethnography, economics or any other discipline concerned with understanding culture, but also because it provides information--usually the
only information--concerning the majority of our 2.6+ million years as
cultural animals (Phenice 1969: 15).
Recently, it has been suggested that archeology has become less and
less anthropologically-oriented (see Gumerman and Phillips 1978).
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While Gumerman and Phillips are probably correct in their assessment
that the intellectual tools used by archeologists are frequently drawn
from disciplines other than cultural anthropology, this should not be
construed as meaning archeology is becoming less anthropological.
Anthropology is more than a methodology: it is a discipline concerned
with the investigation of culture with the goal of understanding that
culture. This drift toward methodological eclecticism should be viewed
as a positive reinforcement of anthropological archeology through the
realization by archeologists that other disciplines have made contributions to our body of knowledge that lend themselves to our understanding
of cultural phenomena. It is only through the application of methodological tools (and their associated theoretical bases) from other disciplines that archeology can develop a broad enough perspective and methodological repertoire with which to be able to generate broad explanations
of culture.
Whether or not it will be possible to develop explanations on the
level suggested by Harris is a question that deserves careful consideration and the test of time. The goal of most archeologists, however, is
to generate as broad an explanation of culture as possible. Whether or
not such explanations can ever approach the level of universal theory,
and are couched in economic, historical, psychological or biological
theory is not important. What is important is that archeologists are
actively searching for general theories capable of explaining that
portion of the cultural record with which they are dealing. This constant search for explanation of cultural phenomena guarantees archeology
a prominent role within anthropology, and will result in the maintenance
of archeology as a dynamic behavioral discipline.

ArcheoLogy and Project Corridors
Project corridors, such as the 120 foot wide, 16 mile long rightof-way of the East Cooper and Berkeley Railroad (Widmer 1976: 1), pose
unique problems for archeological research. While these problems are
generally more severe for problem oriented archeological surveys of
these corridors, they also affect the archeological investigations
conducted on individual sites located wholly or partially within a
construction corridor (Goodyear 1975, 1977).
The primary problem that relates to the archeological investigation
of individual sites, such as Limerick, within a project corridor is the
arbitrary selection of those sites. Sites to be investigated are
chosen by a nondeductive process provided by the design of a construction project. This design determines which sites will be damaged or
destroyed due to their location within the construction corridor of the
project. Since construction projects are designed without regard for
the scientific and/or theoretical requirements of archeology, the sites
selected for archeological investigations have no necessary relationship
to the present research needs of archeology. Rather than choosing the
site with respect to previously devised research problems--as is done
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with non-emergency or "academic" research--archeologists conducting
emergency salvage within project corridors are often faced with the
problem of designing research to fit the site. This problem is magnified if the time frame of the construction does not allow the archeologist
sufficient time to properly design such research (Goodyear 1975: 10,
1977: 158-159; Lipe 1977: 19-20).
Problems with the arbitrary selection of the research area become
more severe in cases where a construction project endangers only a
portion of a large site. Although Goodyear (1977: 159) has suggested
that "sampling difficulties disappear at the level of the individual
site," this is not always the case. He (1977: 159) offered this generalization on the assumption that an entire site would be located within
the primary or secondary impact zones of the project. In such a case,
the entjre site is available for research. However, as readily illustrated by the relationship of the Limerick site to the project corridor
of the East Cooper and Berkeley Railroad (Fig. 4), this cannot always be
expected. In such situations, the archeologist is faced with restricting
his primary investigations to an arbitrary slice of a site. While it
could be argued that a portion of a site cannot be properly analyzed
without archeological information about the entire site (see Widmer
1976), such large-scale recovery projects on nonendangered areas of a
site can rarely be justified.
Therefore, when only a portion of a large site is adversely affected
by a corridor project, that construction project has two adverse effects
on the archeology conducted at that site: (1) the site itself has been
selected by a nondeductive process without regard for scientific and
theoretical requirements of archeology, and (2) the areas within that
site that are to be archeologically investigated have also been selected
by the same nondeductive process. For sites arbitrarily sampled in this
manner, we do not have "complete access to their contents and internal
organization" (Goodyear 1977: 159), a factor which obviously serves to
limit the scope of arche~logical research conducted at such a site.

Research Goals and FPoblems
An archeological report must be organized and directed towards the
satisfaction of certain research problems relevant to the advancement of
archeological and anthropological method and theory. These goals and
research problems generally fall within one of three general research
domains: description, methodology, and cultural explanation. The descriptive domain ranges from the "laundry list" approach to artifact
description to the description of intra- and intersite artifact patterning;
the methodological domain concerns itself with the evaluation of field
and analytical strategies and tools; cultural explanation is focused
on the explanation of the archeological record with the ultimate goal
lying in the realm of theory formulation. While each of these problem
domains is important for the maintenance of archeology as a dynamic
discipline, only those domains concerned with description and explanation
will be addressed in this report.
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Desariptive GoaLs
The descriptive goals at Limerick are focused on architecture, and
intrasite artifact patterning. A description of the archeological and
documentary evidence for the buildings investigated during the project
will be presented. On the basis of this information, questions concerning the origin and evolution of these buildings will be addressed. The
description of the intrasite artifact patterning at Limerick will focus
on ceramics and will be designed to address questions suggested during
the architectural analysis.
By themselves, particularistic descriptive statements about buildings or ceramics do not tell us much about Limerick plantation and even
less about South Carolina. In order to put these statements into general
perspective, each will be considered ·as a specific manifestation of a
single, general process that can be traced through time. A general
descriptive model will be developed from the process of spatial and
temporal material chznge at Limerick plantation. This general model
will serve as the basis to explain cultural phenomena based on the
assumed relationships between particular material items and the larger
process of change.

CuLturaL ExpLanation
Archeological and documentary evidence indicates that Limerick
changed in certain ways at certain times. How and when these changes
occurred are reflected through material change at Limerick plantation,
which is the last major focus of this research.
The explanation of a site's function is incomplete if it does not
consider the relationship of that site to the general system within
which it existed. Just as a spark plug cannot be adequately explained
without reference to an engine, a site without reference to the holistic
cultural system which gave that site legitimacy cannot be adequately
explained. However, a site can rarely be considered in relation to such
a cultural system due to the latter's complexity. More commonly, individual sites, or groups of sites, are considered in relation to a specific
subsystem of a larger system. \~ile this is often the most realistic
sort of approach, it does result in explanatory bias. The manner in
which a subsystem is defined will necessarily affect the way the relationship of that subsystem to its parts is explained. A cognitive subsystem
will explain the actions of its parts in cognitive terms; an economic
subsystem will offer economic explanations. Since different explanations
for the same things could be devised, each appearing equally feasible,
it is essential that a site be related to as many different subsystems
as possible. In such cases, the differential relationships of separate
subsystems to the process of change at a site can then be more objectively
evaluated. If some of these mutually non-exclusive subsystems are seen
to more strongly influence change within a site, a conceptualization of
why site specific change occurs can be developed. In other words, which
cultural subsystems sound out change, and which merely provide an echo
of that change can be understood.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
Any discussion of the methodology employed at Limerick must necessarily take into account the three separate phases of archeological
research conducted at the site--tlreconnaissance," "intensive surveylf and
Ifmitigation." These three phases are used by the InstitutQ as a time
and cost efficient method of assessing project impacts on archeological
resources, and of assuring the proper protection of significant resources.
A summary of these different stages of archeological research, originally
outlined in the Airlie House Reports (McGimsey and Davis 1977), is
provided by Brockington (1977b: 6-7) as follows:
Reconnaissance phase investigations are designed to assess the
effect of alternative (construction) project designs on the
archeological resource base. Intensive survey includes a comprehensive and systematic field examination which will result
in a reliable (representative) description of the archeological
and historic resources. Mitigation of impact takes one (or a
combination) of two forms: (1) preservation of the archeological
resources, or (2) intensive study, often including excavations.
The nature and extent of impact must be evaluated in conjunction
with the significance of the archeological resource to determine
the selection of the most feasible mitigation plan, but preservation is usuaZly preferred when possible (italics mine).

Reconnaissanae Phase at Limerick
On February 17, 1977, a reconnaissance of the final realignment of
the East Cooper and Berkeley Railroad right-of-way was conducted for the
Amoco Chemical Corporation by Paul E. Brockington of the'Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology. Besides an examination of the surface of
the railroad right-of-way, the methodology employed in this reconnaissance
included the placement of small shovel excavations at each 100 foot
survey station along the centerline of the right-of-way between Gough
and Huger Creeks.
All of the archeological materials recovered during the reconnaissance survey were located between stations 160+00 and 167+00, inclusive,
and consisted of 57 historic artifacts. On the basis of an analysis of
these artifacts and a consideration of other relevant geographic and
historic information, Brockington was able to conclude that Site 38BK223
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was the site of a potentially important historic plantation site dating
from the eighteenth century. He recommended the implementation of a more
intensive survey of the site in order to provide a better assessment of its
historical and anthropological significance and allow the development of
recommendations concerning the mitigation needs of the site, if any.

Intensive Survey Phase at Limeriak
The intensive survey recommended by Brockington (1977a) was implemented on June 23, 1977 when a contract was finalized between the South
Carolina Public Railways Commission and the Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology for an assessment of the archeological and historic resources
of the Limerick Site, Berkeley County, South Carolina. As specified in
this contract, the intensive survey consisted of three weeks of field
study, to be followed by six weeks of analysis. This six week analysis
phase was terminated 'shortly after its inception in order to accommodate
rigid construction schedules.
The primary goal of this intensive survey was to provide an evaluation
of the limits of the s'ite and to assess the significance of the site in
terms of current anthropological theory. In order to fulfill these goals,
it was necessary to obtain a representative view of the artifact distribution on the site and to ascertain the presence, the state of preservation,
and the nature of the archeological features and deposits at the site.
Since the area to be adversely impacted by the construction project was
the area of optimal concern at this time, the right-of-way and the immediately surrounding area served as the principal focus of the survey.
To obtain a representative sample of the artifact distribution over
the site, a systematic sampling design was employed (Mueller 1975). The
sample was laid out acco~ding to a 50 foot grid system oriented 45
degrees off magnetic north, and covering the area of the site to be
affected by the construction. Using a power auger, 94 eight inch diameter
units were excavated to the depth of the subsoil (ranging from 3" to 25")
at each point where two grid lines intersected. Each sample unit was
located 50 feet from those located immediately to the northwest, southwest, southeast and northeast, and was situated at the center of an
imaginary 50 foot square. An area 235,000 feet square was sampled.
This initial sample was oriented off magnetic north in order to
preclude the possibility that the orientation and spacing of the sample
points would mirror the pattern of the settlement (which historic documents
show to be oriented approximately 5 degrees west of magnetic north).
While this possibility was indeed slight, ~he archeological sample from
the site could have been highly misleading if the two patterns resembled
one another too closely.
In addition to the 94 auger holes, six 5 foot square units (Units 2
through 6 and 51) were excavated in arbitrary 0.5 foot levels in order to
obtain a more detailed view of the nature of the archeological deposits
and features at Limerick. It was through these units that a determination
16

could be made as to whether or not the deposits at Limerick were well
enough preserved to be of scientific value. In essence, then, the auger
tests were designed to recover quantitative information, with the 5 foot
square units providing qualitative information.
On July 29, 1977, the field portion of the intensive survey at
Limerick was completed. The subsequent laboratory analysis phase of the
project was cut short due to a request by the Railways Commission that
the Institute move directly into the mitigative phase, which was indicated
as necessary by the field portion of the intensive survey. As the rightof-way could not be moved at this time without extreme cost increases
for the state, the only feasible mitigative plan was to sample archeologically the resources within the right-of-way and permanent construction
easements, and to preserve the rest of the site.

Mitigation Phase at Limeriak
The mitigation phase at Limerick was funded for 14 weeks of field
research (August 15 to November 18, 1977) and for approximately 38 weeks
of laboratory analysis and report preparation. As originally planned,
the excavations at the site were to cover those portions of the construction right-of-way and permanent construction easements in which cultural
material was located. This included approximately 600 feet of the
right-of-way and the entire permanent construction easement located
south of the right-of-way--an area in excess of 100,000 square feet.
Although the location of the right-of-way could not be altered, it
became apparent that the southern permanent construction easement at
Limerick (which was to contain residential access roads) could be moved
so as to avoid destruction of that portion of the site. When apprised
of this, the South Caro~ina Railways Commission redesigned these access
roads--an action which reduced the endangered area of the site by about

50%.
Field excavations conducted during the mitigation phase were carried
out in a manner consistent with the earlier work, so as to result in
reliable and comparable data. All excavations were located in relation
to the main datum used in the intensive survey phase, and all units or
unit transects were oriented with magnetic north. During the course of
the mitigation phase fieldwork, three different recovery methods were
employed, each with a specific but complementary goal.
Five-foot square units: These units were designed to recover detailed
information on cultural features and artifactual distributions on the site.
Eighty-eight 5 foot square excavation units were completed in the rightof-way and within the permanent construction easements (Fig. 5). Sixtyone units were located in a statistically random fashion, with the
remaining 27 being nonrandom in nature, i.e., they were located so as to
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supplement the findings of a randomly located unit, or to investigate an
area not sampled with a random unit.
In order to draw the· random excavation sample, the area of the
right-of-way and permanent construction easements containing cultural
material was divided into 20 contiguous 100 foot square units. Each of
these units contained 400 potential 5 ~oot square excavation units. Since
no excavation units were to be placed outside the right-of-way or permanent
construction easements, and since it would not have been productive to
place excavation units in areas badly disturbed by recent landscape
modification (roads, ditches, etc.), these areas were removed from the
sampling universe. The final sampling universe for the combined rightof-way and permanent construction easements consisted of approximately
98,200 ft 2 , or 3,928 potential 5 foot square excavation units.
The next step was the selection of the individual excavation units.
This was accomplished by first assigning a sequential number to each of
the remaining 5 foot square units within each 100 foot square. From this
list, which represented potential excavation units, numbers were drawn
randomly (McCall 1975: 366-367). The numbers selected in this manner
represented actual units to be excavated.
The sample design provided that approximately 2.5% of the endangered area of the site would be excavated with about 100 randomly placed
units. This percentage was uniformly maintained for the endangered area
of each 100 foot square, so that all portions of the site would be equally
represented in the sample. Since each 100 foot square unit had a different size after the removal of non-endangered or disturbed areas from
the sample, the actual number of random 5 foot square units excavated in
each ranged from 1 to 10.
After the proposed access roads at Limerick were redesigned to
avoid destruction or damage of the archeological resources located in
the permanent construction easements, excavation in these areas was
discontinued and all effort was redirected at the right-of-way proper.
As a result, only 61% of the approximately 100 random units originally
planned were excavated.
As was the case during the intensive survey phase, the cultural
material within a 5ft 2 unit was excavated in 0.5 foot arbitrary levels,
with all dirt being screened through ~ inch hardware cloth and with all
recovered artifacts ~.eing bagged according to their level within an
excavation unit. Photographs and measured drawings were made of all
archeological features, and a record of each level was kept by the
respective excavators. Munsell soil color charts were used to describe
soil colors. Whenever possible, an excavation unit was excavated to the
depth of the subsoil. Whenever necessary, 0.5 foot levels were subdivided
vertically or horizontally to reflect natural or cultural stratigraphy.
Post Hole sample: In addition to the eighty-eight 5 foot square excavation units, four hundred nine 8-inch diameter post hole units were exca-
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vated within the right-of-way at Limerick (Fig. 5). The primary goal of this
sample was to gather intensive and quantitative information about the artifact distribution within the right-of-way. Besides one north-south post
hole transect which passed through a permanent construction easement, the
post hole sample was not extended into these easements due to the decision
by the Railways Commission to redesign these easements to avoid damage to
the site.
The post hole sample was oriented with magnetic north, and, with one
exception, the post holes were located at 10 foot intervals across the
site. This exception consists of the previously mentioned north-south
transect which was composed of 52 post holes placed at 5 foot intervals.
These post holes were excavated to the depth of the subsoil, and all
excavated dirt was screened through ~ inch hardware cloth. Unlike the
5 foot squares, the post holes were generally not excavated in either
arbitrary or natural levels. The post holes that were excavated through
the fill of the cellar of the main house provided an exception in that
they could easily be separated into natural levels due to its obvious
stratigraphy. Artifacts from each post hole were bagged separately.
Backhoe trenches: The final recovery strategy to be employed at
Limerick involved the excavation of seven backhoe trenches. These
trenches were restricted to the right-of-way, and were executed in the
last two weeks of the field season. In addition to these, a large area
of the cellar of the main house was cleared out with the assistance of
the backhoe.
In summary, the field technique used during the mitigative phase
consisted of three basic recovery methods: the excavation of 5 foot
square units, the excavation of 8-inch diameter post holes, and backhoe
trenching. The 88 excavation units were designed to recover detailed
information on cultural features and artifactual distributions within the
site, the 409 post holes were designed to recover intensive, quantitative
information about the artifact distributions within the site, and the backhoe trenches were designed to recover architectural and stratigraphic
information not provided from the excavation units. As such, each technique
recovered a different but wholly complementary data set.
Laboratory methods used during this project were generally consistent with those used at the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology.
All the artifacts recovered in the field were washed and catalogued in
Columbia. After the artifacts were catalogued, all of the archeological
material from the site was synthesized and cultural and methodological
hypotheses concerning this material were addressed. Through this presentation and examination of hypotheses, archeology is able to investigate
cultural adaptation and evolution in a way that adds a critical time
depth to our understanding of the present.
At the termination of this project, the artifacts from Limerick
plantation were curated at the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology.
This curation of material recovered from a site serves several vital
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functions. First, as long as this material is available, the research
conclusions offered in this report may be verified. Secondly, and most
importantly, this material will represent an increasingly important data
base for future research on questions, and with methods, that are currently
unavailable (Ford 1977: 16-17).
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CHAPTER IV
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

The site of Limerick plantation is located on the Coastal Plain in
Berkeley County, South Carolina. Within the Coastal Plain, Limerick is
located on the Coastal Terraces or "Low Country," which extends inland
for an average distance of 80 to 90 miles (Fig. 6) (Cooke 1936: 1-5).
Limerick plantation was located on Huger Creek, a tributary of the
East Branch of the Cooper River. The Cooper River is a short, young
stream that rises within the Coastal Plain, with its headwaters consisting
of Biggin Swamp, Wadboo Swamp and the East Branch of the Cooper River.
It empties into Charleston Harbor, and served as a major artery of
colonial and antebellum transportation in the area (Cooke 1936: 11-13;
Terry n.d.: 2).
The modern climate of the Limerick area is mild and temperate.
Mean temperatures range from 49.8 0 F. in January to 80.6 0 F. in July.
The growing season averages 294 days with 40% of the average 53 inches
of precipitation occurring during the summer. The vegetation of the
area is predominately middle aged, and is characterized by pines on the
sand ridges and hardwoods in the swamps and creek bottoms. Most of the
timber in the area originated after the heavy logging during the period
of 1885 to 1915 or after the beginning of fire protection in 1934 (USFS
1977: 7-8).

Historic Environment
At the time of the first European settlement of the East Branch of
the Cooper River and its tributaries, the physical environment was
probably consistent with that found in the area in late prehistoric
times. Widmer (1976: 7-12) has presented a hypothetical reconstruction
of the prehistoric biotic zones within the East Cooper River area as
based on the Southern Mixed Hardwood Forest Climax reconstruction originally proposed by Quarterman and Keevers (1962). Widmer's reconstruction
specifically includes the site of Limerick plantation (Fig. 7). He
summarized the six major biotic zones in this area as follows:
These four forested biotic zones; the longleaf pine forest,
the southern mixed hardwood forest, the gum-cypress swamp
forest, and the pine savanna, ••• probably represent the
primeval forest cover before Western colonial exploitation
and expansion into this area. In addition to these wooded
areas, two types of marsh are found within the ••• area.
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A hypothetical reconstrllction of the prehistoric biotic zones
within the East Cooper River area (after Widmer 1976).
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These include the tidal marsh and the freshwater marsh.
The tidal marsh presently occurs just below the fork
of the eastern and western branches of the Cooper River,
south to the Cooper River estuary and Charleston Harbor,
while the freshwater marsh is found along the edges of the
east bank of the Cooper River ••• north to about Monck's
Corner (Widmer 1976: 9).
According to Widmer's reconstruction, only three of the six biotic
zones were to be found in the immediate vicinity of Limerick plantation
at the time of European settlement. These three zones consisted of the
mixed hardwood forest, the hardwood swamp and the freshwater marsh.
However, Widmer suggests that the longleaf pine forest zone could be
found just three miles northwest of the Limerick site, and that a pine
savanna known traditionally as "the opening" was located seven miles
northeast of the site.
Botanical information contained on the 1786 plat of Limerick
plantation (Purcell 1786) verifies the existence of the hardwood forest,
the hardwood swamp and the freshwater marsh as suggested by Widmer, but
also indicates a large area (roughly 50% of the 4,454 acre plantation)
of "Pine lands," which appear to contain few hardwoods (Fig. 8). These
pine lands probably correspond to Widmer's longleaf pine forest, and the
possibility that they represent a pre-European climax forest is suggested
historically. Writing in 1787, Elias Ball of Bristol, England, proposed
to his cousin Elias Ball of Limerick that he employ a steam powered
sawmill to harvest "a great quantity of very fine timber lying useless
to you" (BFP/September 11, 1787). Although much less than conclusive,
this may suggest that the several thousand acre tract of pine lands had
never been lumbered.
Based on the 1786 plat, Limerick plantation contained four biotic
zones, and these probably existed prior to European settlement. Of these
zones, the natural vegetation of the freshwater marsh had been entirely
removed by 1786, and much of the hardwood forest and the hardwood swamp
had been cleared.
Following common practices, trees were used as survey points when
the boundary of the plantation was surveyed, and are deSignated by type
on the plat. From these trees, it is possible to obtain a more reliable
idea of the composition of the different biotic zones in the eighteenth
century. However, as no boundary passes through definite mixed hardwood
forest, and as the freshwater marsh had been cleared, no insights into
the composition of these biotic types is possible. For the longleaf pine
forest, 37 pines, 1 scrub oak and 1 tupelo are designated as boundary
markers. However, of primary interest are the 25 trees designated along
the boundary running through the hardwood swamp, which includes white
oak (Quercus alba), red oak (Quercus nigra), maple, tupelo, cedar, gum,
hickory, cypress and birch.
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The existence of these 10 hardwood types at Limerick in 1786 does
much to support Widmer's reconstruction of the prehistoric biotic zones
following the Southern Mixed Hardwood Forest Model. In this reconstruction, Widmer lists 11 hardwood species as being of importance (Table 1).
Based on the hardwoods used as boundary markers at Limerick, six of
these eleven species are confirmed in 1786, two are possibly present,
and only three are absent.

TABLE 1
HARDWOOD SPECIES IMPORTANT IN THE SOUTHERN MIXED HARDWOOD
CL!}~ FOREST RECONSTRUCTION AS PROPOSED BY WIDMER (1976)
Presence at Limerick:
(As Indicated on 1786 Plat)

Species
American beech (Fagus grandifolia)
laurel oak (Quercus laurifolia)
southern magnolia (Magnifolia grandifolia)
white oak (Quercus alba)
sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua)
mockernut hickory (Carya tomensoa)
water oak (Quercus nigra)
southern red oak (Quercus falcata)
pignut hickory (Carya glabra)
black tupelo (Nyssa silvatica var. dilatata)
American holly (Ilex opaca)

Confirmed
Absent
Absent
Confirmed
Confirmed
Possibly present
Confirmed
Confirmed
Possibly present
Confirmed
Absent

When compared with botanical information contained in the 1786
plat of Limerick, Widmer's Southern Mixed Hardwood Climax Forest reconstruction for the East Cooper River area is supported as reasonable.
However, the distribution of the longleaf pine forest may be greater
than Widmer's biotic zone map suggests (Fig. 7). In 1786, four remnant
biotic zones are evident at Limerick, and are probably representative
of those present at the time of settlement. These biotic zones included
the freshwater marsh at the juncture of Huger and Gough Creeks; the
hardwood swamp along Nicholson and Gough Greeks above the level of tidal
influence; the hardwood forest on the uplands in remnant patches bordering
the hardwood swamp on Nicholson Creek; and the longleaf pine forest
on the interior uplands at Limerick. The hardwood swamp at Limerick
is indicated as including white oak, red oak, water oak, maple, tupelo,
cedar, gum,hickory, cypress and birch.

Effeative Environment
This diverse environment at Limerick was characterized by several
attributes that were significant for the original settlement of the
plantation, and for the maintenance of Limerick as a viable economic
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unit during the Colonial and Antebellum periods. These significant
attributes will be introduced in the following discussion, and the
cultural importance of each will be detailed in the following chapters.
The first important environmental variable at Limerick is the
existence of a navigable stream, currently referred to as Huger Creek,
adjacent to the plantation. With respect to navigation on the Cooper
River in the early nineteenth century, Governor John Drayton (1802: 35)
wrote that, "Its navigation extends upwards, to Watboo Bridge, for
schooners and sloops, in a winding course of perhaps fifty miles; and
its eastern branch is navigable, by like vessels, as far as Huger's
Bridge." Likewise, Irving (Stoney 1932: 173) noted in 1842 that "Limerick,
is the last place seen from the river •••• " From these historic references
it is obvious that Limerick was not only located on a navigable stream,
but that it shared the distinction with Silk Hope plantation (situated
across Huger Creek from Limerick) of being the last plantation on the
East Branch of the Cooper River that could be reached by all types of
river vessels.
The existence of several areas of hardwood swamp within the boundary
of Limerick can be considered as significant in the development of the
plantation. These swamps are located above the influence of the tides
in flatlands adjacent to Gough and Nicholson Creeks and their tributaries.
The soils in the hardwood swamps are largely plastic clays that have
poor natural drainage and low fertility levels. Additionally, the
existence of sandier soils on the upland flats is also of significance.
Natural moisture in these soils is generally adequate for "vigorous
growth" in these areas, except during unusually dry seasons (USFS 1977:
7-8).
The final environmental variable of major significance is the
existence of an area of freshwater marsh within the plantation. This
marsh contains somewhat over 100 acres, and is located at the juncture
of Gough and Huger Cree~s. This marsh is influenced by the tides and,
as was found with navigation, Limerick and Silk Hope also share the
distinction of being the last plantations on the East Branch of the
Cooper to have tidally affected freshwater marsh within their bounds
(Latimer, et ale 1918).
As will be demonstrated later, these four major environmental
variables--location by a navigable waterway, and the existence of areas
of hardwood swamp, sandy-clay upland flats and freshwater marsh--had
major input into the development and maintenance of Limerick plantation
since its origin around 1709 until the immediate post-Civil War period.
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CHAPTER V
HISTORICAL IDENTIFICATION OF

38B~223

Tradition holds that Site 38BK223 is the site of the residential
and economic compound of Limerick plantation. Indeed, a private sign at
the head of an avenue of live oaks leading to Site 38BK223 proclaims
that you are entering Limerick plantation. Before historical information
concerning Limerick is introduced in the following analysis, however, it
is useful to demonstrate empirically that Site 38BK223 is located within
the limits of the historical plantation, and that it is indeed the site
of the main building group of that plantation.
The earliest historical reference to a plantation by the name of
Limerick dates to 1709, when Michael Mahon, John Gough and Dominick
Arthur divided their jointly owned Cypress Barony* among themselves,
with Mahon receiving "all that part of the Cipress Barony now called or
known by ye name of ye Midle Settlement or Lymerick Plantation, containing
3,500 acres of land" (O'Brien 1926: 211). Four years later, in 1713,
Mahon sold Limerick plantation, then containing 3,415 acres, to Daniel
Huger (O'Brien 1926: 212). In 1764, Daniel Huger's son, Daniel, sold
Limerick to Elias Ball. At that time the plantation was recorded as
containing 4,564 1/2 acres (Leiding 1921: 84). Twenty-two years later,
a plat of the plantation described it as having 4,454 acres (Purcell
1786). The plantation remained in the Ball family (Elias Ball, 17641810; Isaac Ball, 1810-1825; William James Ball, 1825-1891; estate of W.
J. Ball, 1891-1895) until 1895, when it was sold (Anonymous 1904: 1-6;
Deas 1909: 125, 187).
In 1890, however, three parcels of Limerick totalling 555 acres had
been sold by William James Ball. On October 20, 1890, a parcel of 500
acres, containing phosphate rock, and another parcel of 30 acres on
Limerick's water front were sold by Ball to Edward J. Hanahan (BCRCCc/A16: 407). On December 6, 1890, William James Ball sold another 25

*The Cypress Barony consisted of a block of 12,000 acres granted on
13 August 1683 to Langrave Thomas Colleton. This barony was located at
the head of the Eastern Branch of the Cooper River. On the 18th of
July, 1707 the Cypress Barony was sold to John Gough, Dominick Arthur
and Michael Mahon. Although the fundamental constitutions of South
Carolina provided that a barony of a Landgrave could not be sold away
from the line of the holder of title, the Lords Proprietors, on 14 April
1709, permitted that the Cypress Barony might be sold and divided among
the purchasers. Mahon, Gough and Arthur apparently divided the Barony
among themselves, with Gough receiving 3,500 acres, Mahon receiving
3,500 acres and Arthur receiving 5,000 acres. By the middle of the
eighteenth century, this former barony had been further divided in order
to form all or part of Limerick, Windsor, Fish Brook, Silk Hope, Kensington, Hyde Park, and St. James plantations (Smith 1911: 1-13).
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acres of Limerick plantation to L. B. and E. J. Noble (BCRCCC/A-7: 459).
Four years after William James Ball's death, the bulk of Limerick
plantation was sold to Henry Beer (BCRCCC/Q-2: 38). In 1899, Henry Beer
conveyed all those portions of Limerick plantation except those sold by
William James Ball in 1890, to the E. P. Burton and Company (BCRCCC/A-13:
219). In 1904, the E. P. Burton and Company sold 246 1/2 acres of their
Limerick holdings to J. R. Hardison. According to the deed for this
transfer, this portion of land was known "as part of the Limerick
Plantation containing the Limerick House and out building appertaining
thereto" (BCRCCC/C-9: 205).
The Hardison family owned this portion of Limerick, containing the
then standing main house, until 1917, when they were ordered by the
Berkeley County Court of Common Pleas to sell it to D. R. Clayton (BCRCCC/
Q-3: 46). Clayton maintained possession of this portion of Limerick
until November of 1931, when he conveyed it to Margaret B. Walker (BCRCCC/
A-58: 260). During this same month, the 30 waterfront acres sold in
1890 by William James Ball to Edward J. Hanahan, were sold to Walker by
W. J. and J. B. Nobles* (BCRCCC/A-58: 273). After this transfer, Walker's
holdings contained 246 1/2 acres, and included the main house.
Margaret B. Walker maintained possession of this tract of Limerick
until August of 1945, when she conveyed it to Robert W. Lee (BCRCCC/ A76: 13). Five months later, Lee sold this 246 1/2 acres of Limerick to
Richard D. Tucker (BCRCCC/A-76: 254). At the time the fieldwork was
conducted at Limerick plantation by the Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, the Tuckers were still in possession of this 246 1/2
acres, which included the Limerick site.
Since Site 38BK223 is located on property belonging to the Tuckers,
this continuous record of ownership from Michael Mahon to the present
does much to verify that the site is indeed located on historical Limerick
plantation. However, further proof of this along with a determination
that Site 38BK223 represents the main settlement on Limerick plantation
is necessary and can best be provided through an analysis of a series of
maps dated 1786, 1797, 1825, and 1950 and aerial photographs taken in
1949 and 1964.
The first map to be considered is a plat of Limerick plantation
prepared by Joseph Purcell in 1786 (Purcell 1786) (Fig. 8). This plat
was based on a survey taken in March of 1706, and is described by Purcell
as being "a plan exhibiting the shape and form of a body of land called
Limerick, situated on the head branch of the Eastern Branch of Cooper
River, in St. John's, St. James, and St. Stephens Parishes, Charleston,
District, and State of South Carolina" (Purcell 1786).

*This 30 acres had been sold by Hanahan in 1898 to John M. Rivers,
who subsequently sold it to W. J. and J. B. Nobles in 1911 (BCRCCC/ A34: 181, Q-2:77).
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Geographic features of the 1786 plat that can be recognized in the
present landscape include the location of a group of 20 buildings designated as "Limerick" and located on high ground to the north of 10 adjacent tidal rice fields (Fig. 8). These rice fields are located north of
the confluence.of Kensington Creek and the Eastern Branch of the Cooper
River. Also of significance on the 1786 plat is the road system, and
specifically the east-west oriented "Barony Road," the north-south
oriented road leading to Huger's bridge and the "public road," also
running north-south. These roads converge to form a three way intersection northeast of the Limerick building group, and all are shown as
being within the 1786 property lines of Limerick plantation.
Of additional interest in comparing the historical landscape to
that of the present is the configuration of the 10 tidal rice fields
located north of the confluence of Kensington Creek and the Eastern
Branch of the Cooper River. Also helpful is the general location of a
series of three "old rice fields" located northwest of and across the
Barony Road from the main building group at Limerick.
In 1797, John Hardwick prepared a "Plan of Limerick, a Plantation
belonging to Elias Ball, Esqr., situated on the head branch of the
Eastern Branch of Cooper River, in St. Johns, St. James, and St. Stephens Parishes, Charleston District, and State of South Carolina" (Hardwick 1797). In this plat (Fig. 9) the same historical geographical
relationships between waterways, roads, rice fields,and buildings are
evident. The buildings labeled as "Limerick" in 1786 were labeled
"Limerick Settlement" on this later plat, and include 23 buildings as
opposed to the 20 in 1786. The change in number of buildings reflects
both the removal and addition of structures. The rice fields located on
the northern side of the Barony Road were either shown in greater detail
in 1797, or had been expanded into the 11 fields shown on the 1797 plat.
In addition, a "machine," probably a rice mill, is shown adjacent to
these fields.
The 1825 Mills map of the Charleston District (Fig. 10) shows the
same geographical configurations of waterways and roads in the vicinity
of Limerick plantation as appears on both the 1786 and 1797 plats.
Although not specifically designated on this map, the location of Limerick
can easily be determined by the location of Huger Bridge. As is apparent
from the 1786 and 1797 plats, Huger Bridge was located at the upriver
terminus of the Limerick water front, with the downstream terminus being
determined by the juncture of Kensington Creek (designated as "Alligator
Hole Creek" on the 1825 map) with the Eastern Branch of the Cooper River
(Mills 1965).
When the U. S. Geological Survey topographic maps of the Limerick
area (USGS 1950a; USGS 1950b) are compared to the 1786 and 1797 plats of
Limerick plantation, it is immediately apparent that the cultural landscape around the site conforms almost exactly to that of almost 200
years ago (Fig. 11). In fact, the only major changes between the historic
maps and the 1950 USGS maps lie in feature names, rather than to their
forms.
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FIGURE 9:

.
1797 plat of Limer1ck
p lan': :ation.
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Detail of Mills' 1825 map of the Charleston district.

FIGURE 11:

Detail of the 1950 United States Geo1~3ica1 Survey (USGS)
maps showing the vicinity of the Limerick site.
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A summary of these name changes through time is presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF NAMED LANDSCAPE FEATURES IN THE
VICINITY OF LIMERICK PLANTATION FROM 1786 to 1950
1786

1797

1825

1950

Limerick

Limerick
Settlement

Limerick

Barony Road

Barony Road

Highway 402

Public Road

Public

Strawberry,
Tanner and
Summerhouse Road

Kensington Creek

Kensington Creek

Alligator Hole
Creek

Gough Creek

East Branch of
the Cooper River

East Branch of
the Cooper River

East Branch of
the Cooper River

Huger Creek

Huger's Bridge

Huger's Bridge

Huger Bridge

Huger Bridge

Road

As indicated by the 1950 maps, the only major change in the location of any of the above landscape features during the past 200 years is
that of the location of Huger Bridge, which has been moved upstream some
600 feet to accommodate South Carolina State Highway 402. The road to'
the site of the original Huger's Bridge services a modern boat ramp.
Additional verification that Site 38BK223 lies within the bounds of
historic Limerick plantation can be found in a comparison of the configuration of the tidal rice fields shown in the 1786 and 1797 plats with
the 1950 topographic map and two recent aerial photographs of Limerick
plantation (USDASCS 1949, 1964). The 1950 USGS map shows six adjacent
rice fields north of the confluence of Gough and Huger Creeks. When
compared to either the 1786 or 1797 plat, it can be seen that the configuration of these fields fits closely with that of the earlier fields
at Limerick. In addition, the 1950 map shows a series of dikes north of
Highway 402 which correspond to some of the dikes making up the rice
fields shown north of the Barony road in 1797. A more striking correspondence between the old rice fields and those in existence today can be
found in a comparison of the 1786 and 1797 plats with two aerial photographs, one taken in 1949 and one taken in 1964 (Fig. 12 and Fig. 13).
By further comparison of the maps and photographs, it also becomes
apparent that 38BK223 is located in a position corresponding to that of
the main building group of Limerick plantation as shown with the two
eighteenth century plats.
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FIGURE 12 :

Detail of a 1949 aerial photo of the vicinity of the Limerick
site . Arr m" points to the ruins of Limerick ' s main house, \vhich
burned in 1945 .
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FIGURE 13 :

Detail of a 1964 a.3ria1 photo o f the vicinity of the Limerick site .
Arrmv points to the site of Limerick ' s main house .
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Based on the comparison of these maps and aerial photographs of
Limerick plantation over the past 200 years, it is easy to demonstrate
that the site lies within a section of land referred to historically
as Limerick plantation. Since its location corresponds geographically
to the location of the main building group of that historic plantation,
it follows that Site 38BK223 is indeed the site of the main building
group of Limerick plantation.
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C~PTER

VI

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Introduction
For most of South Carolina's history, rice and the lowcountry have
been synonymous. During 200 of over 300 years (1690-1890) since the
first permanent E~ropean settlement was established in South Carolina,
South Carolina was the prime producer of rice in the American Colonies,
and later in the United States. Although virtually no rice is produced
in the state today, South Carolina remained a significant commercial
producer of rice until the decade following 1900.
Rice was the first successful economic staple crop in South Carolina,
and it remained a significant part of the largely agricultural economy
of the state during the entire Colonial and Antebellum periods, and well
into the Post-bellum era. Although rice was usually only half of a dual
staple economy, it was consistently important whereas most of the various
staples that supplemented it through time proved unable to adapt to
changing conditions.
As such, rice can be viewed as a consistent thread running through
South Carolina's history. It is perhaps the longest thread in the
State. If all the historical threads in South Carolina are of a different color, then rice colored thread is the best with which to weave
an interpretation of the economic and cultural (the two are invariably
interwoven) development and evolution of the state. While a discussion
of the development and evolution of Carolina rice agriculture is perhaps
loosely woven, it is nevertheless a blanket of sufficient strength on
which to spread the disjointed documentary remains of Limerick plantation,
so that they may be rearranged into a useful discussion of that place.

The Development and Evolution of Carolina Rice Agriculture
The permanent settlement of South Carolina by Europeans was signaled by the establishment of a colony at Albermarle Point in 1670.
This settlement, located on the south side of the Ashley River, was
renamed Charles Towne in 1671, and by 1680 it had been relocated across
the Ashley on Oyster Point, at the present location of Charleston, South
Carolina (Orvin 1974: 18-20; Wood 1974: 22).
During most of South Carolina's history prior to the American Civil
War, the state's primary economy was centered around a sophisticated
plantation slave system of agriculture. During this same period, and
afterwards up to about 1920, rice was an important economic crop, and
provided an important economic base for this plantation slave system.
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For most of the Colonial and Antebellum periods, rice was a singularly
significant economic staple, and was produced for a longer period than
any other primary economic staple crop ~n the state. As such, rice
serves as an important focal pOint in the study of the state's historic
past, as it is the only export crop which had a significant role in all
the historic periods in the state.
The system of plantation slave agriculture as developed in South
Carolina can be traced in large part to the West Indies island of Barbados
(McCrady 1897: 683-688). Barbados had first been settled in 1627 by a
group of Englishmen, who established an economy based on the production
of tobacco, cotton, ginger and indigo. These crops were generally raised
on farms ranging from 10 to 30 acres in size (Handler and Lange 1978: 15).
In the late l630s, sugar cane was reintroduced into Barbados and
rapidly became the primary economic staple. By 1650, the plantation
slave system of agriculture had become firmly established on the island.
As this system was expanded, small landholdings were combined to create
plantations of several hundred acres. As a result of this constantly
expanding plantation economy~ Barbados became the richest colony in
English America by 1680 (Dunn 1972: 84; Handler and Lange 1978: 16-17).
Barbados' constantly expanding economy also had another effect: it
displaced a large number of persons from their land. By 1670, the limits
to expansion had been effectively reached in Barbados, with the good agricultural lands taken up in effective sized plantations. In 1680, 7% of
the property owners possessed 53% of the land and 54% of the slaves. There
was no room left on the island for expansion, and for many, migration was
the only alternative (Dunn 1971: 84-85; Handler and L~nge 1978: 16).
For the seventeenth century, Dunn (1971: 83) estimated that the
total migration from Barbados consisted of about 10,000 persons. Although
South Carolina received relatively few of these (6.4% or 593 in 1679),
they nevertheless represented an important influence on the new colony
(Dunn 1971: 82-83). Dunn (1971: 81) estimated that about 50% of the
immigrants to South Carolina between 1670 and 1680 originated in the
West Indies, with the bulk of the rest originating in England. Therefore, in the initial decade of settlement, the population of the colony
was largely English, with roughly half coming from Barbados. The Barbadians undoubtedly brought with them a strong tradition of plantation
slave agriculture (Clowse 1971: 53).
In addition to the strong tradition of plantation slave agriculture,
another important prerequisite to this system was also present in South
Carolina from the outset of settlement. At least as early as August of
1670, a Negro slave was imported to the new colony along with livestock
and supplies from Virginia (Wood 1974: 20-21). A few weeks later, a
family of three Negroes was imported, and Wood (1974: 25) has suggested
that "even in the earliest years, between one-fourth and one-third of
the colony's newcomers were Negroes. 1t
As Ver Steeg (1975: 114) has pointed out, South Carolina deviated
from other English Colonies because there existed in South Carolina an
agricultural tradition along with a real labor force prior to the estab-
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lishment of any commercial activities requ1r1ng them. In light of this,
it is not altogether surprising that this system of economic exploitation
developed in South Carolina. The question of greatest interest, then,
becomes not the establishment of the plantation slave system of agriculture, but rather the development of the agricultural commodities and the
associated agricultural technology on which this economic system was to
be dependent.

Colonial Development:

1670-1775

The first three decades of settlement in South Carolina were characterized by numerous pursuits designed to provide both subsistence level
support and economic growth for the colony. The most important of these
centered around the establishment of a subsistence level of agriculture,
which was largely accomplished by 1675 (Clowse 1971: 59). During these
first five years, economies based on the provisions trade (beef, pork,
flour, peas and corn), the exploitation of forest resources, and the
Indian trade were also begun. Of these, the provisions trade and the
Indian trade were the most important, and represented the main economic
base of the colony prior to about 1700 (Clowse 1971; Crane 1928; Eisterhold 1973; Moore 1973; Lewis 1978).
Experimentation with crops began almost immediately upon settlement
of the colony (Clowse 1971: 42). Among the crops involved in this
experimentation were sugar, dates, almonds, potatoes, cotton, indigo,
ginger, olives, grapes, rice, tobacco, silk, hemp, flax, wheat, barley,
tar, pitch, Indian corn, limes, oranges, lemons, apples, pears, summack,
jollop, tumerick, sassafras, snakeroot, rape-seed, and linseed (Ashe
1911: 145-147; Horne 1911: 69; Wilson 1911: 174-175; Clowse 1971: 58-69;
Carpenter 1973: 11; Wood 1974: 27).
Accounts on the introduction of rice into South Carolina vary
between extremes of 1677 and 1696 (Salley 1919: 4, 15). Due to the
contradictory and confused nature of the remaining documents, it is not
probable that the exact date for the first cultivation of rice in South
Carolina will ever be certain. However, it is apparent that rice was
well established there by 1690 (Salley 1919; Carpenter 1973).
The first reliable export figure for rice indicates that 330 tons
(between 2,000 and 2,200 barrels) were exported from the 1699 harvest
(Clowse 1971: 130). The next export figures do not occur until 1712, at
which time 12,727 barrels were exported--a 536% increase over the 1699
figure. The amount of rice exported from the province continued to
increase after that date, with 21,741 barrels being exported in 1720 and
48,155 in 1730 (Clowse 1971: 256-257). From these figures, it is apparent
that by at least the turn of the eighteenth century, the foundations of
rice as an economic staple in South Carolina were well established.
In addition to rice agriculture, the origins of another important
economic activity in South Carolina can be traced to the period of the
turn of the eighteenth century. In 1704, the English Parliament established bounties on tar, pitch, turpentine, rosin, hemp, masts and bowsprits
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(Clowse 1971: 133-134). This bounty assured the economic viability of
the production of these commodities, which were collectively referred to
as naval stores. In the ensuing years, the simultaneous rise in the
economic importance of naval stores and rice led to the establishment of
these two commodities as the most important for the colony.
Prior to the turn of the eighteenth century, rice was grown on the
relatively well drained uplands· along the South Carolina coast (Sellers
1934: 148). By 1700, however, planters had realized that the low, wet,
and rich lands of the upland swamps were better suited for the cultivation of rice (Hewat 1836: 109; Meriwether 1940: 4). These upland swamps,
located above the influence of the tides, remained the focus of Carolina
rice agriculture during the entire Colonial period (Sellers 1934: 148).
Writing in 1779, Hewat (1836: 514) provides an interesting description of the cultivation of rice, which can be considered typical of the
system of upland swamp agriculture as practiced in the Colonial period
in South Carolina:
At present the common method of cultivation is as follows: After
the planter has obtained his tract of land, and built a house upon
it, he then begins to clear his field of that load of wood with
which the land is covered. Having cleared his field, he next
surrounds it with a wooden fence, to exclude all hogs, sheep and
cattle from it. This field he plants with rice ••• year after year,
until the lands are exhausted, or yield not a crop sufficient to
answer his expectations. Then it is forsaken, and a fresh spot of
land is cleared and planted, which is also treated in like manner,
and in succession forsaken and neglected.
Of interest in this account is the necessity of fencing the fields to
keep livestock out--indicating the presence of livestock on most plantations at the time of the Revolution.
Of additional interest is Hewat's mention of the ongoing processes
of field exhaustion. Upland swamps were perhaps richer than most agricultural lands, but as described above, they were prone to exhaustion after
repeated plantings. Another problem with upland swamp agriculture was
the water supply. In general, rice requires a great deal of water, and
while the upland swamps were naturally moist, the introduction of water
onto these soils by artificial means was beneficial at all times, and
necessary during periods of drought. For this purpose, freshwater
reserves were built above the rice fields and were used to irrigate the
rice crops (Meriwether 1940: 4). Water from these reserves was introduced
onto the rice fields via a series of ditches and embankments, and for
this purpose, the fields were as nearly flat as possible. Of course,
these reserves were also at the mercy of drought, and their water supply
would characteristically be the lowest when the demand for water was the
greatest (U. S. Censu~ 1900: 55-56). Nevertheless, without these reserves,
the planter could have little hope of his rice crop surviving to maturity
(Hewat 1836: 513). These two factors of soil exhaustion and insufficient
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water supply would provide important variables for the eventual obsolescence of upland swamp agriculture as a primary agricultural activity.
For the 20 year period between 1705 and 1725, South Carolina had a
dual economic staple system.focused on the production of rice and naval
stores. During most of these 20 years, the export value of rice was
greater than that for naval stores (Clowse 1963: 61), but in 1725, the
English bounty on naval stores was rescinded, and export figures dropped
from 60,000 bushels to 6,000 bushels in four years. This withdrawal of
naval stores as a profitable trade commodity represented a loss of
between one-fourth to one-third of the gross income of the province
(Clowse 1963: 167).
In an attempt to fill the economic void left by the withdrawal of
naval stores from the economy, South Carolina planters sharply increased
rice production. However, the demand for rice did not keep pace with
this increased supply, and prices deteriorated drastically while production costs remained the same or actually increased. By the time the
English Crown assumed possession of South ·Carolina in 1730, the colony
was in the throes of a deep economic depression (Clowse 1963: 169-170;
Meriwether 1940: 3).
In 1729, the English Crown attempted reforms designed to bring
South Carolina out of its economic slump. The two main economic reforms
implemented by the Crown consisted of the reinstatement of the bounty on
naval stores and the exception of rice from the navigation acts. Both of
these moves were ineffective in restoring the trade economy, and the
decline in rice prices continued throughout the l730s (Clowse 1963: 170173). This depression persisted until the economy was boosted by the
establishm~nt of indigo as an important economic staple.
The reintroduction of indigo in South Carolina can be traced to
experiments conducted in 1740 at Wappoo plantation. In that year, Eliza
Lucas began planting indigo seeds sent to her by her father from the
West Indies (Pinckney 1972: xvii). Four years later, in 1744, Lucas
produced a successful crop of indigo at Wappoo (Pinckney 1972: xviii).
Indigo was immediately realized to be a potentially important export
crop, especially due to the cessation of trade between the French West
Indies--a prime producer of indigo--and England as a result of the War
of Austrian Succession (1740-1748) (Sanderson 1892: 759; Walker 1905:
417).
In response to need created by this war, and to pressure from the
colonists in South Carolina, the British Parliment passed in 1747 "An
act for encouraging the making of Indico in the British Plantations in
America" (Pickering 1765: 250-255). As a result of the bounty created
by this act, and as a result of the sellers market created by the war
between England and France, the South Carolina indigo industry became
well established by 1748, at which time the War of Austrian Succession
was brought to a close by the conclusion of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle
(Smollett 1841; Harner 1968). Despite the end of the war, exports of
indigo from South Carolina continued to increase from 138,229 pounds in
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1749, to 1,122,218 pounds in l774--on the eve of the American Revolution
(Huneycutt 1949: 6).
In addition to the profits allowed on indigo as a result of the
wartime market in England and as a result of the bounty, the immediate
acceptance and rapid expansion of indigo in the economy of South Carolina
can also be explained as being a partial result of the depressed state
of the economy during the early l740s. In 1745 the South Carolina
Gazette carried a letter (Anon. 1745) supporting this, stating in part
that, "And as we have now pLainLy over done the Riae Market, I do not

feeL that we aan do better, than to return to the auLtivating this
vaLuabLe Plant [indigo] .... " One year earlier, the Gazette had carried
an article promoting experimentation with new crops, asking the planter
to remember, "that the Cultivation of Rice, the now staple of this
Province, was in his Father's if not his own Days, a new E~periment and
Undertaking in the Province lt (Agricola 1744).
Both rice and indigo required soils rich in nutrients, but the
soils that were best suited for the cultivation of indigo were drier and
sandier than those required for rice (Tuomey 1848: xxxiii). This being
the case, both crops could be considered complementary with respect to
land requirements, with indigo being grown on the rich sandy soils
located above the rice fields in the upland and river swamps. Of additional importance was that the labor requirements of both crops were
also complementary, making it possible for one gang of slaves to cultivate and process both crops (Hawke 1966: 394; Huneycutt 1949: 9-10).
Since these crops were complementary with respect to both land and labor
requirements, they could easily be produced on the same plantation.
Furthermore, in most cases, indigo could be adopted on a plantation
without increasing the labor supply or the size of the plantation.
Indigo was, however, "a great impovershier of land" (Huneycutt
1949: 10). This was realized at an early date, and Robert Stevens
(1745), writing in 1706, noted:

that there has been AS GOOD INDIGO made in CAROLINA as in any
other PLaae, but it did thrive onLy in new ground, and in that
onLy for One Year, whiah aaufed the PLanters to defift and
negLeat PLanting of it.
While this factor may have been important in precluding large scale
indigo cultivation in South Carolina prior to the l740s, it was not of
the utmost significance during the l740s and later, when both land and
labor were readily available, when profitable markets had been established, and when economic expansion was of prime importance to the
majority of the planters in the province (Huneycutt 1949: 10).
With the establishment of a bounty on indigo in 1747, and the
subsequent expansion of the indigo industry in the l750s, South Carolina
once again had a viable dual economic staple system. This agricultural
system remained relatively stable during the decade prior to the American
Revolution. With the onset of the Revolution, however, the economic
status quo of the Colonial period was due to be severely shaken.
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Antebellum Development:

1775-1865

At the onset of the American Revolution the economy of South Carolina was largely agricultural, and focused on the production of rice and
indigo for export (Snowden 1920: 471-472). This economy suffered a
production hiatus caused by internal disruption resulting from the
conduct of the war and by British actions to cut off the Charleston
export trade, but with the success of the Revolution in 1783, British
economic policies no longer applied to the former American Colonies.
This represented a mixed blessing for the new state of South Carolina.
The main result of the Revolution to have an adverse effect on the
economy of South Carolina was the loss of indigo as an important economic
staple. As a consequence of the independence of the former colony from
England, the bounty on indigo was rescinded (Snowden 1920: 472; Ball
1932: 37). In addition, during the Revolution, foreign indigo producers,
especially in the East Indies, were able to recapture and oversupply the
European indigo markets, effectively lowering the price of that commodity
(Ramsay 1858: 119; SCSBA 1883: 10; Snowden 1920: 472). The combination
of the loss of the bounty and the lower prices for indigo reduced the
economic viability of the production of indigo in South Carolina making
its production unfeasible on a large scale, and exports dropped accordingly (Ramsay 1858: 119; Snowden 1920: 472).
During the Revolution, the production and exportation of both rice
and indigo were seriously hampered in South Carolina (Snowden 1920:
471). Production of these two crops was made difficult by the conduct
of the war, which destroyed many plantations and left many others in a
state of disrepair due to the absence of the planters (McCowen 1972:
87). But even for those planters who managed to produce either of these
staples, export was still a difficult obstacle. Throughout most of the
war, the export trade out of Charleston was hampered by British efforts
to prevent it, and during the years between 1780 and 1782, it became
virtually impossible due to the British occupation of that city (McCowen
1972: 84-85).
When the Paris peace settlements were concluded in 1783 (Bemis
1967: 243-256), the new State of South Carolina was in a very poor
economic situation. In many cases, the state was left in a situation
much the same as it had been when it lost the bounty on naval stores in
1729 because roughly half of its dual staple economy was withdrawn. To
make matters worse, the economy also had to recover from the destruction
left by war. Planters had to start anew, and were forced to attempt to
recover from the loss of indigo and from the decrease in the export of
rice that had been caused by the Revolution. But on the bright side,
South Carolina was now free to regulate its own commerce, and an innovation that was destined to guarantee rice an important place in the
antebellum economy had been lying dormant in the state since the middle
of the late 1750's (Snm'tTden 1920: 472).
As early as 1758, experiments had been conducted in South Carolina
with a system of rice agriculture that relied on the fluctuation of
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the freshwater tides for irrigation (Sellers 1934: 148). Although a few
Carolinians apparently adopted this form of irrigation--generally referred
to as the "water culture" of rice--prior to the Revolution, the cost of
developing fields on the tidal marshes was unnecessarily expensive
(Pinckney 1823: 19; Sellers 1934: 148; Hilliard 1975: 61). However,
following the war this form of agriculture became an important means by
which to expand production. The importance of the water culture of rice
was quickly recognized following the Revolution, and in 1783, a rice
planter, Gideon Dupont, apprised the South Carolina legislature of the
importance and practicality of this form of agriculture (Ramsay 1858:

116).
Fields intended for use with the water culture of rice (hereafter
referred to as tidal rice agriculture) were necessarily located within
the limits of freshwater marshes that were characterized by sufficient
freshwater tidal range to allow the flooding of the fields. The necessity of fulfilling this requirement limited the expansion of this agricultural form to "a coastal strip no more than fifteen to eighteen miles
wide, with the inland limit fixed by a diminishing tidal range and the
seaward limit by encroaching salt water" (Hilliard 1975: 57).
The upstream limit of tidal rice agriculture was, of course,
restricted by elevation, with freshwater marshes located higher than one
or two feet below mean high tide being unacceptable for this form of
agriculture (Hilliard 1975: 57). While the upstream limit was constant
with respect to elevation, the downstream limit of tidal rice agriculture
varied with each river according to hydrographic variables of that
river's estuary. Certain estuaries are characterized by a layering of
freshwater over saltwater at high tide, allowing the introduction of
freshwater into rice fields located along its banks. On such rivers,
the range of tidal rice agriculture may extend almost to the river's
mouth. On the other hand, in other estuaries, there is a considerable
amount of mixing of salt and freshwater, making the use of these waters
for tidal rice agricult~re unfeasible. In these rivers, the downstream
limit of tidal rice may be a considerable distance from the river's
mouth (Hilliard 1975).
The process of reclaiming freshwater marsh for agricultural uses
was a very expensive and labor intensive activity (Washington 1925:
172). When completed, a series of adjacent tidal rice fields were
surrounded .bya substantial earthen dike that was high enough to prevent
the highest tides from entering the fields. Inside this large earthen
dike individual fields were separated from one another by smaller
earthen dikes referred to as cross or check banks. On the outside edge
of each field was a large ditch designed to aid in the flooding and
draining of the field. In addition to this large ditch, smaller ditches
crosscut the field to further aid the water flow onto and off of the
crops. Water was introduced and drained from the field through a "trunk,"
which consisted of a framed culvert running through the main dike which
could be opened or closed at the discretion of the planter. Water flow
through the trunk was controlled by anyone of a number of types of
flood gates (Fig. 14) (Allston 1843; Hilliard 1975: 59-60).
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FIGURE 14:

Idealized cross-section of a typical rice trunk. In
this view, the outer gate has been raised to allrnv the
fields to be flooded.

The process by which tidal rice fields were reclaimed has been
concisely summarized by Hilliard (1975: 59), and is of interest here:
Once a suitable site was selected, the field was measured
off and the proposed embankments marked. A temporary ditch
and embankment were run around the entire area. Their purpose
was twofold, first, to keep water out of the site to
facilitate work, and, second, to clear debris (rotten logs and
stumps) and provide firm footing for the permanent embankment.
The temporary ditch was filled and elevated to form the
permanent embankment. Small channels or "sloughs" 'oJ'ere
bridged temporarily (to be filled in later) and the trunks
installed. Then the individual fields were laid out by
constructing "cross" or "check" banks. These served to
contain water within individual fields (or keep it out),
but were slightly lower than the outer embankment. Smaller
channels or drains were cut across the fields to aid
water movement as the fields were drained.

An illustration of this enclosure system has been adapted from Hilliard
(1975) and is included as Figure 15.
The benefits of tidal rice agriculture over upland swamp rice
agriculture were considerable, and serve as ample explanation for the
ready acceptance of this agricultural form. Unlike upland swamp
agriculture, tidal fields always had an ample supply of water, and
extended droughts did not equate with the loss of the rice crop
(Washington 1925: 172). Furthermore, with the introduction of water
from the adjacent rivers onto the rice, the fields were constantly being
replenished with nutrients found in the alluvial material carried by the
river (Tuomey 1848: 245; Austin 1893: 18). In addition, the water
culture of rice killed grasses and weeds which, in the upland swamps,
would need to be removed by a slave at the end of a hoe (Ramsay 1858:
116). It also appears that rice grown in the tidal fields would be
ready for harvest somewhat earlier than that planted at the same time in
upland fields (Pinckney 1823: 21). Finally, the tidal rice fields were
capable of producing more rice per acre than were the upland fields
(Austin 1893: 17).
In essence, tidal rice agriculture clearly represented a more
efficient means of production. The rice planter no longer had to deal
with problems with water supply or weed control, and once a field was
established it would never be exhausted. Most importantly, the tidal
lands were better producers than were the upland swamps. This meant
that for the same labor input as had been used on the upland swamps, the
planter could expect a significant increase in both production and the
margin of profit with tidal rice agriculture. Of additional importance,
the planter could rely on a crop every year he planted regardless of the
occurrence of droughts, which had resulted in disastrous crop failures
under the upland swamp system. With the increased profits available
from tidal rice agriculture, antebellum rice planters were able to make
a rapid recovery from the depression caused by the Revolution and the
loss of indigo (Snowden 1920: 572).
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An idealized model of the process of reclaiming fresh water

marshes for use as rice fields (adapted from Hilliard 1975).

During the l780s, further increases in rice production and profit
through increased labor efficiency were allowed by the introduction of
water powered rice milling equipment into South Carolina. Prior to the
introduction of these innovations, rice was milled exclusively by mills
powered by animals or hand. In 1787, an immigrant millwright by the
name of Jonathan Lucas erected on the Santee River the first water
powered rice mill in the state. This mill was apparently powered by
water held in upland reserves. In 1791 and 1792, Lucas built the first
rice mill powered by the tides, a perfect complement to the newly
adopted system of tidal rice agriculture. Improvements in these tide
mills continued to be made during the 1790s, and in the early nineteenth
century, steam powered rice mills were introduced into the state, supplementing rather than replacing water mills (Allston 1843; Drayton 1902:
121-124; Heyward 1937: 22).
The rapidity at which tidal rice agriculture became the dominant
form of rice agriculture in South Carolina is not clear. In 1779, Hewat
(1836: 514) suggested that upland swamp rice agriculture was the only
form of rice agriculture then in use. However, by 1791, President
George Washington (1925: 172) noted that, "The rice planters have two
modes of watering their fields, the first by the tides, the other by
reservoirs, drawn from adjacent lands. The former is best because it is
most certain." In the early nineteenth century Governor John Drayton
(1802: 116) also noted that both systems of rice agriculture were commonly
in use, although he suggested that the "river swamp" method was much
preferred over the "inland swamp" method. By at least 1845, however,
tidal rice agriculture was certainly the predominant form of rice agriculture in South Carolina (Allston 1843: 39).
From these sources it _is apparent that the system of tidal rice
agriculture underwent a rapid acceptance and expansion in the two
decades following the American Revolution. Considering the depressed
economic situation in South Carolina during this period, expansion in
tidal rice agriculture can best be viewed as an adaptive change directed
at economic expansion and recovery in the state. Since rice was the
only important economic staple crop in South Carolina prior to the
establishment of large scale cotton production after 1795, the recovery
and expansion of the state's economy following the Revolution was
largely dependant on rice agriculture. Tidal rice represented the best
means to expand both gross production and the margin of profit without
increasing capital or labor requirements on the part of the planter,
assuming he had access to freshwater tidal marsh.
With the widespread acceptance of tidal rice agriculture, a distinction quickly developed between the two types of rice plantations that
had come to exist in South Carolina, those that possessed freshwater
tidal marsh land and those that did not. Translated into harsher terms,
the distinction was between those with and those without potential for
economic growth. Rice plantations possessing tidal rice lands rapidly
increased in desirability, and the plantations having no access to
freshwater tidal lands were slowly abandoned in favor of those on which
tidal rice agriculture was possible (Allston 1843). By 1815, freshwater
tidal swamps and inland swamps adjacent to freshwater tidal swamps were
classified as the most valuable lands in the state (BFP).
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With the acceptance of tidal rice agriculture, the settlement
pattern of the rice producing area of the South Carolina low country
began to become concentrated along major rivers within the 15 mile
corridor in which tidal rice agriculture was possible. Plantations
restricted to upland rice agriculture became unable to successfully
compete with the more efficient tidal rice producers, and were abandoned
or adapted to cotton.
The rice plantations fortunate enough to have had freshwater marshes
within their boundaries when this change occurred were also subjected to
an internal change of structure. On these plantations, tidal marshes
were slowly reclaimed for rice fields, and the focus of the plantations
economic, and often its social realm, shifted in concordance to this
change. This shift did not mean, however, that upland rice fields
located in these plantations were necessarily abandoned with the implementation of tidal rice agriculture. Rather, these upland fields were
often maintained or even expanded, especially on plantations having a
less than optimal amount of tidal marsh at their disposal. Nevertheless,
these upland fields were less efficient than the tidal fields, but the
production of rice using a combination of tidal and upland swamp agriculture, and using the same labor force, was still much more efficient
than strict upland swamp agriculture.
The final significant change that resulted from the shift in form
of rice production was an indirect one. With the concentration of rice
plantations in the South Carolina tidewater, with the intensification of
agriculture in this area, and with the adoption of a form of agriculture
requiring large bodies of standing water, conditions for maleria became
excellent. The concentration of rice plantations resulted in the concentration of population, which represents an important criterion for the
increase of any disease (Livingstone 1968: 144). While any form of
agriculture creates conditions favorable to the spread of the malarial
mosquito, the intensification of agriculture in the coastal zone as a
result of the concentration and expansion of plantations in the area,
and the large scale adoption of tidal rice agriculture created an ideal
atmosphere for the breeding of malarial mosquitoes (Brewster 1947: 10;
Livingstone 1968: 144).
The rapid increase in the incidence of malaria after the shift to
tidal rice agriculture resulted in another major change in the settlement pattern in the South Carolina low country. After about 1790, low
country rice planters and their families began to migrate from their
plantations during the summer "sickly season." This sickly season
lasted from about the last of May to the first killing frost the following fall, usually in October or November. During this six month period,
the planter and his family moved to summer "resort" towns near the saltwater, to dry pine-lands, or to up-country areas, all of which represent
poor breeding grounds for the malarial mosquito (Childs 1940: 11-31;
Brewster 1947).
After about 1790, then, the rice producing areas in the South
Carolina low country (Fig. 16) began to be characterized by a seasonal
occupance schedule based not on agriculture, but rather on the occur-
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FIGURE 16:

Location of South Carolina's fOilr major rice producing counties
of the Antebellum period.
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rence of the "sickly season." This schedule applied almost exculsively
to the planter and his family, who were absent from their plantations
for about six months of the year, leaving their unfortunate overseer and
the less unfortunate African and Afro-American slaves (many or most of
whom probably carried a genetic resistance to malaria) to operate the
plantation during its prime season of production. Although in many
cases the planter stayed close enough so as to be able to pay frequent
daytime visits to his plantation, it became more and more common for
planters to relocate for the summer at great distances, often including
trips to the northern states and Europe (Brewster 1947; Childs 1940: 1131).
Prior to the mid l790s, the production of cotton in South Carolina
was small scale, and was largely intended for domestic use on the plantations that produced it. In 1793, however, the saw gin was patented by
Eli Whitney of Massachusetts, providing a strong impetus for the production of cotton in the new nation. After that date, cotton production in
South Carolina increased dramatically. Whereas only 300 pounds had been
exported from the state in 1787, 1,109,653 pounds were exported in 1795.
After 1795, its production and exportation continued to increase and
South Carolina quickly reestablished a healthy dual staple economy
centered around rice and cotton.
The area suitable to the profitable production of cotton in South
Carolina was significantly greater than that on which rice could be
grown profitably. As a result of this, cotton outranked rice as the
state's most valuable staple soon after its introduction. Drayton
(1802: 167) noted that " ••• cotton now forms the most valuable export of
the state." In 1826, Robert Mills listed cotton as representing 78% of
the total value of exports from South Carolina in 1824, outstripping the
value of rice by $4,491,651. Mills (1826: 211) listed cotton as a
staple crop in all of South Carolina's 28 districts, while rice was a
staple in only five.
I

When the first agricultural census 'of the United States was taken
in 1840, South Carolina was shown to have produced 61,710,274 pounds of
cotton the previous year. This represented 7.8% of the nation's crop
for that year, making South Carolina the fifth biggest producer in the
United States. In 1850, the state's cotton crop of 120,360,000 pounds
was the fourth largest in the Nation. A decade later, on the eve of the
Civil War, South Carolina's cotton crop had grown to 141,360,000 pounds,
but the state's rank as a cotton producer had dropped to sixth in the
nation (U. S. Census 1840-1860).
Despite cotton's overall prominence in South Carolina after the
turn of the nineteenth century, South Carolina was still the number one
producer of rice in the United States. In addition, South Carolina was
also responsible for the majority of the rice produced in the United
States. The state produced 75% of the nation's rice crop in 1840, 74%
in 1850 and 64% in 1860 (U. S. Census 1840-1860).
When the production of rice and cotton is examined within the state
during the period between 1840 and 1860, it can readily be seen that
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although cotton was "king" in South Carolina as a whole, it was certainly
only a pauper in four of the five coastal counties (Beaufort, Charleston,
Colleton, and Georgetown) containing the state's tidewater rice belt.
In 1840 these counties accounted for 98% of the 60,590,861 pounds (Fig.
16) of rice grown in South Carolina. In the same year, they could only
account for 7% of the 61,710,274 pounds of cotton produced. This relationship continued to be important in South Carolina for the remainder
of the Antebellum period. In the two decades following 1840, both rice
and cotton production increased in the state, with rice reaching an a11time production peak in 1850 with a crop of 159,930,613. In 1860, South
Carolina produced 119,100,528 pounds of rice.
In many cases, the American Civil War (1861-1865) had similar
effects on the economy of South Carolina as had the Revolution. Both
wars were fought in part on South Carolina soils, and in both, many of
the plantations were destroyed or fell into disrepair as a result of the
war. As in the Revolution, South Carolina's export trade was largely
cut off, this time by a United States blockade of the coast between 1861
and 1865. Because the state's economy continued to depend largely on
its export trade, the economy suffered greatly as a result of the curtailment of this trade.
Unlike the Revolution, the South's system of slave
labor was abolished, and the war was lost for South Carolina.

Post-Bellum Development:

1865-1930

In the reports of the census of 1890, two significant events are
recorded: the passing of the American frontier, and Louisiana's replacement of South Carolina as the number one rice producer in the United
States. South Carolina had produced 74% of all the rice produced in the
Nation 40 years earlier. In 1890, that percentage had dropped to 24%,
and by 1930 the rice harvest from South Carolina represented less than
1% of the Nation's rice production. At the same time, production of
cotton in South Carolina increased from 89,800,000 pounds in 1870 to
334,390,000 pounds in 1930, reaching a post-bellum peak in 1920 at
590,660,000 pounds (Table 3).
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TABLE 3
THE RELATIONSHIP OF RICE PRODUCTION IN SOUTH CAROLINA TO TOTAL
RICE PRODUCTION IN THE U.S. AND TO PRODUCTION OF COTTON IN
SOUTH CAROLINA, BETWEEN THE YEARS 1840 AND 1930

Year

Total pounds of
rice, U.S.

1930
1920
1910
1900
1890

1,506,100,500*
1,589,890,500*
982,733,400*
235,105,640
128,590,910

1880
1870
1860
1850
1840

110,131,373
73,634,990
187,167,032
215,882,060
80,841,422

South Carolina
rice pounds produced

1,314,135*
5,510,925*
24,370,650*
43,360,128
30,338,951
52;077,515
32,304,825
119,100,528
159,930,613
60,590,861

% of U.S.

S.C. Cotton
production
in bales

.06%
.34%
2.4 %
18.44%
23.59%

853,963
1,476,645
1,279,866
1,054,650**
747,190

47.28%
43.87%
63.63%
74.08%
74.94%

522,548
224,500
353,412
300,901
154,275**

*

For the 1910, 1920 and 1930 census returns, rice was reported
in bushels. To convert bushels to pounds for comparison,
a standard conversion figure of 45 was used.

**

The figures for cotton for 1840 and 1900 were reported in
pounds. To convert pounds to bales for comparative purposes,
a standard conversion figure of 400 was used.

Source:

U.s. Census (1840-1930)
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Clearly, something had gone wrong with respect to South Carolina
rice production; however, the state was not alone in its troubles. In
1850, the top five rice producers in the United States had been South
Carolina, Georgia, North Carolina, Louisiana and Mississippi. Eighty
years later, in 1930, this list had changed to include Louisiana,
Arkansas, Texas, California and South Carolina. In this span of less
than a century, a gradual shift from the southeastern Atlantic Coast
States to the south central Gulf Coast States and California had occurred
(Table 4).

TABLE 4
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PRODUCTION OF RICE IN THE SOUTHEASTERN
UNITED STATES TO THAT PRODUCED IN THE GULF COAST STATES BETWEEN
THE YEARS 1840 AND 1930
Southeastern rice
production* Pounds

Year

% of U.S.
total

1930+
1920+
1910+
1900
1890

2,356,785
10,129,455
32,128,470
53,511,574
51,753,952

.15%
.63%
3.26%
22.76%
40.24%

1880
1870
1860
1850
1840

84,351,070
57,043,160
179,434,060
205,439,400
76,280,357

76.59%
77.46%
95.86%
95.16%
94.35%

*
**

+
1/
Source:

Gulf coast rice
production** Pounds
1,503,100,0001/
1,576,880,00011
950,150,000
179,927,920
75,760,966
23,250,463
15,990,877
6,374,119
4,576,731
3,609,988

% of U.S.
total
99.8 %
99.18%
96.6 %
76.5 %
58.9 %
21.1 %
21.71%
3.40%
2.12%
4.46%

Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia.
Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas (California is included after 1910).
Figures for 1910, 1920 and 1930 were reported in bushels.
To convert bushels to pounds for comparison, a standard
conversion figure of 45 was used.
Includes California production.
U.S. Census (1840-1930)
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The causes of this decline are numerous, and reflect social and
economic changes taking place in post-bellum South Carolina. The loss
of the slave labor system is often championed as the primary cause of
the decline, but this is unacceptable as a singular, or even a primary,
cause. Cotton continued to flourish after the Civil War despite the
lack of the slave labor that had been used so extensively in its cultivation prior to the war. More importantly, South Carolina had persisted
as the number one rice producer in the nation until the decade after
1880, and remained the number two producer until the decade following
1900. In fact, it was not until after the turn of this century that
South Carolina rice production began its terminal decline, having
fluctuated between about 30 and 50 million pounds of rice produced
annually between 1870 and 1900. Clearly, then, rice agriculture without
the slave labor system was feasible.
However, it is important to draw a distinction between rice and
cotton with respect to their relative adaptability to the Post-bellum
period. Cotton, and most crops besides rice, are not overly labor
intensive. That is, they do not require an excessively large amount of
labor per unit of ~and. These crops can be cultivated by a large group
of farm laborers working a large area, or by groups as small as a nuclear
family unit working a much smaller area. These crops would be readily
adaptable to production under any of the various tenant farming systems
prevalent in the south following the Civil War.
Rice, on the other hand, is both labor and land intensive. That
is, it requires a relatively high input of labor on a relatively small
area of land, a system that was simply not amenable to any form of
tenant farming system based on the operation of a farm by a single
family unit. Put simply, cotton and most other crops could adapt to
changing labor and land systems, while rice could not. Whether free or
slave, rice grown in South Carolina required the same form of labor
input with the same form of land system. While this would not prevent
rice production after the Civil War, it undoutedly served as a handicap
for this agricultural sy,stem, especially in light of the adaptability of
other crops to other forms of production.
What was perhaps a significant contributing factor to the decline
of rice production in the southeastern coastal states was the deforestation of the uplands and piedmont region of the states. This deforestation
was the result of extensive logging activities during the last decades
of the nineteenth century, resulting in an increased rate of quantity of
runoff. Frequent and severe flooding along rivers, especially along those
originating in the Piedmont, occurred as a result of this deforestation.
According to a report in the U.S. Census (1900: 53) "No dikes can withstand
their (the flood's) force, and thousands of acres of rice are often
destroyed in a night and the land left a barren waste" (Heyward 1934:
214; Carpenter 1973: 42)
An additional contributing factor to the decline of South Carolina
rice agriculture was the occurrence of a series of six hurricanes between
1893 and 1911. The location of the majority of South Carolina's rice
fields on the tidal marshes made them extremely susceptible to damage
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from a hurricane, which, depending on its severity, can push saltwater
up a river's estuary to the head of tidal influence. The extreme high
tides associated with such a storm could flood the tidal fields along
the river's edge in the process. If a storm occurred during the growing
season, the incursion of saltwater onto the rice would result in the
loss of the crops. If the storm occurred after the rice was harvested,
the destruction to the rice dikes could be even more devastating than
the loss of the crop (Carpenter 1973: 32).
What was by far the most significant factor contributing to the
terminal decline of Carolina rice agriculture was simple competition.
While rice production in South Carolina remained relatively constant
between the Civil War and 1900, it was steadily increasing for the
nation as a whole. After 1900, national production skyrocketed to an
all-time high, reaching one-billion pounds between 1910 ann 1920, and
surpassing 1.5 billion in 1920 and 1930. Production in South Carolina,
on the other hand, dropped from 43 million pounds in 1900 to 24 million
pounds in 1910. In 1920, South Carolina produced only 5.5 million
pounds, and in 1930, an insignificant 1.3 million pounds was produced.
After 1900, there is clearly an inverse relation between rice production
in the United States as a whole, and in South Carolina (U.S. Census
1850-1930).
The area of the United States that was responsible for this steady
increase was, of course, the Gulf Coast States: Louisiana, Texas and
Arkansas. In 1850, these states had produced only 2% of the Nation's
crop. Between 1850 and 1880, this production increased at an average
rate of .63% a year. Between 1880 and 1890, this rate increased to
3.78% a year, with the Gulf Coast States producing 59% of the rice in
the United States in 1890. By 1900, they produced 76% of the nation's
rice crop, and by 1910, this figure had increased to 97% (Fig. 17).
Rising production in one area does not account for decreasing
production in another. The rapid increase of Gulf Coast rice production
after 1880 was the result of several factors that allowed more efficient
production of rice than was possible in South Carolina. During this
period, it was discovered that the southwestern part of Louisiana and
the southeastern part of Texas--a section of the coastal plain characterized by a rich, flat topsoil underlain by an impervious clay subsoil-was ideally suited for irrigated rice agriculture. While all this land
was above the influence of the tides, great quantities of water were
pumped from streams and wells supplied by an "inexhaustible" gravel
aquifer. Moreover, mechanization was first applied to the cultivation
of rice, which was carried out successfully in the Gulf Coast states.
Accordingly, the new techniques employed in these states allowed a much
more efficient production of rice than was possible in the southeastern
Atlantic states. As a result, the Gulf Coast produced more rice, underselling the Atlantic coast rice producers. Unable to meet these lower
prices, South Carolina slowly ceased production of rice (Ball 1932: 35).
South Carolina planters failed to mechanize their rice production
because of the very nature of the rice fields. The rice fields in South
Carolina were generally small--between 10 to 20 acres--and were separated
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from one another by substantial dikes and deep ditches. In addition,
each field was crosscut by a series of smaller ditches. The dissected
nature of the fields and the frequently bottomless reclaimed river
marshes effectively prevented the mechanization of South Carolina rice
agriculture (Lawson 1972 : 25; Carpenter 1973 : 37).
With the decline in the southeastern Atlantic rice industry, the
land in the tidewater region of South Carolina began to be used for a
number of different purposes that were largely non- agricultural. One of
the first was the mining of phosphates for use in fertilizers. The
importance of South Carolina phosphate as a fertilizer was first realized
in 1837 by Francis S. Holmes (Woolson 1875: 23). Holmes (1844) predicted
that phosphate would " be the means of resuscitating and bringing into
cultivation the thousands of old worn out fields which are every"here to
be met with.

II

It was not until 1867, when the first phosphate mining company
(Fig. 18) was formed in South Carolina, that the phosphate deposits
located along the Atlantic coast began to be exploited (Hoolsen 1875:
23- 24) . These deposits were restricted to a 30 by 80 mile strip bordering
the Atlantic, and included portions of Berkeley, Charleston, Dorchester,
Colleton and Beaufort Counties (Cooke 1936: 155). The phosphate industry
reached a peak in 1889, with a production figure of 541,645 tons.
Afterward phosphate production declined due to the gradual exhaustion of
the deposits, and in 1925, production ceased in South Carolina (Cooke
1936: 159) .
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The next major change in the tidewater land use pattern was established in the 20 years following 1885, when the area was subjected to
heavy logging (USFS 1977). During this period, much of the land within
the rice district was purchased by lumber companies, cleared of all its
valuable timber, and resold. In addition to this land use, which continues
today, the l890s saw the influx of rich "Yankees" into the area. These
northerners developed former rice plantations into winter homes and
hunting reserves (Lawson 1972: 26). With the establishment of these land
use patterns around the turn of this century, even the most optimistic
Carolinians acknowledged the passing of the rice industry in the state.

The Development and Evolution of Limeriok Plantation
Limerick plantation was originally included within the Cypress
Barony, a division of Berkeley County under the original land system of
the Proprietary Government of South Carolina (1669-1719). Under this
system, South Carolina was to be divided into counties, with each
county being divided into eight 12,000 acre signories, eight 12,000 acre
baronies and four precincts, with each precinct being composed of six
12,000 acre colonies. Within each county, the eight signories were the
share of the Proprietors, the eight baronies the share of the nobility,
and the four precincts, representing three-fifths of each 750 square
mile county, being for the general public (McCrady 1897: 95-96).
Within each of the three original counties (Berkeley, Colleton and
Craven), the baronies were to be divided among the nobility, which
consisted of one "Landgrave" and two "Caciques" for each county. Each
Landgrave would receive four baronies, and each cacique would receive
two (McCrady 1897: 96-97).
On May 28, 1681, Thomas Colleton was created a Landgrave of Berkeley
County, and in 1683 was granted one of the 12,000 acre baronies to which
he was entitled as a Landgrave. This barony was situated at the head of
the eastern branch of the Cooper River, and was referred to historically
as the Cypress Barony. Sometime prior to 1692, Thomas Colleton died,
leaving this barony to his son Peter (SCRRSP/F 1707: 13; Smith 1911: 56) •

In July of 1707, Landgrave Peter Colleton, a resident of Barbados,
sold the Cypress Barony to John Gough, Dominick Arthur and Michael
Mahon, also of Barbados (SCRRSP/F/1707: 13). Because it was contrary to
the fundamental constitutions of South Carolina for the barony of a
Landgrave to be sold away from his line of heredity after 1701, this
transaction required explicit approval from the Proprietors of South
Carolina, which was granted in April of 1709 (McCrady 1897: 96; Smith
1911: 6). Shortly thereafter, the Barony was apparently divided up among
Gough, Arthur and Mahon, with both Gough and Mahon receiving 3,500 acres
each, and Arthur receiving 5,000 acres. In the release for his share of
the barony, Mahon's 3,500 acres of land were described as consisting of
all that part of the Cypress Barony "now Call'd or Known by ye Name of
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ye Midle Setlement or Lymerick Plantation containing three thousand five
hundred acres of Land." This represents the first historical reference
to a plantation by the name of Limerick, and it is probable that this
name was first bestowed on Mahon's (a native of Limerick, Ireland)
portion of the Cypress Barony sometime between 1707 and 1709 (Smith
1911: 6-7).

Colonial Development at Limerick Plantation:

1707-1775

At the time of its sale the Cypress Barony included "eight hundred
head of cattle great & small" (SCRRSP/F/1707-l7ll: 13). Although Limerick
plantation was not yet an entity, this deed provides the first insight
into the economic beginnings of the plantation by indicating that cattle
raising was the significant economic activity on the barony during and
prior to 1707 (See Appendix A for a discussion of livestock production
at Limerick).
In 1709, Michael Mahon came into sole possession of that portion of
the Cypress Barony known as Limerick plantation (Smith 1911: 6). Four
years later, on December 12, 1713, Mahon sold this tract to Daniel Huger
(II). Of importance in this transaction, is that both Mahon and Huger
are referred to as planters. Considering that Mahon, Gough and Arthur
were all merchants when they purchased the Cypress Barony in 1707, it
appears that agriculture of some form had assumed an important if not a
dominant role in the economy of Limerick plantation during the period
between 1707 and 1713, if not earlier (SCRRSP/17ll-l7l5: 386; SCRRSP/F:
13).
Unfortunately, the next 40 years at Limerick are practically devoid
of documentary evidence, and we must assume that the plantation developed
in a manner consistent with the rest of tidewater South Carolina.
Development after 1713 and prior to the mid-1750s would have been characterized by three primary' economic stages. First, prior to the withdrawal
of the bounty on naval stores in 1725, the economy developed around a
dual staple system focused on the production of naval stores and rice
agriculture, and either one or both of these activities could be expected
at Limerick during this period. With the loss of the bounty on naval
stores, the economy slowed and the plantation would probably have produced
increasing quantities of rice as the only viable economic staple.
Following the reintroduction of indigo in the l740s" the colony reestablished its dual staple economy, and it is probable that either rice or
indigo o~ both would have been produced at Limerick.
Indirect support for the applicability of this economic model to
Limerick is provided by a 1736 advertisement in the South Carolina
Gazette for the sale of a plantation adjacent to Mr. Huger's (Limerick)
and Silk Hope plantations. It describes the plantation as " .•• containing
1,330 acres of excellent rice and corn land ••• " The production of rice
and corn would have been expected during this period. Due to the plantatio~'s close proximity to Limerick, it may be possible to infer that
these activities would also have been carried out there.
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The first good evidence for the economic structure of Limerick
plantation occurs with the death of Daniel Huger (II) in 1754. In his
will, Huger left Limerick and Rice Hope plantation to his 12 year old
son, Daniel (Ill). Due to the age of Daniel, his eldest son, Huger also
specified in his will that Rice Hope and Limerick were to be managed by
Gabriel Manigault and Thomas Cordes (SCRSSW/1752-l756: 282).
On January 30, 1755, an inventory of the estate was completed. At
Limerick, which was Huger's home (Deas 1909), there is evidence for 11
different plantation activities including barrel making, brick making,
carpentry, corn agriculture, hide manufacture, livestock raising, lumbering, the production of naval stores, pease agriculture, rice agriculture
and shoe manufacture. Of these, nine are suggested on the basis of the
presence of activity-specific tools, and seven by commodities resultant
from specific activities (Table 5). It is probable that all of these
activities played important roles in the plantation's subsistence.
Although rice, corn, lumber and livestock appear in numbers sufficient
to suggest that they may all have served as marketable commodities, it
is obvious that rice served as the economic mainstay of the plantation
(SCRSSI l753-l756/82A: 470-486).
The importance of rice in the economy of Limerick plantation in
1755 can best be understood by an examination of the relative values of
the various commodities on hand in that year (Fig. 19). Rice and livestock
represent 89% of the value of these commodities, with the remaining 11%
consisting of corn, lumber, pease and hides. By itself, rice accounted
for 55% of the value of commodities on hand--the greater part of which
was merchantable rice, or rice intended for market. In fact, merchantable rice accounted for 42% of the value of all commodities on hand,
which by itself was greater than the 34% represented by the livestock.
While it is possible that part of the livestock at Limerick in 1755 may
have been intended for market, it is probable that most were used on the
plantation as draft animals, consumed on the plantation, or maintained
as breeding stock. Therefore, while the livestock on hand at Limerick
in 1755 was undoubtedly important for the subsistence of that plantation,
their value as an economic commodity was probably minor when compared to
rice (SCRSSI l753-l756/82A: 470-486).
Interestingly, rice appears to have been the only major economic
commodity produced at Limerick. Notably absent from Huger's 1755 probate
inventory is any evidence for the manufacture of indigo, a crop which
could be expected on plantations of this period (SCRSSI/1753l756/82A: 470-486). This suggests that the dual staple economy of the
colony did not necessarily manifest itself on the level of the individual
plantation, and that rice was strong enough economically to serve as the
primary economic staple on a plantation at that time.
In 1764, Daniel Huger (III) sold Limerick plantation to Elias Ball, Sr.
of the adjacent Kensington plantation (Deas 1909: 71). Prior to this transfer,
which was prompted by Huger's plans to leave the province, he advertised
several public sales at which he proposed to sell his household furniture,
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TABLE 5
ACTIVITIES AT LIMERICK PLANTATION CA. 1755 AS INDICATED BY THE PROBATE INVENTORY
OF DANIEL HUGER'S ESTATE (SCRSSI/1753-l756/82A: 470-486)
Activity

Tools on hand

Commodities on hand

Barrel making

5 sets of cooper's tools

990 barrels (all full)

Brick making

Brick moulds

Carpentry

Carpenter's tools

None expected

Corn agriculture

1 pair quern stones for
grinding corn

270 bushels old corn,
100 bushels new corn

b

7 hydes

b 3

Hide manufacture

Value*

135

Livestock raising

2 pair sheep shears

83 head of cattle; 67
sheep and 1 lamb; 36 hogs
and barrows; 21 pigs; 14
horses and 1 colt; 2 oxen

b

993

Lumbering

13 whip saws, 8 whip
saw files, 5 cross cut saws

7,000 feet of boards

b

105

Naval stores

Pitch ladles
50 barrels of black eyed
pease

II

25

500 barrels rough rice,
300 barrels rice seed, 122
barrels merchantable rice
18 barrels small rice

b 1610

Pease agriculture
Rice agriculture

78 rice hooks, 15 rice
sieves, 3 winnowing fans

Shoe manufacture

Shoemaker's tools, lasts
leather &c.

*figured to the nearest pound (b)

~PEASE

f;

HIDES

RICE

Cattle

Relative values of commodities on
hand at Limerick Plantation in 1755
SOURCE: Probate inventory of Daniel Huger (SCRSS I/
1753-1756/82A: 470-486).
FIGURE 19
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plantation tools, livestock and slaves. Although these advertisements
are fairly non-specific, they do include a list of livestock that is
fairly consistent with that provided in 1755. Unfortunately, no other
information is provided from which the economic structure of Limerick at
that date can be reconstructed (Huger 1764).
Following the purchase of Limerick by Elias Ball, Sr., and prior to
the end of the Colonial period, the documentary record pertaining to
Limerick remains just as sketchy as for the period of Huger ownership.
It appears that the plantation continued under partial management of
Isaac Ball, second son of Elias Ball, Sr. to whom he left Limerick and
Kensington plantations in his 1772 will (Deas 1909: 88). However,
despite continued production at Limerick during this period, it is
uncertain if the main dwelling house was occupied before the close of
the American Revolut·ion.

Antebellum Development at Limeriak Plantation: 1775-1865
With the death of Isaac Ball in 1786, Limerick went with Comingtee
plantation to Elias Ball, Jr. (SCRSSW/B/1786-l793: 196-199; Deas 1909:
85-89). During or shortly before 1785, Elias Jr. appears to have moved'
to Limerick, becoming the first permanent resident of Limerick's main
dwelling house since its purchase by the Balls in 1764 (BFP/13 April
1785; Deas 1909: 118). Elias Ball maintained Limerick as his permanent
residence until his death in 1810, and managed Comingtee and his other
properties from that place (BFP/1785-l809; SCRSSW/E/1807-l8l8: 124; Deas
1909). ,Upon his uncle's death in 1810, Isaac Ball inherited Limerick
plantation (SCRSSW/E/1807-l8l8: 124). He operated Limerick until his
death in 1825, at which time it passed to his son, William James Ball,
who operated it for the duration of the Antebellum period (SCRSSW/F/18l81826: 698-402; BFPR/1825-l864).
During the Antebellum period at Limerick, several changes could be
expected as based on the general development of the South Carolina
tidewater during this period. First, the plantation is likely to have
adopted tidal irrigation, and possibly also tidal or reserve power for
milling. At the same time, the expansion of rice production in upland
swamps might also have occurred to supplement Limerick's limited area of
tidal marsh. Secondly, the effects of an increasingly severe "sickly
season" should have resulted in the summer migration of the planter and
his family from that place. Finally, the introduction of cotton as a
staple crop may be expected to have taken place at Limerick.
The early development of tidal rice agriculture at Limerick is
suggested by the 1786 plat of the plantation (Purcell 1786). According
to this plat, the entire area of tidal marsh at Limerick is taken up by
rice fields, although it is not indicated whether these were irrigated
with reserves or with the tides. Several fields--those located furthest
away from the river and adjacent to high land--were apparently irrigated
by reserve water carried to the fields through a canal. According to
the 1918 soil survey of this area (Latimer, et ale 1918: 340) and a
visual inspection of these fields today, the fields appear to be above
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the influence of the tides. It is probable, however, that those fields
that were located within the tidal marsh were irrigated by the tides.
Located north of the barony road on the 1786 plat (Purcell 1786)
are a series of three clearly upland rice fields which, interestingly,
are referred to as the "old rice fields." These fields apparently predated the others at Limerick and their temporal relationship with the
tidal rice fields suggests a shift in focus from the upland swamps to
the tidal marsh and adjacent lowlands.
By 1797, when the second plat of Limerick was prepared (Hardwick
1797) there appears to have been considerable expansion of the upland
rice fields. Whereas in 1786 only 4 upland fields were shown, in 1797
there were 12 (Purcell 1786; Hardwick 1797). In 1786, the upland rice
fields represented only 30% of all the rice fields at Limerick, but in
1797 upland fields accounted for 74% of the total (Purcell 1786; Hardwick
1797). This increase in upland fields could have been expected at
Limerick, which had less than 95 acres of tidal marsh at its disposal
(Purcell 1786). Overall, acreage in rice increased from 135 acres in
1786 to 335 in 1797, a 148% increase (Purcell 1786; Hardwick 1797).
This overall increase in rice acreage·would also have been expected at
this time, when maximal production of rice was the goal of most planters.
During the Antebellum period in South Carolina, the development of
milling equipment powered by water from reserves or by tidal power saw a
rapid increase. Although this milling equipment could never be expected
on every plantation, it did occur at Limerick. The first mention of a
water powered rice mill at Limerick occurred in September of 1787, at
which time Elias Ball's cousin in England mentioned a mill in that
country that carded and spun cotton "with a wheel turned by water just
as you had to your Limerick pounding mill" (BFP/E. Ball to E. Ball/II
September 1787). In this same letter, he suggested that his American
cousin employ a stearn powered sawmill at Limerick to harvest "that great
quantity of very fine timber lying useless" at that place. Of interest,
however, is that he felt "the cost (of steam power) certainly will be
too great to apply it to the use of a rice mill ••. " (BFP/E. Ball to E.
Ball/II September 1787).
The water powered rice mill mentioned above was apparently not yet
built, for in November of 1787 Elias Ball in England wrote to his cousin
Elias of Limerick (BFP/l November 1787) that "Your iron works for rice
mill will be ready for shipping in a short time and shall be sent out
by first opportunity from Bristol .••• " He goes on to say that "The
millwrights hear thinks your mill stones ordered are so trifling sm~ll
that they can't answer any purposes and it is also my opinion but have
strictly adheared to the draft and directions and wish the whole may
answer your purpose but that I am very much in doubt of."
Despite the fact that the ironwork for this pounding mill was
shipped by 1788, the mill was apparently not erected until sometime
between mid-1793 and early 1795. In 1793, Jonathan Lucas provided a
memorandum of mill timber to Elias Ball (BFP/15 July 1793) which specified
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the lumber required for the construction of the 60 foot long mill building and a barn. The mill was completed by early 1795, as Lucas provided
a receipt to Ball in that year "for parts and erecting pounding mill
L 220 ••• 10" (BFP/lO February 1795). In January of 1798, Lucas installed
rolling screens in the Limerick pounding mill (BFP/24 May 1799), and in
1801, he provided Ball with a receipt "for repairing his mill at Limerick"
(BFP/23 January 1801).
On the 1797 plat of Limerick (Hardwick 1797), a group of three
buildings designated as the "Machine" are shown at the lower end of the
upland rice fields. This machine is apparently the rice pounding mill
erected by Lucas at Limerick (Hawley 1949: 91). The site of this mi11*
is located above the influence of the tides, which may possibly indicate
that the range of the tide at Limerick was insufficient for the operation
of a mill. For power, this mill used water from a reserve located some
distance from the mill, and which was channeled to it by a canal passing
through several upland rice fields.
In addition to the rice pounding mill designated on the 1797 plat
(Hardwick 1797), there was also another water mill of sorts located on
the canal running adjacent to Kensington Creek within Limerick's tidal
marsh. The location of this mill on a canal and within the tidal marsh
opens the possibility that it may have been powered by either the tides
or by water from reserves, or both. This mill is designated as the "old
mill" on a partial plat of Limerick prepared in 1890, which Ball (1929)
refers to as the old grist mill. This was a much later addition to the
plantation than the rice pounding mill, but no detailed documentation of
its existence is availab1e.**
With the expansion of rice production following the Revolution came
an increasingly severe "sickly season" lasting from May to November
(Brewster 1947). This annual occurrence of disease in the low country,
attributable to the endemic increase of malaria, resulted in a pattern
of cyclical migrations of planters and their families from their unhealthy rice plantations to summer resort communities removed from the
dangers of the swamp. This pattern of seasonal occupation was typical
of most plantations in the South Carolina tidewater during the Antebellum
period.

*The well preserved archeological remains of this mill (38BK262)
are located north of State Highway 402 within the Santee Experimental
Forest of the Francis Marion National Forest.
**The site of this water mill (38BK263) is fairly well preserved,
and is located on the privately owned portion of Limerick plantation.
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The first hint of the unhealthy state of affairs at Limerick during
the summer months is contained in a 1785 letter from Elias Ball in
England to Elias Ball of Limerick (BFP/27 September 1785). In this
letter, he states, "We have sad accounts of the sicklyness of Carolina
which makes me uneasy for my friends. Hope you have escaped the common
visitations of the climate this season •••• " By 1808, it appears the
Balls at Limerick were relocating to the pinelands during at least some
of the summers (W. J. Ball to Isaac Ball/BFP/5 June 1808). In 1825,
Isaac Ball died of low country fever--probably malaria (Deas 1909; Davis
1950: 5).
During the ownership of Limerick by William James Ball (1825-1891),
the family apparently relocated to a residence at Cordesville, located
approximately seven air miles northwest of Limerick (Elisa Ball to Mrs.
W. J. Ball/BFP/2 June 1863). Cordesville was ideally situated for
Limerick. It was high and dry, and therefore relatively free from
mosquitoes and the danger of malaria. In addition, it was close enough
to allow William Ball to make daytime trips to Limerick several times a
week to look after the crops and the plantation in general--a practice
that was followed by most responsible planters (Brewster 1949). That the
Balls may in fact have visited their plantation every day is suggested
by the last reference to summer migrations at Limerick in which Elisa
Ball informed Mrs. William James Ball (BFP/2 June 1863) that " ••• 1 think
the showers were providential that kept you in Cordesville and from the
fatigue of going to the plantation, I think it would be well if you
would limit yourself to 3 times a week, as the Summerville folks do."
The first record of cotton at Limerick occurs in 1810, when five
and a half acres were planted (BFPR/1810). Interestingly, 1810 is the
year that the plantation was taken over by Isaac Ball. The next record
of cotton at Limerick appears in 1817, when 100 acres were planted. Of
these, 39~ acres were listed as new ground, indicating a substantial
increase in that year (BFPR/18l7). Unfortunately, after this reference,
acres planted in cotton were no longer listed in the Limerick record
books, and the amount of cotton produced was recorded inconsistently due
to a rapid turnover in overseers. It is apparent, however, that cotton
continued as a crop of some importance until at least 1824, after which
plantation records on crops at Limerick all but cease (BFPR).
The early records for rice at Limerick are fraught with the same
problems as are those for cotton, but for the period between 1810 and
1825, acres planted were recorded with some consistency (BFPR/18101825). In 1818 and 1819 the amount of rice planted dropped markedly
(BFPR/18l8-l8l9). This decrease in rice acreage correlates with the
apparent increase in cotton acreage at this same time, and may be related to fluctuating market values of these commodities. However, after
1824, when the rice acreage is next recorded, the acreage had returned
to its earlier levels (BFPR/1824). After 1825 rice records do not pick
up again until the period between 1842 and 1847. At that time, only
production in bushels was listed, with this increasing sporadically from
2,200 bushels (approximately 99,000 pounds) in 1842 to 4,350 bushels
(approximately 195,750 pounds) in 1847 (BFPR/1842-l847).
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Starting in 1850, agricultural information was collected with each
United States Census (Table 6), and provides the best view of Limerick
during the decade prior to the Civil War (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1850, 1860). In
,1850, 187 acres were listed as improved at Limerick, and 123,000 pounds
of rice were produced (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1850). Ten years later, in 1860,
the improved acreage had risen to 360, and rice production at Limerick
had skyrocketed to 558,830 pounds (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1860). Although it is
evident that the production of rice was increasing during this period,
no evidence is provided for any production of cotton at Limerick in
either 1850 or 1860 (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1850, 1860).
Unfortunately, the inconsistent occurrence of figures for rice and
cotton production at Limerick do not allow a clear understanding of the
role played by either of these crops during the Antebellum period. Of
interest, however, is that records for cotton exist only during the
operation of Limerick by Isaac Ball between 1810 and 1825, and it is
possible that he was the only Ball interested in growing the crop
(BFPR; MCASC/SJBP/CD 1850, 1860). Rice, on the other hand, appears
throughout the entire Antebellum period, and must be considered the
primary economic staple.
In addition to these economic staples, numerous other crops were
listed during the Antebellum period, and probably represented subsistence
crops grown primarily for consumption on the plantation. Between 1810
and 1825, these crops included corn, potatoes, peas (grown in beds
around the edges of the rice fields-BFPR/18l0), oats, and barley (BFPR/
1810-1825). In 1850 and 1860, crops besides rice were listed as Indian
corn, oats, peas and beans, sweet potatoes and hay (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1850,
1860). In addition to these crops, livestock also played an important
role in the subsistence of the plantation during the entire antebellum
period at Limerick (see Appendix A).
The records reveal little about what went on at Limerick during the
Civil War. William James Ball's record book (BFPR/1863) contains a list
of rice sold to soldiers' families and to others from Limerick between
December 1863 and March 1864. As a clear signal of changing times, the
yearly list of slaves born at Limerick --kept without fail since 1808-ceases abruptly and forever in 1864 (BFPR/1808-1864).
Post-be~~um Deve~opment

at Limerick

P~antation:

1865-1978

The effects of the Civil War on Limerick plantation are easy to
document. In 1865, the land of William James Ball (Limerick), which had
been valued at $40,000 before the war, was assessed at a value of $6,204
(MCASC/SJBP/SC 1860; SCRCGTR 1865). By 1870, the value of Ball's land
had fallen slightly to $6,000, and in 1880 it had further decreased to a
value of $5,000 (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1870, 1880). The value of farm equipment
at Limerick dropped drastically from $0,000 in 1860 to only $75 in 1870
(MCASC/SJBP/CD 1860, 1870). Furthermore, between the immediate postCivil War years of 1866 and 1868, the number of dogs at Limerick dropped
from 3 to 1, a clear index of economic decline (SCRCGTR 1865, 1867).
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TABLE 6
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF LIMERICK PLANTATION 1850-1880
1850

1860

1870

1880

187

360

7

40

3155

2050

4600
$5,000

Acres of land
improved
Acres of land
unimproved
Cash value of farm

$20~000

$40,000

$6,000

Value of farm
equipment

$

200

$ 6,000

$

Rice (pounds)

123,000

558,830

2,000

Sweet potatoes
(bushels)

1536

1400

24

Indian corn (bu.)

600

600

130

Peas & beans (bu.)

150

200

3

Oats

130

30

Hay

75
24,000

300

10 tons

Butter (pounds)

500

365

Asses & mules

4

11

1

Horses

4

8

3

1

25

7

25

25

Working oxen

8

10

Other cattle

77

36

45

50

Sheep

12

7

26

48

Swine

15

45

Milch cows

Source:

MCASC/SJBP/CD 1850-1880
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100

7

Rice produced at Limerick decreased from 558,830 pounds in 1860, to
only 2,000 pounds in 1870, a 99.6% decrease (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1860, 1870).
By 1880, the production of rice had managed to increase to 24,000 p~unds,
which was still 95.7% below the 1860 figure (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1880). L1ke-.
wise, the production of all other crops at Limerick had decrea~ed drast1cally or ceased to be produced (Table 6) in the decades follow1ng the
Civil War (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1860-1880).
Livestock represents the only agricultural activity at Limerick
that managed to recover significantly following the Civil War. It would
require less labor to produce livestock than any other agricultural
product, and following the Civil War it would also have been unnecessary
to provide for the subsistence of slaves. The increase in livestock
production, however, is overshadowed by the drastic decline in rice
production. Clearly, Limerick plantation had hit hard times. (For a
discussion of the role of livestock production at Limerick see Appendix

A.)
Following the decline of Carolina rice agriculture, the South
Carolina tidewater plantations began to be adapted to a number of largely
non-agricultural uses. The first of these is associated with the mining
of phosphate rock, an important activity in South Carolina from 1867 to
1925 (Cooke 1936: 159). The most significant change, however, was the
onset of large scale lumbering activities. In the Limerick area, this
industry was extremely important between 1885 and 1905, but it has
remained so to a lesser degree to the present (USFS 1977). The final
adaptation of former rice plantations was their development into winter
residences, year-round private residences, and hunting reserves in this
century (Lawson 1972: 26).
At Limerick, there is evidence for each of these uses. In 1890,
William James Ball sold to Edward J. Hanahan "Three hundred acres of
land containing Phosphate Rock deposit ••• " (BCRCCC/A-16: 406). However,
it is unclear whether or not phosphate was ever mined on the portion of
Limerick named in this deed. There is no evidence for such an activity
on the modern landscape.
In 1891, William James Ball died, and the plantation was subsequently sold to Henry Beer (BCRCCC/Q-2: 38). Beer sold Limerick to the
E. P. Burton and Company in 1899 (BCRCCC/A-13: 219). This lumber company
purchased seven other tracts of land in Berkeley County besides Limerick
during that year.
Between the time of its sale by the E. P. Burton & Co. in 1904
(BCRCCC/C-9: 205) and its purchase by Richard D. Tucker in 1945 (BCRCCC/
A-76: 254), the plantation had been broken up, the majority of it having
been included within the federally owned portions of the Francis Marion
National Forest (established 1936) (USFS 1977). With Tucker's purchase
of Limerick it became a private duck hunting reserve. Some years later,
Limerick also became a private residence for the Tucker family.
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CHAPTER VII
ARCHEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION:

ARCHITECTURAL ENVIRONMENT

In troduation
The view of Limerick plantation so far presented has been based
almost exclusively on historical documents. This historical reconstruction has served three vital functions. It has provided a general
historical perspective within which Limerick plantation can best be
understood, a general historical overview of Limerick within which to
consider the archeology of a small portion of the site, and a type of
data that cannot be obtained archeologically, which serves substantially
to strengthen our overall understanding of Limerick plantation as
developed in this report.
The archeology of the excavated portions of Limerick plantation is
immediately dominated by a series of buildings, revealed by archeology
and historical documentation. It is probable that these buildings, as
complex material artifacts, also dominated the past activities at this
part of the plantation, by serving as a culturally significant part of
the physical environment around which activities must consciously have
been organized. In essence, these buildings form the foundation on
which any broad understanding of the behavioral past at Limerick must be
based.
Certain fundamental questions must be asked with respect to buildings with definite architectural remains: When were these buildings
constructed? When were they destroyed? What were their generalized
functions? For buildings suggested by documents, but having no definite
archeological counterparts: Is there sufficient evidence in the site's
artifact patterning to suggest the presence of a building at a location
suggested historically? If the location of a historically suggested
building can be supported on the basis of such patterning, what inference
caR be drawn concerning the construction and destruction dates, and
generalized function of a building at this location?
Once the evolution and function of the built environment at Limerick
is understood, a more generalized series of questions can be asked of
the cultural environment: How did the built environment at Limerick
affect the general behavioral patterns, how did Colono-Indian ceramics
function within the Limerick cultural environment, how did the cultural
environment change through time, and how can these changes be explained?
Based on the resolution of these specific and generalized research
questions, a general interpretation of the site will be possible.
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The Architecture of Limerick's Construction Zone
The remains of three definite buildings were discovered during the
archeological excavations within the right-of-way at Limerick. The plat
of Limerick plantation made in 1786 (Purcell 1786) shows four structures
within this same area, and the 1797 plat (Hardwick 1797) shows five.
Based on these three sources, an inventory of the buildings located
within the right-of-way at Limerick is presented in Table 7. Of the
seven discrete buildings indicated by these three sources, only #1, #2,
and #3 are characterized by what are undeniably architectural remains.

TABLE 7
AT

INVENTORY OF BUILDINGS LOCATED WITHIN THE CONSTRUCTION ZONE
PLANTATION, BASED ON ARCHEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SOURCES

LI~mRICK

Bldg. #

Status

Source

Suggested I.D.

1

Confirmed

Main dwelling house

2

Confirmed
Confirmed
Probable

Archeology
1786 & 1797
plats
Archeology
Archeology
Archeology
1797 plat
1797 plat
1786 & 1797
plats
1786 & 1797
plats

3
4

6

Hypothetical
Probable

7

Hypothetical

5
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19th century kitchen
Problematical
Carriage house
Carriage house
18th century kitchen
Barn

BuiLding #1
The archeological remains of Building #1 consisted of the subsurface
portion of a cellar and several footings for a porch located on the south
side of this building. The dimensions of the cellar were 36 feet northsouth by 48 feet east-west. The porch footings were located approximately
11 feet south of the brick foundation. This foundation was laid in
English bond and was characterized by a bricked up door in the center of
the south wall and the remains of an entrance in the southern one-half
of the east wall (Fig. 20). The interior of the cellar was divided into
four equal-sized rooms separated by a north-south central corridor, with
each room having an entrance opening into this corridor. A double
hearth was located in the east-west wall separating the two western
rooms, with a firebox opening into each of these rooms. The foundation
for a double chimney was located in the east-west wall separating the
two eastern rooms.
The size of this building, its interior configuration, and the fact
that it was situated at the head of an avenue of live oaks suggested
that this was probably the Limerick mansion house. That this was the
case was verified through a comparison of the cellar with measured
drawings made when the house was still standing (Fig. 21) (HABS 1940).
The cellar shown in these drawings conforms with few exceptions to that
excavated in 1977.
The exterior dimensions of Limerick's rectangular frame house, as
revealed by both the archeological record and the HABS drawings, (Figs.
22 and 23) measured 48 by 36 feet. The house faced north, and sat at
the head of an avenue of live oaks leading to the old Barony road, now
Highway 402. The exterior of the house was perfectly symmetrical except
for the two internal chimneys which were of different sizes; the location of the entrance to the basement on the eastern side of the house;
and the single tier encircling the porch on the north, east, and south
sides of the house. There were centrally located, in both front and rear
entrances,to the first floor of the house, with each entrance being
complemented with a rectangular transom. The house sat on a raised
brick basement which was laid in English bond. The exterior of the
structure was sided with horizontal black cypress weatherboarding. The
tall, narrow sash windows were repleat with shutters, and were grouped
to reveal the central-hall floorplan of the interior. In 1940, the
Limerick house had a sheet metal roof (HABS 1940).
The interior of the Limerick house (approximately 6,912 square feet)
was divided into 15 rooms with 10 of these having fireplaces (fireplaces
were lacking only in the attic, and in the two easternmost rooms in the
basement). The plan of the basement and second floors was symmetrical,
with two pairs of two rooms each being divided by a north-south central
hall or corridor. The floorplan of the attic was similar to both the
basement and second floors, but only the two westernmost rooms were
finished, with the eastern portion being a large unfinished room with a
single entrance (Fig. 24). The first-floor plan was characterized by an
uneven division of the front rooms, with the front entrance opening
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Figure 20 :

Vie\v of the excavated basement of Limerick ' s main house,
s hm.in g the bricked up door sill in the southern e nd of the h a ll.
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into a large hall formed by a combination of the northwest room and the
front portion of the central hall. On this floor, the northeast, southeast and southwest rooms were identical to those on the other floors
(Fig: 22). A staircase ascending from the first to the second and
attic floors was located against the wall at the rear of the central
hall. The only entrance to the basement was located on the exterior of
the house (HABS 1940).
The basement floor was composed of flagstones 1.9 foot square and
approximately three inches thick. Excavation revealed that these stones
were laid over a layer of sand several inches thick, which in turn was
laid over the subsoil. Wide board flooring was used throughout the
upper stories of the house. The stair hall and mantel walls were
panelled with vertical boards of random width, with the ceiling and all
other walls being plastered. Interior woodwork followed the design of
the exterior shutters and doors. The posts and sleepers of the house
frame were partially exposed inside the house. The hearth floors were
marble in the front rooms and hall of the first floor, and brick elsewhere. The walls directly above the hearths were plastered as protection
against fire, and the mantel cornices were apparently of wood construction (Stoney 1938: 45; HABS 1940).
As previously introduced, the archeological excavations of the
house revealed a basement floor plan identical in most respects to that
illustrated in the HABS drawings. However, in addition to providing
evidence that the wrap-around porch was an addition to the original
house, these excavations provided evidence in the form of a bricked up
doorway (Fig. 20) that the basement entrance had originally been located
on the south side of the basement, directly beneath the rear entrance to
the first floor as shown in the HABS drawings. Having one door open
directly above another would probably have required a portico or elevated
porch of some kind to allow access to the first floor without obstructing
entrance to the basement.
With these characteristics in mind, it is possible to discuss the
relationship of the Limerick house to the architectural trends of the
area with the hope of developing an idea, based solely on regional
historical data, of when the house was built and when the porches were
added. Unfortunately, no documents pertaining specifically to Limerick
exist that could tell us exactly when the house was built, and no temporally diagnostic artifacts were recovered from features associated with
the construction of this house.
Documentary evidence does, however, provide the following evidence.
Although there was a dwelling house on the Cypress Barony when it was
sold in 1707, it is uncertain as to where this house was located.
Although obviously not based on empirical "fact," there is a general
belief that the Limerick house was built by Daniel Huger (II), which
would place its construction between 1713, when he came into possession
of Limerick, and 1754, when he died. Since Daniel Huger (III) was born
at Limerick in 1742, it would seem plausible to narrow this range to
1713-1742 (Deas 1909). In 1921, Leiding (1921: 84-85) described Limerick
as a "Huger House" that was either "nearly 200 years old" or "two hundred
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and odd years old." Both of Leiding's estimates would place Limerick's
construction date at around 1720. The HABS index dates Limerick's
construction to the early eighteenth century, or between 1700 and 1735
(HABS 1941: 350).
To confuse the issue, Lydia C. Ball (Appendix B) states that "the
original house at Limerick burned to the ground while it was occupied by
the Huger family." The tradition is that the fire occurred while the
elder Huger was traveling in Europe, and that the present house was
rebuilt by his sons during his absence. However, this theory remains
highly suspect, as Daniel Huger's (II) eldest son Daniel was only 12
years of age at the time of his father's death in 1754. Nevertheless,
it is possible that the house recorded by HABS was not Limerick's
original.
By comparison of the temporal occurrence of attributes on drawings
and photographs of a regrettably small sample (Table 8) of dated colonial
plantation houses in South Carolina, it might be possible to suggest the
period during which the construction of Limerick was probable. For
purposes of comparison of Limerick to other plantations, five architectural
attributes appear to be significant: roof style; window arrangement;
the occurrence of small porticos; the occurrence of rectangular transoms
over the front entrance; and the floor plan.

TABLE 8
SOUTH CAROLINA LOW COUNTRY PLANTATION HOUSES USED FOR
COMPARISON WITH THE MANSION HOUSE AT LIMERICK PLANTATION
Date
1686
ca. 1693
ca. 1699
1714
1720
1725
1726
pre-1727
1730
ca. 1730
1735
1738
1740
1740
1755

Name
Medway
Yeaman's Hall
Middleburg
Mulberry
Hanover
Brick House, Edisto
Exeter
Quimby
Fenwick Hall
Fairfield
Hampton
Drayton Hall
Oakland
Tom Seabrook's House
Middleton Place
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Source
Stoney
Leiding
Stoney
Stoney
Stoney
Stoney
Stoney
Leiding
Stoney
Stoney
Stoney
Stoney
Stoney
Stoney
Stoney

(1938)
(1921)
(1938)
(1938)
(1938)
(1938)
(1938)
(1921)
(1938)
(1938)
(1938)
(1938)
(1938)
(1938)
(1938)

On the exterior, Limerick was basically Georgian in style* (Fig.
25). It did, however, lack the hipped roof characteristic of southern
Georgian architecture during its middle to late eighteenth century
flourescence, and the perfect symmetry expected of a Georgian exterior
was upset by Limerick's asymmetrically placed and sized chimneys. The
plan of Limerick's interior is of a type called the "Carolina Low Country
Plan" which is characterized by a central hall or corridor and the
unequal division of the front rooms on the first floor (Fig. 22).
Limerick's end-gabled roof is rare among documented plantation
homes of the Colonial period in South Carolina (Fig. 2£). Although the
peri~d before 1740 was typified by more houses with end-gabled roofs
than hipped roofs, these end-gabled roofs were generally gambrell or
Dutch roofs--significantly different from Limerick's. High pitched,
end-gabled roofs, such as those at Limerick, were the architectural norm
during the Medieval period in England, prior to the introduction of
Georgian architecture in that country. In light of this, an end-gabled
roof on a basically Georgian exterior may be interpreted in this area as
representing an early Georgian form. Although hipped roofs first appeared
in South Carolina at Yeaman's Hall (ca. 1693), they do not appear on an
identifiably Georgian structure until Brick House (1725) (Leiding 1921;
Lancaster 1938; Stoney 1938).
Another significant external feature of the Limerick house is that
the windows were grouped rather than being equidistant from one another
(Fig. 25). This grouping effectively illustrates the central hall floor
plan by their arrangement. This grouping of windows as a result of the
floor plan is apparent at Medway (1686), Yeaman's Hall (ca. 1693) and at
Middleburg (ca. 1699), but it is noticeably absent in the eighteenth
century.
The even spacing of windows is especially significant at
Mulberry, (1714), Hanover (1720), Brick House (1725), Fenwick Hall
(1730), and Fairfield (ca. 1730), as these houses all have floor plans
similar to Limerick's (Stoney 1938). It appears, then, that between
1699 and 1714, exterior symmetry became more important than the interior
symmetry of the individual rooms--a logical step in the elaboration and
refinement of Georgian architecture in South Carolina.
The occurrence of small front and rear porticos at Limerick has
been suggested archeologically. The occurrence of small porticos in the
South Carolina low country during the early Colonial period suggests
that they may be restricted to a range of ca. 1714, when they occurred
at Mulberry, to around 1730, when spatious piazzas began occurring with
a higher frequency.
The occurrence of rectangular transoms, such as that found on the
Limerick house (Fig. 24), has been suggested as indicating a date prior
to about 1750 (Kimball 1922: 102). However, in South Carolina, rectangular transoms are absent on houses dating after the construction of

*According to Blumenson (1977: 18), "The Georgian house is characterized by a formal arrangement of parts employing a symmetrical composition enriched with classical detail."
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Mulberry in 1714 and are noticeably absent on elaborate Georgian houses
such as Hampton (1735) and Drayton Hall (1738).
The final architectural trend of general importance is the floor
plan of Limerick. This "Carolina Low-Country Plan" first appeared at
Mulberry in 1714, and persisted through the entire Colonial period.
However, the importance of this asymmetrical floor plan decreased after
1730, as witnessed by the rigorously symmetrical exteriors and interiors
of Hampton and Drayton Hall. While the central hall was often retained
in later Georgian interiors, the characteristic uneven division of the
front rooms appears to have been replaced by their symmetrical division
(Stoney 1938).
In discussing these five architectural traits, several characteristics of temporal architectural change have been presented. They
reveal that the original architectural styles imported into the colony
were transformed into a folk style, a vernacular characterized by the
Carolina floor plan during the first two decades of the eighteenth
century. This folk style was first'fully evident at Mulberry in 1714.
During the next two decades, the Carolina plan domineered, but Georgian
architecture, executed with Palladian exactitude, became dominant and
increasingly refined in the colony, culminating in the emphatically
Georgian statements at Hampton and Drayton Hall in the late l730s.
Assuming this model is correct, Limerick almost certainly belongs to the
first period, and can be considered a primitive forebearer of refined
Georgian architecture in South Carolina. On the basis of a more detailed
correlation of the temporal ranges of these five attributes, as shown in
Table 9, it is possible to infer that Limerick was built in the first
two decades of the eighteenth century. These dates seem reasonable in
light of the early development of the plantation, which began in 1707.
TABLE 9
TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF ARCHITECTURAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE
LIMERICK HOUSE AS BASED ON A COMPARISON OF DOCUMENTED
LOWCOUNTRY PLANTATION HOUSES OF THE COLONIAL PERIOD
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The form of the molding on the outer margin of Limerick's doors
also supports an eighteenth century construction date. According to
Mercer (1923: 14), " ••• door panels, before c. 1776, if edged as usual
with mouldings, always show a plain, unbeaded ovolo or quarter-round
moulding on their outer margin, while immediately following the Revolution, after 1783, these same "ovolo mouldings became scored with one or
two quirks or beadings, or change into the ogee." As revealed by the
HABS drawings of Limerick's door and wall panels, the molding is clearly
an unbeaded ovolo, indicating that Limerick is probably pre-Revolutionary.
The eighteenth century construction data of the house is also
demonstrable on the basis of archeological evidence. In the first
place, a building at the location of the one excavated in 1977 is indicated on both the 1786 and 1797 plats (Purcell 1786; Hardwick 1797).
This, however, does not mean that the house excavated in 1977 is the
same building as that indicated on the maps.
More conclusive evidence
comes from the architectural hardware recovered from the house. In two 5
foot excavation units (XU 62 and 73), the ash layer (Level F) associated
with the 1945 destruction of the house by fire was carefully excavated.
Although these excavations revealed material that was characteristically
nineteenth and twentieth century, they also revealed definite eighteenth
century building hardware.
The most numerous of these artifacts, and those to which a date can
most readily be assigned, were nails. The manufacturing techniques
(forged, cut, or wire) of 205 of the 410 nails recovered from these two
units could be determined. Of these 205, 20.4% were forged, 41.9% were
cut, and 37.5% were wire, suggesting that at least a portion of the
structure was of eighteenth century construction. (Fontana and Greenleaf
1965: 44; Mercer 1976: 3).
The mean ceramic date for the excavated portions of Limerick Plantation is 1820 (Appendix C). In many cases, the mean ceramic date has
been demonstrated to approximate the median historical occupation date
of a site (South 1972). If we can assume that we are dealing with a
continuous occupation characterized by a consistent use of European type
ceramics, on which the mean ceramic date is based, we can use Limerick's
mean ceramic date and documented terminal occupation date of 1945 to
develop an estimate of when the site was first occupied. With the
difference between the terminal occupation date and the mean ceramic
date being 125 years, and assuming the mean ceramic date represents the
approximate median site occupation date, the first occupation of Limerick
should have occurred about 1695 (1820-125=1695). Such an estimate would
clearly be in concordance with the hypothesized 1700-1720 construction
date of the Limerick house.
It is, however, essential to realize that the assumption on which
the above estimate was based is subject to criticism. The first problem
is that a continuous occupation of the area surrounding the main house
is not likely, with an apparent hiatus in occupation occurring between
1764 and 1785 when the owner maintained a permanent residence at the
adjacent Kensington Plantation. Just how this would affect the
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artifact deposition in this area is uncertain, however. A considerably
severe problem with the assumption is that it is extremely difficult to
support a consistent use of European type ceramics for the excavated
area of Limerick. As will be discussed later, there is evidence that
the ceramic assemblage at Limerick included fewer European type ceramics
and more Colono-ware ceramics during the eighteenth than during the
nineteenth century. If proportionally fewer European type ceramics were
being used at Limerick during the eighteenth century than during the
nineteenth century, a mean ceramic date based on the total European type
ceramics from the site would most likely be more recent than the median
historical date. While an error in this direction would destroy the
accuracy of the prediction of an initial occupation date, it would not
substantially affect my conclusions.
There is also ample source for error on the other end of the scale.
After Limerick was sold out of Ball ownership in 1895, there is evidence
that it was characterized by a drastic socioeconomic decline. This is
reflected in the number of times it changed hands (seven times in 50
years), in its exterior condition as revealed by the turn of the century
photographs (Fig. 27 and 28), and in its interior and exterior condition
as revealed by photographs prepared by the Historic American Building
Survey in 1940 (Figs. 29-33). It is probable that this socioeconomic
decline would be characterized by an attendant change in the nature
intensity of ceramic usage. Without a doubt, a changed usage pattern
spanning 50 years would affect the mean ceramic date.
It would be easy to speculate that the addition of the wrap-around
porch, which destroyed whatever Georgian formality the exterior had
previously enjoyed, occurred when the plantation passed from Huger to
Ball ownership (in 1764). However, McCrady (1897: 706n) states that
spacious piazzas were not introduced into South Carolina until after the
American Revolution. Since the Limerick house was apparently not occupied between the time of its sale in 1764 until Elias Ball took up
residence there around 1786, it is plausible that the porch was added as
a post-Revolution improvement by Ball (Deas 1909).
The archeology clearly indicates that the porch recorded in the
1940 HABS drawings (Figs. 21, 25, and 26) was an addition to the Limerick
house. Evidence for this takes the form of the size of the bricks used
in the footings for the porch; they are significantly larger than those
used in the construction of the foundation of the house proper (the mean
brick index used in the porch was 130 as compared to 114.6 for the
house).* Furthermore, those brick footings for the porch flush with the
foundation proper are not interlocked with the foundation proper.

*The brick index was developed by Stanley South as a means of
eaSily comparing overall brick sizes from archeological sites (South
1964: 69-71). The brick index is computed py converting the length,
width and thickness to eighths (of an inch) and summing the products. In
that the resultant single number index obscures length, width and thickness measures, two bricks with identical index numbers could conceivably
have radically different proportions.
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FIGURE 27:

Early 20th century vie", of the Limerick house looking southeast.

FIGURE 28 :

Early 20th century view of the Limerick house, looking south",est.
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FIGURE 29 :

1940 II'.storic flmerican Buildings Survey (HARS) photograph of
the Limerick House, looking northwest.
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FIGURE 30 :

1940 Historic American Buildings Survey (BABS) photograph of
first f l oor room 113 in the Limerick house (see Fig . 22).
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FIGURE 31:

1940 Historic American Buildings Survey (JIABS) photograph of
the first floor great hall (room Ill ) of the Limerick house
(see Fig. 22) .
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FIGURE 32:

1940 Historic American Buil<1ings Survey (HABS) photograph of
the first floor hall of the Limerick house (see Fig. 22).
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FIGURE 33:

1940 Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) photograph of
one of the second floor rooms in the Limerick house (see Fig . 23).
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Similarly, the clay filled builder's trenches for the porch footings cut
through those for the foundation proper, clearly indicating the two are
not contemporary, and that the porch footings are of more recent construction than the foundation proper (Fig. 34). The original cellar entrance
had been located in the center of the south wall, in a location that
would have been directly below the rear entrance to the first floor.
Apparently, when the porch was added, this entrance was closed off and
moved to the location indicated in the 1940 HABS drawings. From a purely
functional point of view, such a change would certainly have been complementary to the addition of a porch such as that recorded by HABS, and
this change is therefore suggested as contemporary with the addition of
the porch. Of interest, however, is the fact that the bricks used to
seal up the southern entrance have a mean index of 116, which is essentially the same as that for the bricks used in the foundation proper
(mean of 114.6). Because the bricks used in the porch footings were
considerably larger (mean of 130), this may suggest either that the
bricks used to close the south entrance were salvaged from the opening
of the east entrance or from the steps to the old south entrance; or
that the south door was closed at a different time than when the porch
was added.
Five temporally diagnostic ceramic fragments were recovered from
sealed contexts associated with the porch footings and with the fill
behind the bricked-up entrance to the cellar. Two sherds of Moravian
earthenware and a handle fragment of lead glazed slipware were found in
the builders trench associated with one of the outside footings for the
south porth (XUl04). Lead glazed slipwares were available until 1795
and Moravian earthenwares were first manufactured in Bethabera, North
Carolina in 1756 (Lewis 1976: 169). Therefore, this builders trench is
likely to have been filled during the period between 1756 and 1795.. In
the builders trench for one of the inside footings of the south porch
(XU65), a sherd of lighter yellow English creamware was found. These
ceramics are generally thought to have been manufactured between 1775
and 1820 (South 1974: 334). Therefore, it is probable that this builders
trench was not filled prior to 1775. Finally, in the fill behind the
old cellar door, a fragment of "Carolina creamware" was found. Carolina
creamware was manufactured in Charleston and in Camden, South Carolina,
between about 1770 and 1780 (Lewis 1976: 169), indicating that this door
could not have been sealed prior to this time. Taken as a contemporary
deposit, these ceramics indicate that the porch was built between 1775
and 1795.
Given the general interruption of construction and the
British trade during the Revolution (Mercer 1923: 13), it is possible
that this porch was not constructed until after 1783.
No other architectural changes in the Limerick house are evident
from either documentary or archeological data. Photographs taken around
the turn of the century and in 1940 show the house in a poor state of
repair yet aptly serve to illustrate the effect of the piazzas on the
house. There is no evidence that electricity, gas or water were ever
installed.
Tradition holds that the house was consumed by fire in
October 1945. This is indirectly substantiated by two 1945 deeds for
the sale of the 246~ acres remaining of Limerick Plantation. On the 21st
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FOUNDATION PROPER
OF LIMERICK HOUSE

/------

25N.
lOW.

CD

FOOTING FOR
19TH CENTURY ~
PORCH ADDITION

B

~

OUTLINE OF
~ BUILDER'S TRENCH
FOR PORCH FOOTING

OUTLINE OF BUILDER'S
TRENCH FOR THE
FOUNDATION OF THE
LIMERICK HOUSE

o

COLOR OF CLAY:
A - 6/1, 10 YR (GRAY)
B - 4/4, 10 YR (DARK YELLOWISH BROWN)
C - 3/6, 10 YR (DARK YELLOWISH BROWN)
0- 4/6, 2.5 YR (RED)

FIGURE 34:

Plan vieltl of excavation unit 1165 at 1.0 feet belOltl surface, showing
the relationship between the foundation proper of the Limerick house
and a later porch footing.
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of August 1945, Margaret B. Walker sold Limerick to Robert W. Lee for
$15,000. Only four months later, on December 29, 1945, Lee sold the
same tract to Richard D. Tucker for $7,000 (BCRCCC/A-76: 254). Since no
changes ha~ been made in the amount of land included in these sales, the
53% reduction in the price of the plantation over a four month period
can best be explained by the destruction of the main dwelling house.
That the house was burned is clearly evident from the approximate one
foot of ash, charcoal, and burned timbers covering the floor of the
basement (Fig. 35). While the exact date of the fire cannot be determined archeologically, the ash lense covered twentieth century material,
such as automobile parts and machine made bottles, supporting the 1945
destruction date (Newman 1970).
Based on a synthesis of documentary, architectural and archeological
data, it would appear that the main dwelling house at Limerick was
constructed sometime during the first decade and a half of the eighteenth
century, that the wrap-around porch was added sometime following the
Revolution, and that the house was destroyed by fire in 1945.

BuiZding #2
Building #2 is virtually devoid of documentary references and can
be discussed only on the basis of archeological information. The northeast corner of this building was located 40 feet directly southwest of
the southwest corner of the main dwelling. Although this structure was
only partially excavated it can be described as having a brick foundation
approximately 18 ft.2. The building's probable brick construction is
suggested by a poor turn of the century photograph, and is indirectly
supported by the brick foundation of the structure. The interior of
this building contained a brick-lined well in the northeast corner and
an internal hearth directly' south of the well (Fig~ 36).
This structure
was serviced by a covered drain running northeast for 160 feet, at which
point it connected with an overflow drain from a well located 65 feet
east of the main dwelling (Fig. 37). This building was connected with
the main house by a 10 foot long brick sidewalk running eastward from
the east side of the building (Fig. 38), connecting with a flagstone
walk leading to the mansion (Fig. 39). The entrance to this building
was on the east side.
No documentary evidence came to light to suggest exact construction
or destruction dates of this building. It does not show up on either
the 1786 or 1797 plats (Purcell 1786; Hardwick 1797). If these plats
are accurate, then the absence of Building #2 on both would tend to
suggest that it was constructed in the nineteenth century, or constructed
and torn down prior to 1786.
In vague support of a nineteenth century
construction the 1904 deed for the sale of Limerick by the E. P. Burton
Company to J. R. Hardison (BCRCCC/C-9: 205) mentions, ..... the Limerick
House and outbuilding appertaining thereto •••• " Building #2 was by far
the best candidate for this outbuilding because it was closer to the
main house than any other structure at Limerick. In 1929, Lydia C. Ball,
who was born at Limerick in 1873, wrote that, "In the rear of the
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Typical profile of the filled cellar of the main dwelling
house (bldg. no. I) at Limerick Plantation (38BK223)
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FIGURE 35

FIGURE 36 :

Vie", of the int .orior of building 112 s hm"ing the badly slumped
interior ,,,ell.
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FIGURE 38:

Vie,,, of the hrick pavement connecting building 112 with the flagstone
",alk leading to the Limerick house (see Fig. 39).

FIGURE 39:

View of the flagstone walk leading from the rear entrance to the
Limerick house to the outbuildings (buildin gs 112 and 113) located
to the south.
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dwelling-house there was a wash room and kitchen, about ten yards off.
There was a flagstone pathway connecting this with the dwelling-house"
(Appendix B). This suggests that this structure was standing for at
least part of the 1873-1929 period. Of interest, Building #2 is approximately ten yards from the house, and was connected to the house by a
flagstone walk. Building #2 thus appears to be the structure Ms. Ball
made reference to and the one mentioned in the 1904 deed. If so, then
it was probably standing during at least the 1904 to 1929 period.
By the time the 1931 plat of Limerick was prepared, this building
had apparently been torn down. In 1940, when a HABS team visited Limerick,
the only buildings photographed were the main house and a barn (Fig.
40). If any other buildings had been standing at this time, it is
likely that they would have been photographed. Additionally, the HABS
photographs of the interior of the main house show one room with cooking
facilities suggesting that there was no longer a functioning detached
kitchen structure at that date (Fig. 30). Taken collectively, these
references would tend to suggest that this building was constructed in
the nineteenth century, and was torn down sometime before 1931.
The 1,288 ceramics excavated from six proveniences associated with
Building #2 (14, 30, 31, 33, 43 and 55) provide important temporal
information on this building. The proximity of this structure to the
main house, however, increases the likelihood that these artifacts may
include specimens deposited as a result of activities associated with
that structure prior to the construction of Building #2. Four of the
sherds carried identifiable maker's marks. These are," ••• R Laughlin ••• ,"
probably Homer Lauglin Co. of East Liverpool, Ohio, ca. 1873 (XU14a);
"T.J. & J. Mayer," a mark used by Thomas, John and Joseph Mayer between
1843 and 1855 (XU30b); tlN.S.," an abbreviation for Spode's "New Stone"
body made by Copeland and Garrett between c. 1820 and 1840 (XU14a); and
"Knowles," the mark of Matthew Knowles and Sons, manufacturer of pottery
between 1835 and 1911 (Godden 1964: 173, 377, 424). Based on these four
sherds, we can say that Building #2 was occupied during the nineteenth
century and perhaps used as a secondary refuse dump during this time.
An examination of the rest of the ceramics reveals the same nineteenth century temporal pattern. The mean ceramic date for this building is 1845. Except for 104 (8%) of the temporally diagnostic sherds,
all could be assigned a manufacture date range between 1780 and 1900+
and all but six of the former (Westerwald sherds manufactured between
1700 and 1775) were available during at least part of the 1780-1900+
period. Therefore, the archeological ceramic date span for the site of
Building #2 may be as great as 1700-1900+, although the bulk of this
occupation appears to have taken place during the latter part of this
range. The ceramics, "then, do not support a pre-Revolution use of
Building #2.

Assuming that nails were not commonly included in domestic refuse,
and instead represent construction materials from Building #2, we can
perhaps formulate a more reliable idea of its occupation range from an
analysis of this artifact category. An examination of the nails reveals
a distribution similar to that observed for the main house, built in the
eighteenth century. Of 1,915 nails that could be classified as to basic
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FIGURE 40 :

1940 HiRtoric American Buildings Survey (I-lABS) photograph of
a barn at Limerick Plantation .
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manufacturing technique (forged, cut, wire), 18% were forged, 42% were
cut, and 40% were wire. That 18% were forged indicates a construction
date before the turn of the nineteenth century. Likewise, that 40% of
the nails are wire indicates maintenance or alteration of the structure
after about 1895, when the use of wire nails became dominant. Basically,
then, the nails support the maximum range suggested by documentary
sources.
There is additional archeological evidence that the construction of
Building #2 is at least not contemporary with that of the main house,
and that the former may in fact be contemporary with the construction of
the porch for Building #1 (early Antebellum period). This evidence is
provided by a comparison of the brick indexes for Building #2 with those
for the foundation proper and porch footings for Building #1. As noted
previously, the mean brick index for the foundation proper of Building
#1 was about 114.6, contrasting considerably with an index of 130 for
the porch footings. The mean brick index of 129.5 for Building #2 is
clearly similar to that of the porch, suggesting that they may have
resulted from a single, contemporary building episode. If this is
indeed the case, a late eighteenth or early nineteenth century construction date is indicated for Building #2. This is supported by dates
derived from the ceramics and nails.
Considered collectively, the combined archeological and historical
evidence for the occupation range of Building #2 serves to support a
construction date of around 1800, and largely rejects a pre-Revolution
construction date. In a related conclusion, this same data suggest a
destruction date between after 1904 and 1931. Building #2 may also be
contemporary to the porch of Building #1, suggesting at least two discrete building episodes at Limerick plantation.
As to the probable function of this building, Ball (Appendix B)
suggests it was a combined kitchen/washroom. A detached kitchen was a
typical feature of southern houses during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Such a building would commonly be the closest dependency to
the main house structure, a spatial relationship which can be seen to
exist between the main house and Building #2. Furthermore, the remains
of an internal well and a large cooking hearth are associated with
Building #2, representing features that would be expected if this building were in fact the kitchen/washroom of Ball's recollections. Based
on historical and archeological information, Building #2 is best explained
as a kitchen/washroom that was built around 1800 and that lost its
function after the turn of the twentieth century.

Buil-ding #3
No specific historical references to this building were found
during the course of this research. This building is located about 12
feet due south of Building #2, and like Building #2, it is characterized
by a brick foundation 18 ft.2. It is connected with the main house by
the same flagstone walkway linking the main house and Building #2. Only
two 5 ft. 2 excavation units were located within this Building (XU15
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and 57), and they revealed no internal features. In addition, two external
units (XU44 and 54) near this building provide good comparative insights
on the external patterns associated with it.
As was the case with Building #2, this structure does not appear on
either of the two eighteenth century plats of the plantation, nor does
it appear on the plat prepared in 1931. Furthermore, it does not appear
to be mentioned in the 1904 deed previously discussed. Since Buildings
#2 and #3 are identical in size, and since neither one appears on the
1786 or 1797 plats, they may be contemporary with respect to construction; however, Building #3 appears to have been destroyed earlier than
Building #2.
A comparison of the ceramic patterning for Buildings #2 and #3
supports this temporal span. The mean ceramic date for Building #3 is
1825 (based on 542 ceramics), 20 years earlier than that for Building
#2. This discrepency could have been caused by: Building #3 having a
construction date similar to Building #2, but with an earlier destruction
date; Building #3 having an earlier construction date than Building #2
but with a similar destruction date; or Building #3 having both an
earlier construction and destruction date than Building #2.
If Building #3 was constructed at the same time as Building #2, the
distribution of ceramic types should be s~ilar for both buildings. If
Building #3 was destroyed earlier than Building #2, the frequency distribution of ceramics should reveal a higher overall frequency of earlier
ceramic types for Building #3 than was observed for Building #2.
A comparison of the distribution of ceramic types for Buildings #2
and #3 reveals a great deal of similarity. As was the case with Building
#2, all but a very small frequency (5) of the temporally diagnostic
sherds from Building #3 were at least theoretically available at some
point between 1780 and 1900+. The similarity of these patterns serves
to support the contemporaneity of the construction of Buildings #2 and
#3.
Furthermore, with Building #3, the frequency of ceramics that were
manufactured prior to 1780 (totally or partially) is 95, representing
16% of all ceramics associated with this building. This can be contrasted
to a percentage figure of 8% for Building #2. Likewise, ceramic types
whose use spans extended into the twentieth century represented 64% of
all the ceramics from Building #2, but only 42% of those from Building
#3. This suggests that the bulk of the archeological deposit at Building
#3 accumulated earlier than that in Building #2 and serves to substantially confirm the hypothesis that Building #3 and Building #2 have
comparable construction dates, but the former had an earlier destruction
date.
The nails associated with Building #3 reveal a construction date at
or before 1800, and maintenance and/or modification throughout the
nineteenth century and afterwards. Despite the fact that these basic
conclusions are the same for both Building #2 and #3, there are significant differences in the frequency distributions of forged, cut and wire
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TABLE 10
POTENTIAL TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BUILDINGS #2 AND 3
BASED ON NAIL TYPE OCCURRENCE
Assuming ideal conditions, the following possible relationships
between forged nails, cut nails, and wire nails may exist given certain
relationships between construction and destruction date of Buildings #2
and 113.
Where:

a
b
c
1
2

=
=
=
=
=

forged nails
cut nails
wire nails
Building 112
Building 113

Actual relationships from Limerick:

Construction Date

Destruction Date

a 1 <a 2
b1 <b 2
c 1 >c 2
TemEora1 Re1ationshiE

1=2

1=2

a 1=a 2 ; b 1=b 2 ; c 1=c 2

1=2

1>2

a 1 <a 2 ; b 1 <b 2 ; c 1 >c 2

1=2

1<2

a 1 >a 2 ; b 1 >b 2 ; c 1 <c 2

1<2

1=2

a 1 >a 2 ,. b 1 <b 2 ; c 1 <c 2

1>2

1=2

a 1 <a 2 ,. b 1 >b 2 ; c l >c 2

1<2

1<2

1>2

1>2

a 1 <a 2 ,. b 1 =b 2 ; c 1 <c 2
1
a >a 2 ,. b1 =b 2 ; c 1 >c 2

1>2

1<2

a 1 <a 2 ,. b 1 >b 2 ; c 1 <c 2

1<2

1>2

a 1 >a 2 ; b 1 <b 2 ; c 1 >c 2
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nails for these buildings (X 2=92.79 with 2 df, rejecting Ho with a 99.9%
confidence interval). Although there is a basic similarity in the
frequency of forged nails for Buildings #2 and #3 (18% and 20% respectively), the percentage of cut nails at Building #2 is 42, while for
Building #3, 59% are cut. Likewise, for wire nails, Building #2 has a
figure of 40% while #3 has a figure of only 21%.
The question arises as to whether a more specific statement can be
made as to the temporal relationship between Building #2 and #3, with
respect to construction and destruction dates, as based on the observed
differences in frequencies of nail types. Theoretically, such a statement could be made if the following assumptions are true: (a) the two
buildings were similar in construction; (b) the types of nails (forged,
cut, wire) used on each structure were the same for any given period;
(c) both of the buildings existed during each of the periods associated with the three nail types considered. If a, b, and care
operative, as assumed, then nine discrete relationships between forged,
cut, and wire nails can be hypothesized that, in turn, should reveal
nine different temporal relationships for the two buildings. These
idealized relationships are presented in Table 10. Based on the data
presented in Table 10, a similar construction date is suggested for the
two structures and an earlier destruction date is indicated for Building
#3.
If Building #2 and #3 were constructed at the same time, it can
also be expected that the bricks in both buildings will be roughly
identical in size. An examination of Table 11 reveals that this is
indeed the case, with the mean index of 132 for Building #3 comparing
favorably with that of 129.5 for Building #2. Likewise, the mean index
of Building #3 also compares with that for the porch footings of the
main house (Building #1). This evidence does not reject the temporal
relationships suggested elsewhere.

TABLE 11
MEAN BRICK INDICES FOR SEVERAL ARCHITECTURAL

PROVENIENCES AT LIMERICK PLANTATION
Provenience

Mean Index

Bldg. #1 (Main house
proper)
Bldg. #1 (Bricked-up
south door sill)
Bldg. #1 (South porch
footing)
Bldg. #2
XU7l drain (Connects
with Bldg. #2)
Bldg. #3

114.6
116
130
129.5
131
132
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Bui ldirzg #4
Historical sources, primarily the 1786 and 1797 plats of Limerick,
suggest that a fourth building lay to the north of and west of the
mansion house (Purcell 1786; Hardwick 1797). Ball (1929) makes references
to stables and a carriage-house "near the avenue out in front." This however, could refer to a modern structure or to any of a number of other
structures shown adjacent to the avenue of the two eighteenth century
plats. The location of a carriage house immediately in advance of a
mansion house is not unusual~ and it is reasonable to speculate that
Building #4 may have served in that capacity.
Unfortunately, no information was forthcoming from the Limerick
project with which this questi9n could be critically addressed, because
no strong archeological evidence for this building was located. The
probable location of this building is, however, not a total mystery. An
overlay of the 1797 plat of Limerick on the right-of-way map indicates
that this building lay primarily within a construction easement for an
access road (Fig. 4). This same overlay also suggests that the building
was probably located in the vicinity of the point where two sections of
an existing access road intersected, leading to the possibility that all
archeological record of this building had long since been destroyed.
This conclusion was largely confirmed by the excavation of several 5 ft. 2
units and a backhoe trench in the vicinity.
The only feature which these revealed consisted of a small segment
of intact mortarless brick pavement (located in Units 9 & 10). This
pavement was located on the external side of an access road ditch,
approximately 80 feet north and 25 feet west of the north~st corner of
the porch of the mansion house. The 29 temporally diagnostic ceramics
recovered from the two units associated with this feature revealed a
mean date of 1782. Five ceramic types were represented by these 29
sherds, with a maximum manufacture date range of 1670 to 1900+. Of
these 5 types, the modal type is creamware (17 sherds), having a manufacture range of between 1762 and 1820. Taken collectively, these
ceramics suggest use of this area during the first decades of the nineteenth century as well as during the eighteenth century. The mean
ceramic date and the date ranges for individual ceramic types indicate
use of the area during a substantial portion of the eighteenth century.
While the evidence presented is considerably less than conclusive,
such a date range could be expected for Building #4, which is historically
known to have existed in the general vicinity of Units 9 and 10 in 1786
and 1797.
Unfortunately, based on the data provided by the excavation
of Units 9 and 10, we can do no more than speculate that the archeological
materials and features located in those units represent the remains of
this fourth structure.
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Building #5
Not much c~n be said of Building #5, because the 1797 plat offers
the only specific information on its existence. The inclusion of this
building on the 1797 plat and not on the 1786 plat provides us with
virtually the only useful information on this building by suggesting
that it was constructed sometime between the time the two plats were
prepared.
According to the 1797 plat, this building was located in advance of
and to the east of Limerick's mansion house, effectively mirroring
Building #4. It is possible that Building #5 may also have been one of
the carriage houses or stables mentioned by Ball in 1929. As was the
case with Building #4, the previously mentioned overlay of the 1797 plat
on the 1975 right-of-way map indicates that this building had probably
been located within the planned permanent construction easement for a
plantation access road. However, the portion of the site suggested by
this overlay as the former location of Building #5 was virtually devoid
of topsoil, and had reportedly been bladed when the cellar of the main
house was filled in during the 1950s. Because of this severe disturbance,
little systematic work was conducted in this area and, although subsoil
features could have survived removal of the topsoil and part of the clay
subsoil, none were discovered during the course of this project.

Building #6
One of the most intriguing buildings lying within the construction
zone at Limerick, and perhaps on the entire site, is · also one of the
most archeologically elusive. This building (#6) is initially indicated
on both the 1786 and 1797 plats (Purcell 1786; Hardwick 1797). No other
historical documents were found that made reference to it. Likewise,
the archeological record at first appeared to be silent on this building
because no definite architectural remains were discovered in the vicinity
of its suggested location.
Based on the 1797 plat (Fig. 4), the center of the building is
located approximately 150 feet east of the center of the main house.
Although this area of the site was explored, the characteristics of a
sample of the size employed at Limerick are such that substantial architectural remains could have gone unnoticed. However, if there was a
structure in this area, it would have been unlikely that the sample
would have failed to detect non-architectural evidence for such a structure. The artifact patterning associated with a structure should be
dramatic enough to be detected by even the smallest sample. The question
that must be asked is whether the artifact patterning revealed by the
sample is indicative of a structure at the historically suggeSted location
for Building #6.
The artifacts that are most useful (i.e., most reliable) in pattern
recognition are those with a high frequency of occurrence. In an
attempt to locate the building, artifacts associated with architecture
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should be found--primarily nails and window glass. If a significant
cluster of these two artifact types--especially nails--cannot be identified at the suspected location for Building #6, then this location
must be rejected.
In addition to clusters of architectural artifacts, clusters of
other artifacts around the building site, with the types of artifacts
supposedly varying with function, should also be found. Due to the
close proximity of Building #6 to the main house (in relation to the
rest of the settlement) this structure probably served a domestic
function. If this is true, material remains of domestic activities-most notably ceramics--should be found clustered with the architectural
artifacts.

An examination of computer generated artifact distribution maps
(SYMAP) (Dougenik and Sheehan 1976) for window glass, forged nails, cut
nails, Colono ceramics, and European ceramics offers interesting insights
into our problem (Figs. L:l-4S). At the approximate location that we
have hypothesized for Building #6, these distribution maps reveal a high
frequency concentration of forged nails and window glass with a midrange concentration of cut nails. Thus, the location of Building #6
cannot be rejected. In fact, the high frequency of forged nails is
particularly supportive of Building #6, which was constructed at least
prior to 1786. The mid-range concentration of cut nails is supportive
of the maintenance of an eighteenth century structure during the nineteenth century. In addition to these concentrations of architectural
artifacts, high frequency concentrations of both Colono and European
ceramics at this location were found. Overall, the concentrations of
these artifact types are very dramatic in their high frequency and
restricted dispersion. This sort of pattern is less indicative of a
generalized secondary refuse scatter not directly associated with a
structure than it is of a refuse pattern directly associated with one.
Based on these data, it is possible to identify this location as that of
the historically sugges~ed Building #6 (Fig. 46).
Questions still remain as to what date and function may be assigned
to this location. Building #6 was clearly standing when the 1786 and
the 1797 plats were prepared. The peculiar orientation of this building
may suggest that it was constructed before a generalized plan for the
plantation settlement became formalized around a north-south axis. In
that all the structures on the 1786 plat except for this building are
oriented north, such a plan was formalized considerably before 1786.
The ceramics from the five units most closely associated with
Building #6 (77, 78, 80, 81, 82) reveal a mean ceramic date of 1792
based on 377 European Ceramics (Appendix C). Manufacture ranges of the
nine ceramic types associated with this building suggest a minimum use
range of 1775-1800 and a maximum use range of 1670-1900+. Eighteen
percent of the ceramics from these five units can be clearly associated
with eighteenth century use. However, the two largest groups are creamware (37%) and pearlware (35%) which are both associated with the latter
part of the eighteenth century and the early part of the nineteenth
century. This would tend to indicate that the primary use might have
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FIGURE 43:

SYMAP showing the distribution of cut nails within the
Limerick right-of-way. Circle indicates the location of
the cluster of cut nails in the vicinity of the historically
suggested location for Building #6.
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FIGURE 45:

SYMAP showing the distribution of European type ceramics
within the Limerick right-of-way. Circle indicates the
location of the cluster of colono-ceramics in the vicinity
of the historically suggested location for Building #6.
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been during this period. However, this may be an incorrect conclusion as
Colono ceramics may have represented a significant part of the ceramic
assemblage in South Carolina during the eighteenth century. If this is
indeed the case, as the evidence currently suggests, the large number of
Colono ceramics at this location may suggest substantial use of this
structure during a significant portion of the eighteenth century. In
other words, the eighteenth century use of Colono ceramics may have
served to positively skew the mean ceramic date for this structure which
is based on consistent ceramic use through time. Based on these considerations, it seems reasonable to suggest that the primary use of Building
#6 may have been during the eighteenth century but with continued use up
to or shortly after the turn of the nineteenth century. A substantial
use after 1830 is clearly unlikely.
The function of this structure may have been domestic.
The high
frequency of ceramics at this location--of which table wares are an
important part--supports this suggestion since these wares are generally
associated with domestic use. South (1979) has suggested that specific
areas of a site used for domestic purposes should be characterized by
the Carolina Artifact Pattern. It is likewise reasonable to expect that
specialized activity areas would 'not be characterized by the pattern
noted for domestic structures. An examination of the artifact patterning of the site reveals that the area around Building #6 conforms to the
Carolina Pattern (Fig. 46). No archeological or documentary evidence
clearly identifies the function of Building #6. Because of its identification
as a domestic area, it is possible that the structure may have served as
a kitchen at some point. If this proposition is logically examined, it
makes some sense. The kitchen located to the immediate rear of the
mansion house is predominantly nineteenth century in nature with a
probable construction date of between 1797 and 1820. The late beginning
date suggests that this was a replacement for an earlier structure.
Ceramics in the area around Building #6 are eighteenth century or early
nineteenth century in origin, a pattern that would be expected if the
kitchen which Building ~2 replaced had existed there. The ceramic
patterning on the site as a whole reveals a shift in usage through space
and time that could perhaps best be explained by a removal of kitchen
facilities from one part of the site to another, specifically from
Building #6 to Building #2.
In summary, Building #6 was used during the bulk of the eighteenth
century and the first part of the nineteenth century. It is probably
the first kitchen facility at Limerick plantation, being replaced around
the turn of the nineteenth century by the kitchen facilities known to
have existed in Building #2. The effects of this hypothesized shift are
of general importance to our understanding of the site and will be
discussed in detail later.

BuiZding #7
In a situation similar to that observed for Building #5, the
historical sources suggest a structure was located within the right-
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of-way, but no archeological counterpart was discovered. Two large
buildings were indicated by the 1797 plat as having existed about 400 to
500 feet west of the mansion house (Fig. 4). Of these, only one is
actually shown within the right-of-way proper. Building #7, the southern
member of a two-building group, shows up on both the 1786 and 1797 plats
of Limerick (Purcell 1786; Hardwick 1797). Based on the identification
of the northern member of this group as a barn, it is probable that
Building #7 was also a barn.
During the fieldwork at Limerick plantation, the brick footings for
one of these large structures were discovered about 50 feet north of the
northern edge of the right-of-way. These footings were identified by
the owners of Limerick as those of a barn that burned in the 1950s.
This barn was described by various members of the Tucker family as
having been covered by shingles. It is probable that this was the barn
photographed by the HABS team in 1940 (Fig. 40). Because this building
was located outside the right-of-way, no systematic work was conducted
on it. Intensive survey around this location, and specifically to the
south within the right-of-way, did not reveal any additional structural
or artifactual remains that might have been associated with the second
building of this group. Furthermore, none were observed when the area
was "scarified" during tree removal in the fall of 1977 (Gallagher
1977).

Summary View of the Arahiteature
On the basis of archeological and documentary evidence, seven
discrete buildings are suggested as having existed within the right-ofway at Limerick. Three of these (#1, #2, and #3) had definite archeological remains. Two (#2 and #3) were initially identified on the basis
of archeological evidence. Limerick's main house was initially identified
by historical and cartographic resources. Of the remaining four structures,
all were shown on either the 1786 or the 1797 plats; however no definite
architectural remains were found. No archeological evidence could be
found at all for Buildings #5 and #7. Archeological evidence for #4 was
of a dubious nature, while, for #6, it was fairly reliable though
indirect. With respect to these seven structures, three primary questions
were asked: When were they constructed? When were they destroyed? How
did they function within the site? These questions are summarized in
Table 12.
Up to this point, a fairly particularistic discussion of the seven
buildings at one site has been presented, hinting at their inter-relationships only to derive insights into a specific building. Accepting the
conclusions offered and the assumptions on which they are based, the
foundation for a generalized evolutionary interpretation of those portions
of Limerick plantation that were investigated in 1977 can be constructed.
The proverbial first bricks of this foundation may be laid by analyzing
how the structures relate to each other through space and time.
Based on the limited evidence on hand, colonial Limerick plantation
within the right-of-way is characterized by four buildings: the main
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TABLE 12
A SUMMARY OF THE ARCHITECTURE LOCATED WITHIN THE CONSTRUCTION
ZONE AT LIMERICK PLANTATION
Building

..-.

N

..-.

Date Constructed

Date Destroyed

General Function

Notes
porch added 1775-1795

III

1700-1720

1945

Primary residence

112

ca. 1800

1904-1931

Kitchen/washroom

113

ca. 1800

ca. 1900

Unknown, domestic

114

pre

1786

post 1797

Carriage house?

limited archeological evidence

115

1786-1797

post 1797

Carriage house?

no archeological evidence

116

early 18th c.

pre

Kitchen?

indirect archeological evidence

117

pre

post 1797

Barn?

no archeological evidence

1786

1830

house (#1); and structures assumed to represent a kitchen (#6); a carriage house (#4); and a barn (#7). The only sound construction date for
any of these is the 1700-1720 range for the main house. It seems
probable that the kitchen (#6) was built soon thereafter. The carriage
houses and barn were also probably constructed sometime during the
Colonial period. Therefore, at least one building episode occurred
during the Colonial period. This episode is associated with the main
house and may have included the first kitchen as well.
Following the American Revolution there appears to have been substantial changes in the plantation. This is immediately apparent in a
comparison of the 1786 plat with that drawn in 1797. On the later map
nine new structures have been added, and at least three removed. Fourteen
remain unchanged. This change is also made readily apparent by examining
the architecture within the right-of-way. For the period between about
1780 and 1800, a second major building episode can be reconstructed.
This episode is characterized by the addition of a single tier encircling
porch to the main house, the construction of a kitchen-washroom to the
rear of the main house, and the construction of a dependency of unknown
domestic use immediately behind this kitchen. The suggestion that these
three events were contemporary is tentatively supported. During the
same period, specifically between 1786 and 1797, Building #5 was constructed.
The lack of archeological evidence on this structure does not allow us
to relate it more precisely to the construction of the other buildings.
Between 1780 and about 1830, the hypothetical kitchen, represented by
Building #6, appears to have ceased to exist. If this event has been
correctly interpreted, it can be directly related to the postwar building
episode that provided for its functional replacement. The replacement of
this eighteenth century kitchen by its nineteenth century counterpart is
more significant. For one thing, this change was part of a general
reorganization of the plantation. The settlement seems to have grown
increasingly formalized along a north-south axis. Secondly, the abandonment of Building #6 appears to have resulted in the abandonment of the
area east of the mansion house, with a concurrent spatial shift to the
area directly behind the mansion house. These early Antebellum shifts
are the most dramatic changes in the plantation settlement pattern prior
to the period of Reconstruction following the Civil War, when the settlement was gradually reduced to a handful of structures. The explanation
of these changes and their behavioral correlates serve as the most
crucial focus of this research.
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CHAPTER VIII
ARCHEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS:

MORE PARTICULAR THINGS

Introduction

The previous discussion of the architecture within the right-of-way
at Limerick has suggested a general evolution in settlement pattern at
the plantation. The most significant aspect of this change is a shift
of the primary domestic area associated with the mansion house from an
area east of the building to an area south of it. This spatial shift
occurred around the turn of the nineteenth century, and was apparently
associated with a general expansion and reorganization of the settlement. Evidence of this change is based solely on architectural shifts
as revealed by spatial patterning of construction dates, destruction
dates and functions.
Working under the premise that the patterning of non-architectural
artifacts is to some degree dependent on the patterning of architecture,
the validity of an architecturally-derived model of settlement change
can be evaluated on the basis of its fit with the non-architectural
patterning of a site. Ideally, it would be most profitable to compare
the patterning of all the non-architectural artifacts found on the site
to the architecturally derived model. However, for a long, continuous
occupation site such as Limerick, the total range of artifacts cannot be
used to define evolutionary change, since the crucial evolutionary
variable--time--cannot be controlled with any precision. Likewise, low
frequency artifact types with good chronological control, such as buttons,
cannot be as reliably u~ed as high frequency artifacts, such as ceramics,
due to problems associated with sampling error. European type ceramics
are, in fact, the ideal medium for the examination of spatial evolution
at Limerick, because they represent a high frequency artifact type which
is well known chronologically. European type ceramics will be used in
the first part of this section to examine the validity of the architectural model of settlement evolution at Limerick.
In the second part of this section, the relationship of ceramics to
architecturally derived evolutionary models will again be discussed.
The ceramics that will serve as the focus of this section, however, are
Colono wares, generally referred to as "Colono-Indian" or "Colono"
ceramics in the literature (N~el Hume 1962; Baker 1972; Ferguson 1978;
Lees and Kimery-Lees 1979). For North America, the temporal and functional
correlates of Colono ware are poorly understood. The first analytical
exercise will therefore be to determine the temporal and functional correlates of these wares for Limerick. Based on this determination, it will
then be possible to evaluate the architecturally derived evolutionary
model of Limerick against the patterning of Colono ceramics at the site.
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Eu~opean

ceramics and spatial evolution at Limerick Plantation

Thirty-six different types of temporally diagnostic European ceramics were encountered at Limerick plantation. Taken collectively, they
suggest a range of manufacture from 1650 to after 1900. The length of
time that individual types were manufactured ranges from 25 to 125
years, with most falling somewhere in between these two extremes (N~el
Hume 1970; South 1972). An examination of how the spatial distribution
of these ceramics changes through time should serve to substantially
support or reject the validity of the architecturally derived model
previously presented.
In order to compare the distribution of European ceramic types at
Limerick, the mean center statistic was chosen as the most straightforward approach. According to Taylor (1977: 23), "The mean center is
the location on a statistical map that can be used best to summarize the
distribution. It can be found simply by computing the arithmetic means
for the coordinates of the observations on the two axes. The point of
these two means, x and y, defines the mean center." However, if the
data are grouped rather than point form (which is always the case with
data recovered from excavation units), the mean centers must be weighted
by the data frequency for each unit. For each axis, the frequency for
each unit is multiplied by the appropriate x or y coordinate for that
unit; these products are summed, and the sum divided by the total artifact
frequency. The resulting x and y coordinates represent the weighted
mean center for that artifact type, which takes into account not only
the location of each excavation unit, but also the frequency of an
artifact type or types for that unit. Therefore, when weighted mean
centers are computed for different ceramic types from the same eightytwo 5 ft 2 excavation units, differences in the location of the mean
centers will represent a direct reflection of differences in the distribution of ceramic types on the site.*
In order to compare the spatial distribution of the 7,684 European
type ceramics from Limerick, weighted mean centers were computed fo~
ceramic types having a total frequency of 50 or more. As a control, a
weighted mean center was also computed for the combined European ceramics
from the site, and for the 4,818 sherds of Colono ware from the site.
*The mean center statistic was chosen for use for two fundamental
reasons. First, it was felt that mean centers would clearly demonstrate
whether or not a spatial/temporal change ha.d occurred at Limerick as
suggested by the architectural model. Secondly, it was felt that the
use of the mean center statistic could fulfill, in part, one of the
goals of this report in that it is an easily understandable concept. In
fact, most persons living in the United States may already be familiar
with the mean center concept. One of the best publicized uses of the
mean center has been the mean center of population, which has been
reported for every u.S. Census since 1870 (Taylor 1977: 23-34).
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In order to demonstrate the geographical center of the 82 units under
consideration, an unweighted mean center was computed based on the
coordinates of these units. The results of these computations are
presented in Table 13 and are shown graphically in Figure 47.
To interpret the meaning of the distribution of mean centers as
revealed in Figure 47, a very basic level must be obtained. If the
ceramics from Limerick are evenly distributed, the mean centers for all
European ceramics (MC 2) and for all Colono ceramics (MC 3) would be
expected to duplicate the location of the unweighted mean center for the
82 excavation units considered (MC 1). This is decidely not the case,
with MC 2 being located 65 feet west of Me 1, and with MC 3 being
located 42 feet southeast of Me 1. The conclusion that must immediately
be reached is that the ceramics at Limerick are not distributed evenly,
and that the distribution of European-type ceramics as a whole is different from that of Colono ceramics. The first conclusion is not
surprising; the second is considerably more interesting, and will be
given more specific attention later.
Given that the European ceramics are not evenly distributed over
the site, if all types of European ceramics are distributed in the same
way, the mean centers for these various types (MC 4-16) will probably
duplicate MC 2, the mean center for all European ceramics. Once again, a
visual examination of Figure 47 reveals that this is not the case; thus,
the European ceramic types at Limerick are not distributed similarly.
Having established that the ceramics at Limerick are not distributed
evenly or in the same way, we are prepared to critically evaluate the
proposed model of spatial/temporal change in settlement pattern.
Taking the unweighted mean center of the site (MC 1) as a point of
reference, the following basic relationships should hold true if the
evolutionary hypothesis is valid: The area east of MC I has been suggested as the location of an eighteenth century kitchen (Building #6),
indicating that the primary locus of ceramic usage for this period would
be in this area. If this interpretation is correct, the mean centers
for eighteenth century ceramics should be located to the east of Me 1.
The area west of Me 1 has been demonstrated to be the location of the
main house (Building #1, ca. 1710-1945), a nineteenth century kitchen
(Building #2, ca. 1800-ca. 1900), and an unidentified domestic structure
(Building #3, ca. 1800-ca. 1900). The location of the nineteenth century
kitchen in this location is critical, suggesting the area as the primary
locus of ceramic use during the nineteenth century, to the exclusion of
all others. Therefore, the mean centers for nineteenth century ceramics
should be located west of Me 1.
A visual examination of the distribution of mean centers reveals
that the predicted spatial relationships of different period occupations
exist, and reveals three distinct clusters of mean centers, labeled "A,"
"B," and ItC" (Fig. 47). An evaluation of the above relationships with
respect to these three clusters will allow a more meaningful evaluation
of the evolutionary hypothesis.
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TABtE 13
t-tl-:AN CF.Nn:RS (l-IC) AND STANDARD

DtSTANC~S

(SO) FOR CERAMICS AT LlMI-:RICK PLANTATION*

~Ianufacture

~IC

II

Ceramic type

.oil~~ _liC!.nB.e.

F.r_~~e.n.E..¥.

~~ilA_s.ente_t:

Standard distance
from unwelghted
Mean Center

2

All t:uropean type
ceramics

3

All colono
earthenwares

4

Lead glazed
sllpwares

1670-1795

461

147 e/60

8

129.28

5

Westerwald

1700-1775

123

143 e/53 s

141. 33

6

Delft

1700-1800

66

116 e/51 s

125.51

7

Creamware. all
types

1762-1820

1,030

16 e/29 s

96.91

8

Undecorated
pearlware

1780-1830

587

3 wIll s

84.24

9

Annular and fingerpainted pearlware

1790-1820

77

5 e/17 s

74.17

10

Edged Pear1ware

1780-1830

108

27 w/45 s

88.02

11

Transfer printed
pear1ware

1795-1840

679

0/29

72.74

12

Ironstone

1813-1900

117

22 w/5 s

59.44

13

Iron-dipped
feldspathic glazed
stoneware

1820-1900+

170

33 w/lO s

31.88

14

Whiteware

1800-1900+

2,801

21 w/12 s

59.74

1650-1900+
?

6,578

8 e/26 s

4,818

95 e/60 s

8

*The unweighted mean center for the 82 excavation units used to derive the above mean
centers is 73 e/24 s.
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The temporal ranges of Clusters A, B, and C are immediately interesting. Cluster A includes lead glazed slipwares (MC 4, 1670-1795),
Westerwald (MC 5, 1700-1775), delfts (MC 6, 1700-1800), and Colono
ceramics (MC 3). Except for the Colono ceramics, with no definite
manufacture range, the ceramics associated with Cluster A are entirely
eighteenth century or earlier with a range from 1670 to 1800. Cluster B
can be seen to include creamwares (MC 7, 1762-1820), undecorated pearlware (MC 8, 1780-1830), annular and fingerpainted pear1wares (MC 9,
1790-1820), and transfer printed pearlwares (MC 11, 1795-1840), with an
overall range of 1762 to 1840. Clearly, the ceramics associated with
Cluster B are neither eighteenth nor nineteenth century in nature, but
rather overlap the turn of the century by 40 years in either direction.
Cluster C includes whitewares (MC 14, 1800-1900+), Ironstones (MC 12,
1813-1900), and iron-dipped feldspathic glazed stonewares (MC 13, 18201900+). The overall range for Cluster C can therefore be seen to be
1800 to 1900+. This cluster of ceramic mean centers can clearly be
associated with the nineteenth century.
As far as spatial relationships go, Cluster A is located approximately 65 feet east of MC 1; Cluster B is located approximately 65 feet
west of MC 1; and Cluster C is located approximately 100 feet west of MC
1. Clearly, Cluster A (eighteenth century ceramics) and Cluster C (nineteenth century ceramics) are located substantially to both sides of MC
1, as expected. However, Cluster B, with a combined ceramic manufacture
range of 1762 to 1840, is problematical, because it is also located
substantially west of MC 1.
If the area to the east of MC 1 served as the location of a kitchen
during the eighteenth century and perhaps into the first decades of the
nineteenth century, and if the area to the west of MC 1 served as the
location of the kitchen during the post-1800 period, then ceramics from
the turn of the century should occur with near equal frequency in each
location. This would probably result in the mean centers for the ceramics
from this period being located much closer to MC 1 than they actually
are. The location of Cluster B suggests that the western parts of the
site were characterized by the heaviest use of ceramics manufactured
between 1762 and 1840. There are two possible explanations for this
relationship. First, kitchen functions were shifted from east to west
sometime before 1800, somewhat earlier than can be supported archeologically or historically. Secondly, kitchen functions shifted at the time
originally suggested, but European ceramics represented a more important
part of the ceramic assemblage during the period after the nineteenth
century kitchen (Building #2) was constructed. The corollary of this is
that European ceramics served as a less important part of the ceramic
assemblage during the period when the area east of MC 1 served as the
location of the kitchen area. The suggestion offered here, and expanded
upon later, is that Colono ware supplemented the ceramic assemblage to a
great extent during the period when the area east of MC 1 was used,
primarily during the eighteenth century. This is initially supported by
the association of the mean center for Colono ware with Cluster A.
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Overall, the evolutionary hypothesis derived from the architectural
patterning at Limerick plantation is largely supported by the analysis
of the mean centers for European ceramics from the site. By examining
Clusters A, B, and C, a clearcut migration of ceramic usage from east to
west across the site can be seen. The separation of eighteenth and
nineteenth century ceramics is marked, and is of a type that could be
expected if one area of a site were abandoned in favor of another.
Clearly, there was a change in the spatial distribution of ceramic usage
at Limerick over time.
While the mean centers for ceramics are distributed in a fashion
that could be expected following a hypothesis of spatial/temporal evolution, the mean center statistic is limited in that it only defines a
center point, and tells us nothing of the nature of the dispersion of a
distribution. A statistic is available, however, that provides us with
a measure of this. The measure is based on the concept of the mean
center, and is known as the standard distance (SD). The standard distance
can be calculated by using the formula:
SD -- -VaY2 + (1 x 2
where:
SD = Standard distance
(1y2
Variance of the y axis
(1 2 =
x

Variance of the x axis

While the standard distance is a non-directional measure of dispersion
(that is, jt does not tell us anything of the shape of the distribution),
it does provide us with the ability to compare the relative size of the
dispersions of any number of distributions (Taylor 1977: 27-28).
The most appropriate application of the standard distribution at
this point is to assess the relationships of the various areas of the
Limerick right-of-way to one another. If the architecturally derived
evolutionary model is correct, the following relationships between
standard distances can be expected: If Building #2 and Building #6
served as kitchen facilities, there should be a relationship between
them and the main house (Building #1) during different periods. Although
such a relationship cannot be established on the basis of standard
distances, the standard distance for eighteenth century ceramics (i.e.,
those associated with Building #6) should be greater than nineteenth
.century ceramics (i.e., those associated with Building #2) due to the
greater distance between Buildings #6 and #1 (ca. 130 feet) than between
Buildings #2 and #1 (ca. 55 feet).
When the standard distances for European ceramics (Table 13) are
considered for the three spatial/temporal clusters previously presented
for mean centers, the results are striking. For Cluster A (1670-1800),
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the standard distances range from 125.51 to 141.33 (x=132.04). For
Cluster B (1762-1840), the standard distances range from 72.74 to 96.91
(x=82.06). For Cluster C (1800-1900+), the standard distances range
from 31.88 to 59.74 (x=50.35).
Clearly, these three clusters, originally defined on spatial criteria, could just as easily have been defined
on the basis of their relative degrees of dispersion (Fig. 48).
As expected, the dispersion of Cluster A ceramics is significantly
greater than that for Cluster C ceramics. Of interest, the ratio of the
actual distance from Building #2 to Building #1 and Building #6 to
Building #1 (55:130, or .38) is essentially the same as the ratio between
the mean standard distance for Cluster C ceramics and that for Cluster A
ceramics (50.35:132.04 or .42). This relationship is exactly what would
result if my interpretation of the temporality and function of Buildings
#2 and #6 is valid. The difference in the standard dispersions of
Cluster A and Cluster C ceramics is also exactly what would be expected
to result from a shift from a dispersed domestic settlement in the
eighteenth century to a more spatially restricted one during the nineteenth century. This essentially is hypothesized for Limerick in the
architecturaY model of settlement evolution.
In considering the mean centers and standard distances together, we
see a change in both the center and degree of dispersion of European
ceramics through time. The center of dispersion is seen to move consistently westward with the passage of time, while the dispersion of ceramics
becomes consistently smaller. These two trends can be seen as positively
correlated, and perfectly complementary to a hypothesis suggesting a
turn of the century reorientation of architecture and its associated
activities from an area east of the main house to an area south of it.

CoZono Ceramics in a PZanter Context*
Of 12,486 ceramics recovered from eighty-two 5 ft 2 excavation units
at Limerick, only 7,68~ are of a type generally associated with manufacture in Europe. The remaining 4,818 sherds are unglazed, low-fired
earthenware that are best described as Colono wares. These Colono wares
have traditionally been termed "Colono-Indian" ceramics. This term was
" Hume to describe a type of earthenware found on
first used by Ivor Noel
historic sites It in tidewater Virginia, and which appeared to be of Indian
manufacture (Noel Hume 1962). However, recent research, most notably
that of Leland Ferguson (1978, 1980), has indicated that this ware was
not manufactured exclusively by either colonial or native peoples.
In the United States, Richard Polhemus was apparently responsible
for the initial suggestion that the Colono wares found in significant
quantities on southeastern sites of the Historic period may have been
manufactured by people other than Indians (South 1974: 186). Specifically,
Polhemus suggested that this ware group may have been manufactured by
Afro-American slaves as well as by Indians (South 1974: 186). In 1978,
Leland Ferguson provided a comprehensive examination of this problem,
and concluded that,
*The discussion of Colono ceramics was co-authored by Kathryn M.
Kimery-Lees.
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Relationship of mean center clusters A, Band C to the standard
distances of the European type ceramics at Limerick.

We are sure that some Indians made [Colono-Indian] pottery
throughout the historic period. However, the material is
most frequently found on Afro-American and Euro-American
sites of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. West
Africans have a long tradition of producing the early forms
of Colono-Indian wares and I believe that Afro-American
slaves probably made much if not most of the Colono-Indian
ware we see in the archeological record today (Ferguson 1978).
Ferguson supported these conclusions on the basis of stylistic and
technical similarities between South Carolina Colono wares and West
African vessels, and by demonstrating the rarity of encountering these
Colono wares on historic Indian sites.
The manufacture of ceramics by Afro-American slaves is a phenomenon
that has been accepted in other parts of the world, most notably in the
West Indies. On Barbados, historical documentation exists for this
practice during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Handler and
Lange 1978). On Jamaica, a tradition of pottery manufacture has been
identified archeologically for the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
This "Yabbah" ware group has five basic types, three apparently produced
by slaves for their own consumption, and two lead glazed varieties
apparently manufactured under European supervision for use by Europeans.
Significantly, the three unglazed types embody distinctive African
characteristics. On Barbados and Jamaica, these folk pottery traditions
have continued to the present (Mathewson 1972, 1973; Ebanks 1974).
The existence of a folk pottery tradition among African slaves in
the West Indies certainly does not mean that such a tradition existed in
the southeastern United States. However, when one considers the similarities between the economic systems of these two areas, and when one
considers the historical interaction between the West Indies and the
southeastern United States during the Colonial period, it does not seem
at all unreasonable to expect a similar tradition in the Southeast (Lees
and Kimery-Lees 1979). However, due to the lack of historical reference
to a pottery tradition among African slaves in the southeastern United
States, and due to the lack of a contemporary folk pottery tradition
among their descendents living in the area, the question of whether or
not there was such a tradition in the historic past can only be adequately
resolved through the archeological record.
For South Carolina, archeological evidence that Colono wares were
manufactured on the plantations at which they were used comes from the
excavations at the mansion house (1738) of Drayton Hall plantation,
located 12 miles from Charleston on the Ashley River. Lynne G. Lewis
(1978: 62-65) describes a sherd of Colono ware from Drayton Hall with
the initials "MIlD" on it, and suggests that they may represent those of
Maria Henrietta Drayton, a resident of the plantation from the late
l780s to the 1840s. If this is indeed the case, this would clearly
indicate local manufacture for the Drayton household. The possibility
of Indian manufacture still remains open, however, as Lewis believes
that there was probably a small resident Indian population at Drayton
Hall throughout the eighteenth century.
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CoZono Ceramics at Limerick
Since there was definite, though limited evidence for a prehistoric
occupation of the Limerick site, it was necessary to determine whether
or not low-fired unglazed earthenwares from the site could be assigned
to the historic occupation. In other words, were they an integral part
of the Limerick plantation assemblage and therefore a direct manifestation
of the cultural processes responsible for the Limerick deposition patterns?
In r~solving this question, several avenues of inquiry were investigated.
First, evidence for the historical nature of these ceramics was
obtained from their contexts within the site. One-hundred twentysix non-European ceramic fragments were found in a filled well located
within the detached kitchen of the main house (XU55 , Building #2, Fig.
36). These ceramics were located at depths ranging from 3 to 8 feet
below the modern surface. The well was brick lined, and was capped by
three feet of destruction fill from this structure. In addition to
this, a few non-European type ceramics were found below the flagstone
floor of the main dwelling house cellar (Building #1), which became
archeologically sealed in 1945 when the house burned and was subsequently
filled.
The historic nature of the low-fired earthenwares was further
explored by observing the distributions of these and European type
ceramics from XUS7. This sample unit was located squarely over the
northwest corner of the brick foundation of Building #3. This brick
foundation was intact starting at about 0.5 feet below the modern
surface (Fig. 49). As a result, two archeological strata (Levels Band
C, 0.5 to 1.5 feet below the surface at the northwest corner) were
excavated so as to keep the artifacts from the interior and exterior of
this structure separate.
If the low-fired earthenwares are historic, a similarity between
the depositional patterns of these low-fired earthenwares and European
type ceramics should exist. If they are prehistoric, no similarity can
be expected since their deposition would be related to behavioral patterns
different from those that accounted for the European type ceramics
associated with Building #3. The ratio of exterior to interior area
excavated in the sample unit was determined to be 0.58. If there were
no differences in the patterns of artifact deposition for the structure
with respect to an interior/exterior distinction, similar ratios were
likely to be obtained by computing the exterior/interior frequencies of
various artifact types. The ratio for low-fired earthenwares was 0.15,
and that for European type ceramics 0.18 (Table 14). Indeed, low-fired
earthenwares and the European type ceramics are distributed similarly in
XU57 with respect to an exterior-interior distinction.
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FIGURE 49 :

Vie" of the north"est corner of the foundation of building 1/3
as revealed in excavat ion unit #57 .
13 4

TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF LOW-FIRED EARTHENWARES AND EUROPEAN
TYPE CERAMICS IN LEVELS B AND C OF XU57
Ceramic type

Exterior
Frequency

Interior
Frequency

Frequency
Ratio

Low-fired
earthenwares

78 sherds

12 sherds

.15

155 sherds

29 sherds

.18

European type

Further verification of the similarity of the distribution of lowfired earthenwares and European type ceramics in XUS7 was obtained by
the computation of Chi square and Phi values for this distribution. The
Chi square test (X2=.2785, 1 df, « =.001) indicated that there is a
statistical relationship between the distribution of low-fired earthenwares and the European ceramics. Likewise, the computation of Phi for
this distribution (0= -.03) indicates an almost perfect similarity
between the distribution of low-fired earthenwares and European type
ceramics. Therefore, based on this analysis of Unit #57 and the Building
#2 well, the low-fired earthenwares in this site are likely to represent
historic Colono ceramics.
Because it appears that the low-fired earthenwares from the Limerick
site are indeed historic Colono wares, questions concerning who used
these wares, their function, and when they were used, can be investigated.
At Drayton Hall, Lewis (1978: 62-65, 178) states that Colona
wares represented 14.9% of all the ceramics from the excavations associated with the main house, the south flanker of the main house, and the
kitchen. As Lewis suggests, such a high frequency of Co10no wares in
these contexts, which are clearly associated with a continuous occupation
by members of the planter class, indicate that these ceramics had an
important function in the planter household.
This same pattern is evident at Limerick plantation, where 11.5% of
the ceramics associated with the main house (Building. #1) and with the
detached kitchen/washroom (Building. #2) of the main house (XU 5, 13,
14, 29, 31, 32, 33, 43, 55, 56, 63, 64, 65, 68, 72, 103, 104, 110;
Colona Indian N=3SS, European N=2,735) are Colono wares. These similar
frequencies tend to mutually reinforce the conclusion that Colono wares
were an important part of the ceramic assemblage used to support the
planter and his family.
However, since the samples from Limerick and Drayton Hall deal only
with contexts associated with planter class habitations, neither is
capable of telling us whether these Colono wares were more or less
commonly used by members of the other socioeconomic and ethnic groups
(overseers, slaves, free blacks, etc.) cohabiting these same plantations.
In order to be able to develop such a statement of the differential use
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of Colono wares on individual colonial and antebellum plantations, a
comparable sample must first be extracted from contexts associated with
all groups from at least one plantation. Only then will we be able to
address important questions concerning who the predominant users of
these Colono ceramics were, and why this use pattern existed.
Some tentative suggestions are possible at Limerick plantation,
however. In 1979, Trisha Logan, Forest Service archeologist, collected
small samples from Site 38BK261 and 38BK376. Both of these sites probably represent isolated slave settlements associated with the upland
rice fields at Limerick plantation. Based on the European type ceramics
recovered by Logan, both sites appear to have been occupied during the
latter parts of the eighteenth century and the early parts of the nineteenth century. Site 38BK26l is shown as the "settlement" on both the
1786 and 1797 plats of Limerick (Purcell 1786; Hardwick 1797).
At Site 38BK26l, 85% of the ceramics (total N=20) are Colono ceramics.
Likewise, at Site 38BK376, 75% of the ceramics (total N=12) are Colono
ceramics.
When compared to the main settlement at Limerick, where 38%
of the ceramics are Colono ceramics, the contrast is striking. This
represents exactly the type of contrast that has been hypothesized for
planter and slave habitations, based on the assumption that slaves would
use the cheaper, more easily accessible Colono ceramics more frequently
than any other group. However, due to the extremely small sample sizes
from Sites 38BK261 and 38BK376, and a subjective identification of these
sites as the Limerick slave settlements, these conclusions must remain
speculative.
It has generally been assumed that Colono ceramics functioned in a
manner similar to that of European ceramics. If they had, then this
should be evident in a comparison of the overall artifact patterning
from Limerick with or without the Colono ceramics included. If Colono
ceramics were serving in a kitchen capacity as were European vessels,
the artifact pattern for a definite long occupation domestic site such
as Limerick should conform to South's (1977: 83-139) Carolina Artifact
Pattern if the sherds of Colono ceramics are placed in the kitchen
group, and should not fit if they are left out or are considered with
the activities group.
After examining the Limerick artifact pattern as derived from the 5
2
ft excavation units, it is evident that the best fit with South's
(1977: 107, 119) Carolina Artifact Pattern occurs when the Colono ceramics
are included in the kitchen artifact group (Table 15) If the Colono
ceramics are included in the activities group--where South had placed
assumed Indian trade ceramics--this group greatly exceeds the predicted
range. If the Colono ceramics are left out altogether, as South felt
was necessary with Fort Moultrie and, for the frontier artifact pattern
with Fort Prince George, the architectural and furniture groups exceed
the expected range (South 1977: 104, 143-145). However, when the Colono
ceramics are included with the kitchen group, the only group at variance
with South's predict€·d frequencies for the Carolina Artifact Pattern is
the furniture group.
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TABLE 15
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS VERSIONS OF THE LIMERICK ARTIFACT PATTERN
WITH SOUTH'S (1977: 119) CAROLINA ARTIFACT PATTERN
Artifact
Group

Colono Ceramics
included with
activities
%
II

Kitchen
Architecture
Furniture
Arms
Clothing
Personal
Tobacco Pipes
Activities

32720
21979
607
309
339
33
1026
6659

51.3
34.5
.9
.4
.5
.0
1.6
10.4

Colono Ceramics
included with
kitchen
%
II
37598
21979
607
309
339
33
1026
1781

59.0
34.5
.9

.4
.5
.0
1.6
2.7

Colono Ceramics
left out
altogether
%
/I
32720
21979
607
309
339
33
1026
1781

55.6
37.3
1.0
.5
.5
.0
1.7
3.0

Predicted
Ranges
47.5-78.0
12.9-35.1
0-.7
0-1.5
0-8.5
0-.6
0-20.8
.1-3.7

Assuming that South's Carolina Artifact Pattern represents a real
and predictive material pattern with some cultural reality for South
Carolina, this analysis concludes that Co1ono ' ceramics belong in Limerick's
kitchen artifact group. This would support, although not conclusively,
a statement that they functioned in the same realm as European ceramics.
Unfortunately, the Colono ceramics from Limerick plantation are
altogether too fragmented to allow an analysis of vessel form. As a
result, fundamental questions concerning the functional relationships
between these Colono ceramics and European ceramics cannot be addressed
at Limerick. The most important of these questions, that deserves
attention at other sites where the data are amenable to it, concerns
whether the Colono ceramics vessels associated with the planter served
mainly a utilitarian food preparation function, or whether they served
alongside European ceramics on the planter's table.
With respect to Colono ceramics, one of the most important questions
that can be asked concerns when they were used. Ferguson (1978) contends
that in South Carolina, Colono ceramics are predominantely an eighteenth
century phenomenon and South (1977: 173) has suggested that Colono ceramics
were filling a need not met by European ceramics. If the Colono ceramics
at Limerick are more clearly associated with the eighteenth century, and
if they were filling a need not met by European ceramics, it is easy to
suggest that the supply of European ceramics during the eighteenth
century was less than satisfactory. Due to colonial restrictions on
local manufacturing, the cost of European ceramics could certainly be
expected to have been higher during the colonial era due to the need to
import most of the ceramics. This, at least in part, could explain an
eighteenth century preference for cheap, readily available Colono ceramics.
It would certainly not be the first example of local initiative for the
successful subversion of colonial policy.
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Undoubtedly, the best way to examine the temporal variation in the
use of Colona ceramics in South Carolina would be to look at a number of
sites of short occupations sharing similar functions and spanning the
Colonial and Antebellum periods. Unfortunately, this type of data are
not yet available for South Carolina, and may never be available for
plantations, which generally represent successful, long term adaptations.
For Limerick, the temporal distribution of Colono ceramics was
investigated by ranking the 5 ft 2 excavation units on the basis of their
mean ceramic dates (Appendix C). Because the locus of settlement shifted
around 1800, mean ceramic dates should accurately separate units from
areas occupied primarily during the eighteenth century from those occupied
during the nineteenth century with units occupied during the entire period,
or around the turn of the century, falling in the middle. While such a
ranking is not without obvious flaws, it is the best means available
with which to address this problem at Limerick.
For purposes of analytical clarity, the excavation units at Limerick
were grouped into six 25 year periods on the basis of mean ceramic
dates. The frequencies for Colono ceramics and European ceramics were
then computed for each 25 year category, and used as the basis of comparison (Table 16). These frequencies were not viewed as characteristic of
the 25 year period to which they were assigned, but were assigned to 25
year periods for the purpose of relative temporal comparison. Therefore, the fact that European ceramics represented 62.5% of the ceramics
from units with a mean ceramic date falling between 1801 and 1825 does
not necessarily mean that 62.5% of ceramics used between 1801 and 1825
were European ceramics.
In examining the distributions of Colono ceramics and European
ceramics within the six 25 year categories, a clear decrease in the
importance of Colono ceramics accompanied by an equally clear increase
in the importance of European ceramics is evident. Colono ceramics
decrease from 77.5% of all ceramics for units with a mean ceramic date
between 1726 and 1750 to only 2.0% of all ceramics for units falling
between 1851 and 1875 (Table 16). For these same groups, European ceramics
increase from 22.4% of all ceramics to 97.9%. As can be seen by examining
the ratios of Colona ceramics to European ceramics for these six categories, the transition from overwhelming dependence on Colona ceramics
during the Colonial period to reliance on European ceramics during the
Antebellum period is gradual with one anamoly present in the l75l~1775
date group. Based on this temporal analysis, we can conclude that, in
contexts generally associated with the planter occupations, Colono
ceramics were generally more important during the Colonial period than
they were during the Antebellum period.
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TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF COLONO WARE AND EUROPEAN TYPE CERAMICS FOR SIX 25 YEAR PERIODS BASED ON
MEAN CERAMICS DATES FOR 82 5x5 UNITS FROM LIMERICK PLANTATION
Co1ono Ware
25 year
period

......

w

I.D

1726-1750
1751-1775
1776-1800
1801-1826
1826-1850
1851-1875

Number of
Units
10
10
18
19
23
2
82

Number of
Specimens

% total

% group

1412
212
1062
1558
550
8
4802

29.4
4.4
22.1
32.4
11.4
.16
99.86

77.5
47.9
56.0
37.4
14.5
2.0

European type
Number of
Specimens
% total % group
409
230
834
2603
3221
387
7684

5.3
2.9
10.8
33.8
41.9
5.0
99.7

22.4
52.0
43.9
62.5
85.4
97.9

Co1ono-Euro
. ratio

.28
1.08
.78
1.67
5.85
48.3

CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS

A Generalized Discussion of Change at Limerick Plantation
As a landed entity, Limerick plantation dates to the 1707 subdivision of the Cypress Barony. Between this date and 1904, Limerick
contained a minimum of 3,500 acres. This substantial parcel of land
included a fairly diverse environment characterized by freshwater tidal
swamp, upland swamps, well drained uplands, and extensive pine forests.
In 1707, the Cypress Barony was also known as Cypress plantation.
At the time of its subdivision this plantation had within its bounds one
dwelling house, a kitchen, a barn, and a corn and pease house. Also
associated with the plantation were fifteen Negroes, presumably slaves,
as well as a cattle hunter and an overseer, who may also have been
slaves. Documents associated with the Cypress plantation suggest that
during the first decade of the 18th century, the primary economic activity on this plantation was cattle raising.
In 1713, six years after its creation as a separate plantation,
Limerick changed hands. It is probable that the house (Building #1) and
a detached kitchen (Building #6) were built around this time, although
the exact appearance of the Limerick settlement at this time is unknown.
However, based solely on the spatial relationships between Building #1
and #6, the Limerick settlement in the early eighteenth century appears
to reflect an asymmetrical plan. Although the house is oriented with
north, the detached kitchen is oriented 45 0 from north, and was located
southeast of the house.'
Although the exact form of the Limerick settlement pattern remains
a mystery prior to 1786, the plantation's economy is brought into focus in
1755 with strong evidence for a well-rounded subsistence economy based
on the production of livestock, corn and pease. The general self-sufficiency
of the plantation at this date is also suggested by evidence of barrel
and brick manufacturing, carpentry, lumbering, and hide and shoe manufacture. These activities were complemented by a commercial economy
that was largely dominated by the production of merchantable rice, or
rice intended for export.
Between 1764, when Limerick changed hands again, and 1785, the
plantation appears to have continued subsistence and commercial production with an absentee landlord. A 1786 plat of Limerick indicates the
late colonial settlement structure at Limerick. In general, the settlement
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shown is not symmetrical. Although 16 of the 20 buildings indicated in
the main settlement in this year are oriented in the same direction as
the mansion, the overall spatial arrangement of these buildings is not
symmetrical not well balanced.
In the 11 years following 1786 the agricultural capabilities of
Limerick were radically transformed. What had been listed as "old rice
fields" in 1786 (the upland swamp rice fields) had been significantly
reorganized and enlarged by 1797. These improved upland rice fields
included a series of canals and reservoirs which served as the source of
power for a rice pounding mill.
The Limerick settlement had also changed significantly by this
time. Six buildings shown on the 1786 plat are missing altogether from
the plat drawn in 1797, and eight had been added. The changes that were
made between 1786 and 1797 resulted in an overall settlement that was
considerably more symmetrical along a north-south axis; however, the
settlement still reflected to a certain extent the asymmetrical organization of its predecessor. Archeological evidence suggests that following
1797 an attempt was made to further reinforce the symmetrical appearance
of the plantation. The old kitchen (Building #6) located to the east of
the mansion house (Building #1) was apparently abandoned in favor of a
new kitchen (Building #2) located in one of the two new outbuildings
located to the immediate rear of the main dwelling. The abandonment of
this old kitchen would have effected the removal of one of the most
asymmetrical elements of the Limerick settlement still apparent in 1797.
The change in the location of the kitchen at Limerick represents a
shift from a dispersed to a more concentrated settlement. This postRevolutionary settlement shift was accompanied by an associated shift in
ceramic usage. During the colonial era, Colono ceramics represented a
significant part of the kitchen assemblage at Limerick. This ware is
predominantly associated with the area of the site where the colonial
kitchen (Building #6) was located. The overall importance of this ware
in relation to European ceramics decreased through time, with significant decreases coming after the American Revolution. At this time
ceramic usage shifted to the area associated with the antebellum kitchen
(Building 82), and was characterized by a predominance of European
types.
Following the post 1800 shift in the location of the kitchen, we
have no detailed information about the Limerick settlement prior to the
present century, when virtually none of the buildings were standing
except for the main house (Building #1), a barn (Building #7), and a
kitchen (Building #2). This reduction in size resulted from Limerick's
decline as a rice plantation following the Civil War and was apparently
complete by 1904. Since that time all of the remaining structures have
been destroyed.
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Key Transfor,mations at Limerick PZantation
Within this brief summary discussion of change at Limerick, we
can isolate several changes that were significant in the transformation
of the plantation of 1707 into that of 1977. These key transformations
will represent a formalized general model of change at Limerick. In
that they are substantiated by only an imperfect view of the archeology
and history of the Limerick site, the resulting model can best be viewed
as tentative, with each transformation representing an individual hypothesis. The model can be stated as follows:
Original State (1707): Limerick plantation existed as an
uninhabited portion of land located on the head branch
of the Eastern Branch of the Cooper River. Prior to
1707, this land had been part of a much larger plantation characterized by a low-energy adaptation focused
on livestock. A similar adaptation is probable for
Limerick for an indefinite period after its creation in 1707.
Transformation I (ca. l7QO-1720): A settlement was established at Limerick on an area of high land between the
freshwater marshes on the head branch of the Eastern
Branch of the Cooper River and the upland swamps of
Limerick's interior. This settlement was characterized
by a vernacular Georgian mansion and at least one
asymmetrically placed outbuilding, a kitchen.
Transformation II (by at least 1755): The economy of Limerick
was transformed from a low to a relatively high-energy
adaptation focused on the production of rice. This
adaptation was characterized by the use of slave labor,
supported largely by the production of subsistence commodities
on the plantation.
Tranformation III (ca. l786-ca. 1797): A significant
expansion of the plantation's agricultural capabilities
occurred, which included the expansion and improvement
of the upland rice fields and the construction of a
reserve powered rice mill. At this time, a reorganization of the Limerick settlement was apparently underway.
This was characterized by a move towards an increasingly
symmetrical distribution of buildings accompanied by a
decrease in their spatial dispersion.
Transformation IV (ca. 1890): Limerick plantation ceased to
function as an agricultural unit. Less than two decades
after this date, the Limerick settlement consisted of
approximately three buildings, an 86.9% decrease since 1797.
Five transformations, based on historical and archeological information, have been used to account for major changes that occurred at
Limerick. Having made these transformations explicit, we can now begin
to develop an explanation for their occurrence by examining Limerick
plantation in xts larger context.
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The Relationship Between Regional Change and Change at Limerick
By definition, a plantation functions within a larger economic
system. An individual plantation such as Limerick can not be properly
understood until it has been related to the larger system within which
it exists. Prior to regional comparison for Limerick, it is necessary
to develop an explicit model of regional change based on Chapter VI.
This model can be stated as follows:
Transformation I (1670): The permanent colonization settlement
of South Carolina began with the establishment of an initial
settlement at Albermarle Point in 1670. By 1680, it had
been moved across the Ashley River to Oyster Point, where
it is currently known as Charleston (Orvin 1974: 18-20;
Wood 1974: 22).
Interstice (1670-1690): During this period, effort was directed
at the establishment of a subsistence economy, which
was accomplished by 1675 (Clowse 1971: 59). Initial
low-energy export economies based on the provisions
trade and the Indian trade (for deerskins and slaves)
were also developed, and served in part to support
a period of experimentation with commodities that
could be used to establish a strong specialized export
economy.
Transformation II (ca. 1690): Commercial production of rice
was begun, apparently on the well drained uplands around
Charleston (Sellers 1934: 148). This form of rice agriculture
will be referred to as "upland rice agriculture."
Interstice (ca. l690-ca. 1700): Production of rice continued
and probably increased, with 330 tons (about 2,200 bushels)
of rice from the 1699 crop being exported from Charleston
harbor in l70b (Clowse 1971: 130). The provisions and Indian
trade continued to supplement rice agriculture, which still
represented only a small part of the total economy.
Transformation II~ (ca. 1700): The locus of rice agriculture
apparently shifted from the dry upland areas to wetter, more
fertile upland swamps (Hewat 1836: 109; Sellers 1934:148;
Meriwether 1940: 4). This form of rice agriculture will
be referred to as "upland swamp rice agriculture."
Interstice (ca. 1700-1704): With the addition of "upland
swamp" rice agriculture, the generalized economic
situation that existed in the late seventeenth century
continued.
Transformation IV (1704): The English Parliament established
a bounty on the importation of naval stores, substantially
increasing the economic viability of the colonial commodity.
(Clowse 1971: 133-134).
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Interstice (1704-1725): Production of rice and naval stores
increased drastically, with the importance of each in
the total economy being roughly equivalent. Together,
they became the mainstay of the South Carolina economy
(probably representing between 50 and 75 percent of the
total economy), but were still supplemented by a declining
trade in Indian slaves, provisions, and deerskins
(C10wse 1963).
Transformation V (1725): The English Government rescinded the
import bounty on naval stores, decreasing the economic
viability of this commodity in South Carolina (Clowse
1963: 167).
Interstice (1725-1744): By 1729, production of naval stores
had decreased by 90%, representing a loss to the total
economy of South Carolina of from one fourth to one third
(C10wse 1963: 167). This 19 year period was also characterized by the overproduction of rice, which resulted in
declining profits. These two factors, and possibly
others, resulted in a depressed economy for South Carolina
(Clowse 1963: 169-170; Meriwether 1940: 3). In 1740, the
Har of Austrian Sucession (1740-1748) began, curtailing
England's trade with France and the French West Indies-England's primary supplier of indigo (Sanderson 1893:
759; Walker 1905: 417).
Transformation VI (1744-1747): In 1744, indigo was successfully
grown and processed on Wappoo plantation in South Carolina
(Pinckney 1972: xviii). Three years later the English
Parliament passed "an act for encouraging the production of
indigo on the British Plantations of America," which greatly
increased the economic viability of this product for South
Carolina.
Interstice (1747-1775):
Production of indigo skyrocketed and,
in conjunction with a continuing rice agriculture, resulted in
a largely recovered economy (Huneycutt 1949: 6). During the
1760s, a new form of rice technology was first used
in the Georgetown District of South Carolina (Sellers 1934:
148). "Tidal rice agriculture," was characterized by
a reliance on freshwater tidal marshes, utilizing tidal
fluctuations for the irrigation and drainage of rice fields
(Hilliard 1975).
Transformation VIr (1775-1783): The American Revolution resulted
in a drastic change in the economic order in South Carolina,
characterized by the withdrawal of the bounty on the production of indigo, and the end of colonial trade policies
(Snowden 1920: 472; Ball 1932: 37). In addition, the
economy was also affected by the conduct of the war, which
disrupted export trade, and degraded conditions of plantations due to a number of factors (McCowen 1972: 84-85).
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Transformation VIII (1783-1800): This tranformation is actually
characterized by two significant agricultural/economic
innovations immediately following the Revolution. A shift
to tidal rice agriculture began and, following about 1795,
cotton became a significantly important export staple for
South Carolina due to the perfection of improved ginning
equipment. Together, these resulted in what may have been
the most dramatic change in the export economy of lowcountry
South Carolina since its settlement in 1670.
Interstice (1800-1860): Processes during the period between
1783 and 1800 continued. The economic importance of South
Carolina's two main crops--rice and cotton--increased during
this period, with cotton gaining overall economic dominance
in the state as a whole, but with rice remaining economically
dominant in four of five coastal counties.
Transformation IX (1860-1868): The Civil War represented a major
transformation for the entire southern United States. In
South Carolina, it had several economic manifestations:
the abolition of the traditional slave labor system, the
disruption of commerce of the state due to the conduct of
the war, the physical degradations of plantations and other
productive units in South Carolina as a result of the war,
and the destruction of the general economic strength of the
state by the collapse of the Southern Confederacy.
Interstice (1868-1890): During this period, both rice and
cotton production recovered to varying degreei. Although
cotton eventually surpassed its pre-war production levels,
rice was never able to. The South Carolina tidewater region
was characterized by a number of alternative economic activities in addition to rice agriculture, namely phosphate
mining, the lumber industry, and the conversion of rice
plantations into winter residences and hunting reserves
(Woolson 1875: 23; Lawson 1972: 26; USFS 1977).
Transformation X (1890): The end of the rice argricu1ture in
South Carolina was signalled by the census returns for 1890,
which revealed that for the first time in the nation's
history, South Carolina was not the number one rice producer. Of broader significance, this position was not
held by any southeastern state, but rather the Gulf Coast
state of Louisiana ( U.S. Census 1890).
Based on these 10 transformations in the export economy of coastal
South Carolina between 1670 and 1890, a series of economic states associated with rice agriculture can be defined reflecting changes in the
environmental foci of rice agriculture through time:
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State 1 (1670-1700): This can be characterized as the period
of agricultural experimentation and incipient rice agriculture, and can be loosely defined by an exclusive reliance
on well drained uplands for rice agriculture.
State 2 (1700-1783): This constitutes the ascendent period of
rice agriculture during the Colonial period, and is defined
by the overwhelming importance of upland swamps as the
locus of rice agriculture.
State 3 (1783-1890): This state includes the "golden era" of
Carolina rice agriculture as well as its terminal decline.
It can be defined by expansion and an increasing dependence
on freshwater tidal marshes as the focus of rice production.
These three states are seen as reflecting a general agricultural
continuity through time, and can easily accommodate the 10 economic
transformations previously discussed. These states should be used with
caution, however, because they are not intended to represent states
common to all of South Carolina. Rather they represent only one aspect
of its diverse economic past.
This regional model is largely an economic model, developed to
define changes in the production technology associated with the rice
economy. While no attempt has been made to quantify the economic conditions existing before or after each major change, the general form of
these conditions has been suggested. Since the regional rice economy
was an export economy, it was invariably tied into an international
market.
Changes in international economic conditj~~s and/or policies
are viewed as leading to economic and production technology transformations in the regional rice economy. The need to adapt to these changing
international economic conditions is therefore seen as the cause (either
by necessitating or allowing change) of regional and local changes in
the rice economy.
Because this regional model is economic, it will best explain
transformations in economic production and in economic production technology. The general applicability of this model to the model developed
for Limerick is therefore uncertain, because the latter involves not
only changes in economic production and production technology, but also
changes in settlement structure and artifact use. The following comparison of the regional and local models seeks to address two questions:
What is the relationship of economic production and production technology at Limerick to that characteristic of the region and what possible
relationship can be established between local and regional economic
change and settlement change at Limerick?
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Comparison of the ModeLs
Based on the regional model of South Carolina, the plantation
economy of 1707 (when Limerick plantation first came into being) can be
said to have been focused on the production of rice and naval stores,
with a lesser secondary focus on the provisions trade and the trade in
deerskins. The locus of rice agriculture at this time would have been
in the upland swamps along navigable rivers. Anyone or a combination
of these activities occurred on individual plantations of this period.
If the economy of Limerick followed that of the earlier Cypress plantation, then the economy during the first years of its existence would
have been based on the provisions trade, an economic activity consistent
with that expected for the period. Although no evidence for any other
activities at Limerick exists during this period, it is important to
note that the plantation included sizeable tracts of upland swarnp--the
primary locus of colonial rice agriculture.
The first transformation at Limerick plantation is concerned with
the establishment of a settlement around the 1700-1720 period. The
establishment of a settlement on a plantation during this period is not
at all inconsistent with the regional model, but is not a variable
specifically considered in the regional model. This transformation will
therefore be accorded more careful consideration later.
The second transformation identified at Limerick is poorly defined
temporally, but occurred sometime prior to 1755. Specifically, it
takes the form of a shift from a low-energy adaptation focused on the
production of livestock for the provisions trade to a high-energy
adaptation focused on rice agriculture. Such a transformation is entirely
consistent with the trends of the 1707 to 1755 period. In 1755, however,
the regional economy was focused on the production of rice and indigo,
which represented compl~mentary crops that could successfully be produced
on a single plantation without an increase in the labor supply. The
lack of any evidence of indigo production at Limerick in 1755 probably
represents evidence of expected economic variability within the rice
region, and in no way contradicts the applicability of the regional
model at Limerick.
Limerick's third hypothesized transformation occurred around the
1786 to 1797 period, and involved two changes. The first change took
the form of an enlargement of the agricultural capabilities of the
plantation through the expansion of the upland rice fields and through
the installation of a reserved powered rice mill. The regional model
suggests that during this period upland swamp rice agriculture was being
replaced by tidal rice agriculture, and that water powered milling
equipment was becoming widespread. While the second part of this statement is clearly reflected at Limerick, the expansion of rice fields at
Limerick appears to have occurred in the upland swamps and not in the
tidal marshes. Since we do not know when the tidal rice fields at
Limerick were constructed, we are left with a significant question that
we cannot at present answer: did the expansion of upland swamp rice
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fields accompany an earlier development of tidal rice fields at Limerick?
Given Limerick's limited area of freshwater swamp, an expansion of upland fields would serve as a logical way to supplement the yields in the
tidal fields. While it is possible to accommodate this type of change
within a regional model, we lack the critical data with which to properly
evaluate this question.
The second part of this post-Revolutionary War era transformation
involved the spatial reorganization of the Limerick settlement, and a
change in ceramic usage. During this period, the settlement became more
concentrated and symmetrical along a north-south axis. At the same
time, the importance of Colono ceramics at Limerick underwent continual
decline, with a concomitant increase in the importance of European
ceramics. This settlement change and the change in artifact usage are
variables not considered in our regional model, and must be left until
later.
The final transformation hypothesized for Limerick concerns the
1890 loss of its agricultural function. Around that period, Limerick
appears to have ceased the commercial production of rice. It is readily
apparent that this is entirely consistent with the regional model, as
the l890s represent the beginning of the end of rice production in South
Carolina. The death of Limerick's owner in 1890 may have resulted in a
premature cessation of rice production, but the fact that the plantation
was sold to a lumber company rather than to another rice planter in 1895
is significant. Along with the cessation of agricultural activities~
there was a drastic decrease in the size of the Limerick settlement,
which we will consider later with the other settlement changes observed
there.
In general, the comparison of the Limerick model with the regional
model of the rice economy is dissappointing. Although the Limerick
model does not contradict the regional model, such a contradiction may
be masked by the vagueness of the economic portions of the former. The
most significant transformation revealed by the regional model is a
shift from upland swamp to tidal rice agriculture. At Limerick, our
information of rice production technology during this critical period is
incomplete, and any statements we make concerning the evolution of this
technology are invariably ambiguous. However, except for this one major
transformation, what we know to have characterized Limerick during
colonial and postbellum times appears to accurately mirror that outlined
in the regional model. These transformations in the rice economy and
production technology can, at least, be viewed as a result of changes in
the regional economy, which in turn appear to have been brought about by
changes in the national and international economy.
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Explanations of Settlement Change at Limerick
Up to this point an explanation of the observed changes in the
Limerick settlement has been avoided because an economic interpretation
may not be entirely appropriate. In considering this question with
regard to settlement change at Limerick, I will therefore present and
evaluate an economic and a cognitive explanation.
An idealized reconstruction of the evolution of the Limerick settlement, as based on archeological and historic cartographic resources,
would be as follows: around 1715, a vernacular Georgian mansion house
and an asymmetrically placed kitchen were constructed. During the
balance of the Colonial period, this settlement expanded until, in 1786,
it consisted of 20 buildings. While the majority of these were oriented
north, their overall spatial distribution was asymmetrical. In the
years following 1786, new buildings were constructed, and old ones were
destroyed, the result being an increasingly concentrated and symmetrical
spatial distribution. In the decades following 1890, this settlement was
reduced to a handful of poorly maintained buildings. The question to
which the closing pages of this report will be devoted is simply, why
did these changes in the Limerick settlement occur?
Explanations of settlement change must take into account the nature
of architecture. Among the European settlers of South Carolina, architecture was intended to be a permanent or semi-permanent venture. In
such a setting, once a fundamental settlement pattern was established at
a site, change is likely to have been generally a relat~vely conservative
process resulting from the destruction and construction of buildings
over time. Given this basic process of settlement change, we can offer
three alternate explanations for the process of settlement change
observed at Limerick:
Explanation I (Economic): The transformation of Limerick from a dispersed
asymmetrical settlement to a more concentrated and increasingly
symmetrical settlement to a remnant settlement is a result of the
economic transformation of the region and of the plantation. The
dispersed asymmetrical settlement reconstructed for the Colonial
period is interpreted as being the result of a process of gradual,
functionally oriented growth during a period with severe economic
instability and variability. It may also reflect the transformation
of the settlement from that of a low-energy plantation based on the
reproduction of livestock to that of a high-energy plantation focused
on the intensive production of rice. The post-Revolutionary trend
toward decreasing dispersion and increasing symmetry is interpreted
as a response to a new economic order characterized by increasing
economic surplus. This surplus was allowed by changing economic
conditions, caused by the expansion of the agricultural capabilities
of the plantation, which in turn required large inputs of labor and
support activities and allowed the physical elaboration of the
settlement. The drastic decline in the size of the Limerick settle-
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ment was a direct result of the change in the labor system following
the Civil War and of the loss of agricultural function of the
plantation in 1895. After 1865, the need to maintain a large
settlement for a large slave population would not have existed, and
may have led to the degradation and destruction of many of the
buildings at Limerick that once were associated with this function.
In 1895, when Limerick ceased to be an agricultural plantation, the
need for most of the buildings probably disappeared. Those that
remained after the turn of the century were the sort that could be
expected to be associated with a small-scale tenant farm operation.
Explanation II (Cognitive): The transformation of the Limerick settlement
from a dispersed asymmetrical settlement to a more concentrated and
increasingly symmetrical settlement is explained by a change in the
cultural perception of how a settlement should be structured.
Therefore, when a new building was needed, or when an old building
needed to be replaced, the location of the new building was dictated
by the prevailing cultural perceptions of space.
Explanation III (Historical accident): The transformation of the
Limerick settlement from a dispersed asymmetrical settlement to a
more concentrated and increasingly symmetrical settlement to a
remnant settlement is explained as being the simple result of
changes of ownership and the American Revolution. With this explanation, the dispersed asymmetrical settlement would be viewed as an
invention of Daniel Huger (perhaps following his French Huguenot
world view?); the less dispersed and more symmetrical settlement
would be viewed as an invention of Elias Ball (perhaps following
his English world view?); and the remnant settlement the invention
of neglect by the Burton lumber company (perhaps following the
world view of big business?). An important aspect of this explanation is the American Revolution, which led to the physical degradation
of South Carolina plantations, and which may have required Elias
Ball to make substantial repairs at Limerick. Such a post-war
rehabilitation of Limerick's settlement would have probably provided Elias Ball with the practical ability to restructure the
plantation as he thought it should be.
Unfortunately, neither Daniel Huger or any of the Ball o\vners of
Limerick bothered to write down why they chose to build a building in a
certain location. In fact, except for the rice mill, there is not even
a record of any building being built at Limerick plantation during its
238 year existence. Despite this paucity of information, Explanations I
and III are immediately appealing as both can be correlated rather lvell
with documented changes, either in economic conditions or in ownership.
Deetz (1977) has used an explanation similar to Explanation II to
account for material changes in New England during the historic past.
He sees an increase in the symmetry of material life as being correlated
with the introduction of Georgian architecture in the l760s. The introduction of Georgian architecture signals the introduction of a reangli-
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cised world view, which he uses to explain the observed shift from an
asymmetrical to a symmetrical (Georgian) concept of material things. If
this is the case, then the settlement change at Limerick should correlate
with the introduction of Georgian architecture in South Carolina, which
it does not. Georgian architecture is fully evident in South Carolina
in the l720s and l730s. The Limerick house has been characterized as an
early Georgian form, and has been dated to about 1700-1720. The change
from an asymmetrical to a symmetrical settlement at Limerick, however,
did not occur until the l780s or 17905. Clearly, Deetz's model does not
hold for Limerick, and I do not believe his explanation holds either.
Even if Deetz's model did hold for Limerick, I would be hesitant to
embrace it, since there is very little that we can use as archeologists
to evaluate such a cognitive shift critically.
Certainly, "world view" affects the way we do everything, but the
role of world view in the dynamic process of change still poses important
questions, the most fundamental of which is whether changes in world
view cause material and economic change, or whether material and economic
change causes world view to change. Although the answer to these questions
is probably not to be found in one over the other, it does appear that
world view has been more affected by economic change than vice versa.
In fact, in numerous ethnographic studies of immigrant populations (for
instance Cronin 1970) and colonial frontier societies (for instance,
Thompson 1973), it has been observed that "world views" are a conservative aspect of culture when compared to the economic sector, and that
changes occur first in the economic sector. Although perhaps not as
clearcut, this relationship probably holds for the so-called "dominant"
sectors of society as well.
Beyond these suggestions that a cognitive explanation of change may
not be appropriate for Limerick, we are at a loss for empirical evidence
with which to more critically evaluate this explanation. Unable to test
a cognitive explanation, we are left with two explanations which can be
tested empirically. Both of these explanations (#1 and #3) can be
correlated with known historical occurrences. Unfortunately, looking
solely at Limerick, we do not have information sufficient to reject
either or both of these explanations. Unable to resolve this dilemma
empirically, I can only offer an economic explanation (#1) as the most
reasonable general explanation of settlement change for the South Carolina
rice region, and wait for future research to either accept or reject its
validity.

Summary of ConcLusions
In a 1979 article in American Antiquity, David Hurst Thomas stated,
I work under the premise that substantive issues beget methodology,
and I reject the reverse. This being so, then every study in
archeology can be analyzed by one simple criterion: what does this
research tell us that we did not already know?
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Hoping that this "simple criterion" will be used to evaluate the research
presented, the following list of things that we did not know prior to the
conduct of this research is offered.
• We did not know that Buildings #2 and #3 existed.
• We did not know when any of the buildings within the South
Carolina Public Railways Commission's right-of-way were
constructed. We can now suggest a date of ca. 1700-1720 for the
Limerick mansion (Building #1), a date of ca. 1800 for Buildings
#2 and #3, and a date early in the eighteenth century for Building
#6.
o We did not know when the single tier encircling porch was added
to the Limerick house, but can now suggest a date of around 1800.
o We did not know the function of Building #6, but have been able
to identify it as serving a domestic function, and have suggested
it as having served as the kitchen at Limerick during the eighteenth
and part of the nineteenth century.
G We did not know the function of the large quantity of Colono
wares at Limerick, but we can now say that they played a role
similar to that of European ceramics, and represent an integral
part of the kitchen assemblage at this site.
• We did not know when these Colona wares were used at Limerick,
but can now say that they occurred predominately during the
eighteenth century, with a decreasing importance following the
Revolution.
e We did not know why these Colona ceramics were used at Limerick,
but can now suggest that they were filling a need not met by
other ceramics. Colono wares probably represented an inexpensive
alternative to more expensive European manufactured wares.
o We did not know how the four archeologically viable buildings
within the right-of-way related to one another with respect
to time, but can now say that Buildings #1 and #6 were the result
of colonial building episodes and that Buildings #2 and #3 were
probably the res~lt of a later building episode that was also
responsible for the additio~ of the porch to Building #1.
e We did not know how the four buildings within the right-of-way
related to one another with respect to function, but we can now
say that Buildings #2 and #6 related to Building #1 as the locus
of kitchen activities associated with Building #1.
• We did not know how the settlement within the right-of-way
evolved, but we can now say that there was a shift from an
eastern orientation during the eighteenth century (reflecting
the interaction of Buildings #1 and #6) to a southern orientation
during the 19th century (resulting from the abandonment of
Building #6, the construction of Buildings #2 and #3, and the
network of interaction developed between Building #1 and the new
structures).
• We did not know that the settlement change within the right-ofway was characteristic of the overall settlement change evident
at Limerick. The plantation was seen to have evolved from a
dispersed, asymmetrical spatial pattern to a spatial pattern that
was increasingly concentrated and increasingly symmetrical along
a north-south axis.
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• We did not know that changes observed in the settlement pattern
at Limerick would correspond to changes in the larger soc~o
economic milieu within which the plantation existed. The evolution of the settlement appears to reflect the development of the
regional economy of coastal South Carolina within the context of
a larger world system. Although variation observed here may be
indicative of changes in the "world view" of its inhabitants,
this is not archeologically demonstrable. Rather, it is likely
that the organization of the Limerick settlement, like that of
the plantation as a whole, evolved in response to chiefly economic
variables and as such represents an adaptation to function rather
than to changing ideology.
I hope these conclusions will be viewed as a positive contribution
to the understanding of our complex past. However, it is my intent in
offering this report to the public and to the archeological community
that these conclusions be accepted as hypotheses. Based on what is
currently known of the Limerick site and of plantation settlement in
South Carolina in general, they seem reasonable.
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APPENDIX A
Commercial Livestock Raising at
Limerick Plantation as an Adaptive Strategy
by

Kenneth E. Lewis
Limerick Plantation, like others situated along the lower reaches
of the Cooper River, was engaged in the large-scale production of rice
as a staple crop. The rice industry dominated the economy of coastal
South Carolina throughout the Colonial period and well into the second
half of the nineteenth century (Petty 1943: 55). For this reason other
subsistence strategies that were carried out in conjunction with rice
agriculture have not been dealt with extensively. Perhaps one of the
most significant alternative strategies practiced in the Carolina lowcountry was livestock raising, an activity that persisted from the time
of the earliest European colonization until the present. The development of livestock raising in coastal South Carolina in general, and at
Limerick Plantation in particular, will be explored, along with the
question of the ecological position of livestock raising in the plantation economy during the Colonial period and after.
At the time of its founding in 1670, the South Carolina colony lay
un t~e edge of European expansion in North America. As a frontier area,
it was a region that separated the settled and uninhabited portions of
territory claimed by Great Britain and served as a zone of transition in
which the newly-occupied area was integrated economically, politically,
and socially into the larger British state system (see Kristof 1959:
274; Weigert, et ale 1957: 115). A frontier is also an area in which
the attenuation of ties between the pioneer society and the state from
which it originated creates a temporary breakdown of complex institutions
that persists until the frontier evolves into an integral part of the
state. Frontier areas in the Americas were usually situated on the
periphery of an expanding world economy. As such, their .relationship
with their parent state was characterized by a vertical specialization,
involving the movement of raw materials from the periphery to the
parent state and the movement of manufactures in the opposite direction
(Gould 1972: 235-236). Peripheral areas \vould also be characterized by
the production of lower ranking goods (goods whose labor is less well
rewarded), while remaining a part of the overall system of the division
of labor because of the essential nature of the commodities involved
(Wallerstein 1974: 302).
One of the institutions best adapted to carrying out the task of
commercial agricultural production in frontier areas is the plantation,
which is essentially a capitalistic agricultural venture intended to
produce staples on a large scale for a substantial non-domestic market
(Wagley and Harris 1955: 435). The competition of agricultural staples
for suitable land, labor supplies, and markets favor the location of
plantations so as to minimize cost while maximizing access to markets.
These conditions would be found on the periphery of a world economic
system where native resources could be cheaply exploited to obtain raw
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commodities that could then be shipped directly from a colonial entrepot
to markets in the parent state (Thompson 1959: 29-30).
Because the plantation is primarily a commercial venture, it is
concerned with marketing those raw staples most easily and profitably
produced. This requirement often encourages experimentation during the
early stages of colonization, followed by the adoption of the most
favorable commodities. In coastal South Carolina, early colonists
experimented with the cultivation of grapes, fruit trees, various European
grains, tobacco, maize, indigo, rice, cotton, and mulberry trees for
silk. Additional adaptive strategies included the production of naval
stores, the Indian trade for slaves and deerskins, and livestock raising
(Petty 1943: 27-30). By the second decade of the eighteenth century
rice had become the main money crop while livestock herding had expanded
into a major agricultural industry in the low-country (Gray 1932: 56).
Both these activities may be seen as variants of plantation agriculture
in that each involved the large-scale production of a raw subsistence
commodity for an extensive foreign market. Although both livestock
raising (ranching) and plantation farming are both ecological variants
of industrial agriculture, it is clear that each is a separate form of
adaptation utilizing a different kind of habitat and characterized by
its own distinct features (Strickon 1965: 230). Those features most
closely related to livestock raising in coastal South Carolina derive
from the nature of the three variables most closely tied to this activity: livestock, land, and markets.

Livestoak
Livestock raising in colonial South Carolina centered around three
animals--cattle, hogs, and sheep_ Cattle and hogs were introduced from
Great Britain and Ireland as well as from New York, Virginia, and Spain
via the West Indies (Gray 1932: 55). As early as 1680, Maurice Mathews
(1954: 157) wrote that the colony contained several thousand cattle as
well as a Ugreat store of hogs" and some sheep and goats. In 1682 some
planters were reported to have had as many as 700 or 800 head of cattle
(Wilson 1911: 171), and by 1710 Thomas Nairne (1718) declared that,
uSome people have 1,000 head, but for one man to have 200 is very counnon."
A contemporary source wrote in 1712 that the size of a cattle herd was
dependent only on the amount of land the owner possessed for grazing and
the length of time he had devoted to livestock raising (Question 1977:
48). In 1731 Mark Catesby described the Carolina cattle as being of
"middling" size and capable of yielding only half as much milk as those
in England. The hogs were "of a small breed,u prone to a ufierceness
much more than our English swine." Numbers of both animals subsisted in
the wild at this time, having strayed from domestic herds. Sheep were
also present, but were smaller and produced less wool than those in the
northern colonies. During the Colonial period the herding of cattle,
hogs, and sheep was carried out on a large scale in coastal South
Carolina. Herds of cattle advertised for sale in St. Johns Berkeley
Parish (where Limerick plantation is located) by the South Carolina
Gazette between 1735 and 1779 ranged as high as 900 head.
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In the early nineteenth century attempts were made to improve the
quality of stock that had degenerated as a result of improper care and
indiscriminate breeding (Cathey 1956: 21). The Agricultural Society of
South Carolina began holding livestock shows in the l820s and in the
subsequent two decades purebred cattle, hogs, and sheep were introduced
into the state (Gray 1932: 856).
The American Civil War brought about an immediate and marked decline
in the agricultural production of South Carolina. Production of cattle,
hogs, and sheep decreased by more than a half between 1860 and 1870 in
the state as a whole while Charleston County produced only a fourth of
the livestock in 1870 than it did a decade earlier (see Table 17). Even
as late as 1920 livestock totals remained below those of the pre-Civil
War period. Both cattle and hogs remained important elements in the
livestock economy of the state after the war while sheep raising steadily
declined. In Charleston County, however, sheep production had risen to
half its 1850 level by 1880 following a sharp post-war decline.* The
coastal area, including the present Charleston, Berkeley, Colleton,
Orangeburg, and Beaufort Counties, remained the principal cattle and
sheep raising areas in the state into the early twentieth century.
Although hog production also increased in the coastal region during the
Postbellum period, the major hog raising region became centered further
inland on the upper Coastal Plain (SCDACIC 1927: 182).

Land

In order to provide livestock with adequate amounts of forage, it
is necessary to utilize a larger land base per calorie of food obtained
than would be required to produce an equal amount of plant food directly
usable by man (Strickon 1965: 233). This land requirement was met by
the vast, relatively unpopulated territory of the lower Coastal Plain
where stock could be grazed without fodder. As early as 1682 Thomas
Ashe (1911: 149) wrote that, "The cows year round browsing on the sweet
leaves growing on the trees and bushes, or on the wholesome herbage
growing underneath," and that, "Hogs find more than enough of fruits in
the summer, and roots and nuts in the winter." The year round grazing
of stock was a pattern followed throughout the colonial period and was
an attractive feature mentioned in contemporary promotional literature
(Question 1977: 49; Catesby 1977: 109).

*In 1882 Berkeley County was formed from a portion of Charleston
County. This change and those accompanying the subsequent creation of
other counties altered the old county boundaries so as to make it impossible to ascertain statistics for an area comparable to the old Charleston
County after 1882.
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TABLE 17
LIVESTOCK RAISING IN SOUTH CAROLINA
1840-1920

1840

1850

1860

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

Cattle
Hogs
Sheep

572,608
878,532
232,981

777,686
1,065,503
285,551

506,776
965,779
233,509

289,207
385,999
124,594

363,709
628,198
118,889

268,293
494,696
79,421

342,916
618,995
71,538

389,882
665,211
37,559

433,097
844,981
23,581

Totals

1,684,121

2,128,740

1,706,064

809,800

1,110,796

842,410

1,033,449

1,092,652

1,302,659

Charleston District and County

Berkeley County Separated from
Charleston County in 1882

00
LI"\
.-4

1840

1850

1860

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

Cattle
Hogs
Sheep

30,060
17,438
11,296

33,357
26,457
10,111

28,820
39,741
10,849

6,886
10,390
2,869

17,305
20,690
5,561

15,765
18,317
5,412

17,222
21,033
6,722

15,800
33,026
4,172

13,078
26,134
4,286

Totals

58,794

69,925

79,410

20,145

43,556

39,494

44,977

52,998

43,498

SOURCES:

Clemson Agricultural College (1951: 7, 13, 20); SCDACIC (1927:177); u.S. Census (1840-1920).
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Livestock was raised in a number of environmental zones in coastal
South Carolina. Hogs were grazed in the extensive forests and swamplands, while cattle were maintained in the pine forests, cane swamps,
and savannahs (Gray 1932: 139). Cattle were also grazed on the dry
marshes of the islands and estuaries of the coast (Dunbar 1961: 126).
From the time of the earliest European settlement, livestock were grazed
on open range. Laws required the enclosure of croplands so stock could
be moved freely to seasonal pastures (Gray 1932: 147).
Perhaps the most extensive range was devoted to cattle. By 1707
cattle range was beginning to encroach upon territory occupied by aboriginal groups residing on the Coastal Plain. The subsequent Yamassee War
which ended in 1715 temporarily slowed the expansion of the range cattle
industry but it also served to open up new lands for its further growth
(Crane 1928: 185). By 1757 DeBraham (1971: 95-96) could report herds of
up to 1,500 head regularly passing from South Carolina into Georgia.
Large herds were often attached to plantations and kept in the vicinity
of these landholdings. Where adequate open range was not available
cattle were maintained on bodies of land further inland (Gray 1932:
151).
Central to open range cattle ra~s~ng in colonial South Carolina was
the cowpen complex. These consisted of cleared areas from 100 to 400
acres in extent with a large enclosure for cattle, as well as those for
horses and hogs, dwellings and other buildings for the manager, his
family, and the hands, and a garden tract for provisions. The cowpen
served as the headquarters for the range cattle operation and was the
site where the cattle were periodically collected for identification and
shipment to coastal markets (Dunbar 1961: 125-126).
The post-colonial period saw a reduction in the scale of open range
cattle raising. It is uncertain to what extent the available grazing
land was diminished by the spread of agricultural settlement; however,
Owsley (1949: 51) and Cathey (1956: 199) have suggested that the expansion of farming was a major contributing factor to the decline of livestock raising in general. Although opposed by progressive farmers in
the l830s and l840s open range laws remained in effect for another half
century. The first fence laws, passed in the l880s, restricted grazing
and provided the basis for stock improvement; however, they also removed
the free open pasture used by many small farmers and eliminated much
small-scale livestock raising in the state (WPA 1941: 58-59). Open range
livestock raising was still carried out in the coastal counties of South
Carolina in the twentieth century where cut over pinelands and swamps
provided abundant natural pasture. Hog raising, on the other hand, was
largely concentrated in the diversified farming region of the upper
Coastal Plain (SCDACIC 1927: 182).
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Markets
Crucial to the existence of the livestock industry in the South
Carolina lowcountry were the markets for its products. The earliest
market for livestock appears to have been BarbadoR, to which pork was
being exported by 1684 (Mathews 1954: 157). Both beef and pork were
being shipped to the British West Indies in 1715 when the Yamassee War
temporarily interrupted livestock production. The export of provisions
to the sugar islands of the Caribbean increased as the eighteenth century
progressed. During the period 1751-1755, 718 barrels of beef and pork
per year were exported, while a decade later this amount had risen to
5,214 barrels per year. In addition to beef and pork, bacon, lard,
butter, and some live cattle and hogs were also shipped to the islands
(Gray 1932: 209). A domestic market for Carolina cattle and hogs also
developed during the eighteenth century, and as early as 1740 drovers
were moving cattle overland from the Carolinas to such large urban
centers as New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Norfolk (Cathey 1956:
24; Schlebecker 1973: 4).
The American Revolution marked the beginning of the decline of the
export market for South Carolina livestock (Drayton 1802: 162). The
close of the war brought an end to South Carolina's colonial status,
curtailing her trade with other areas in the British colonial system. In
addition, the production of improved cattle in areas to the north and
restrictions on the movement of herds through adjacent states reduced
the domestic market for South Carolina cattle in the post-revolutionary
period (Cathey 1954: 170).
The continued decline in the export market for South Carolina
livestock is reflected in the relatively limited amounts of livestock
and livestock products exported through the port of Charleston in the
years preceeding the Civil War (Table 18). In the South Carolina lowcountry the production of livestock remained a major component of the
agricultural economy during the Antebellum period. The urban center of
Charleston provided a substantial domestic market for beef, mutton,
veal, pork, and poultry produced in the region (Lockwood 1832: 19-20).
Meat markets, as well as those for cattle and wool, were maintained in
the city (Mills 1826: 424; Gray 1932: 843). Beef raised in the lowcountry was apparently adequate to meet regional needs, but a low ratio
of pork production to consumption in the coastal counties reveals that
it was already necessary to import hogs in order to maintain a sufficient
supply of pork (Hilliard 1972: 108-109, 131).
The Civil War not only greatly reduced actual numbers of livestock,
but also interrupted normal access to traditional markets. Settlement
in the West following the war was accompanied by the rise of large scale
open range livestock grazing there and the development of an efficient
rail transportation system linking this region to new processing centers
in the Midwest. The competition of western livestock in foreign and
domestic markets handicapped the livestock industry in the South as a
whole in the post-war period and created an economic situation from
which South Carolina did not recover until the early twentieth century
(SCDACIC 1927: 179-180).
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TABLE 18
EXPORTS OF ANIMALS AND ANIMAL PRODUCTS FROM
PORT OF CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1856-1860
Horned Cattle
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
SOURCES:
~

'"......

°00
19
2

Hog~

0
0

0
0
0

She~_

°00
0

0

_Beef (lbs.)
20
89
18
6
141

Butter (lbs_.)
2,058
10,065
2,543
1,485
1,538

Ch~ese.

(lbs.)

1,986
1,431
1,153
2,442
397

U. S. Department of the Treasury (1856; 1957; 1958; 1859; 1860).

Pork
22
83
15
19
72

Hams and
(lbs.)

(lb~~ _ Bacon

16,885
111,017
11,134
89,760
28,915

Livestock Raising As An Adaptive Strategy
The preceeding discussion has described the development of the
livestock industry in South Carolina, especially in the low-country, in
terms of the industry's resource base, its product, and its markets.
These three factors appear to have favored an initial growth during the
colonial period yet permitted its decline in the nineteenth century.
The reasons for this are related to South Carolina's larger role during
and after the frontier period of its development.
Observing livestock raising in the South in general, Owsley (1945:
150) has characterized it as an activity associated with the initial
phase of pioneer settlement in which dispersed settlement and availability of suitable land permitted the grazing of large herds of animals.
Indeed, the low labor and large territorial demands of herding make it
extremely adaptive in regions characterized by a low population density
(Strickon 1965: 245). Owsley's (1945: 154; 1949: 33-34) contention that
livestock raising was only a temporary stage in the evolution of a
farming economy, however, overlooks not only the adaptive significance
of herding in general but also the persistence of a livestock industry
in the South long after the close of the frontier period. Strickon
(1965: 255) has shown that livestock raising, as an activity dependent
on an industrialized market, is clearly a form of commercial agriculture.
As such, it is subject to marketplace fluctuations relating to commercial
agricultural commodities. The evolution from a grazing to a farming
economy must be seen in light of the economic adaptiveness of these two
strategies rather than as an inevitable result of the frontier's close.
In the eighteenth century, South Carolina's major products of
commercial agriculture were rice, indigo, and livestock on the lower
Coastal Plain and wheat and other grains in the interior. In the lowcountry, livestock raising was compatible with rice agriculture because
the two activities involved the use of essentially separate environmental zones and resources. In the text of this report the environmental requirements of rice agriculture have been discussed in detail.
Following an initial development in small fields adjacent to impounded
upland streams, rice growing expanded into, and soon was confined
exclusively to, the floodplains of the large coastal rivers where tidal
action was used to irrigate the crop through a system of dikes and
canals. These rice fields had to be located adjacent to estuaries that
were situated in the narrow zone between the tidal salt flats and the
freshwater swamps above the tidal zone (Hilliard 1975: 62). Consequently the land area used in the production of the primary staple crop
was relatively limited. Even on the individual plantations, the amount
of land devoted to rice was small. For example, out of the 4,454 acres
that comprised Limerick plantation in the late eighteenth century, only
239 were utilized as rice fields {Purcell 1786). Because of the relatively restricted habitat suitable for rice in the South Carolina lowcountry, a great deal of territory remained available for other types of
agricultural activity.
Livestock raising utilized the pine forests, swamplands, and savannahs
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of the lower Coastal Plain that were not involved in tidal rice agriculture. Because of the environmental restrictions on rice "growing,
settlement of the region was scattered and the population density was
consequently low except in the vicinity of Charleston (Petty 1943: 45).
The absence of an expanding small farm frontier in the lowcountry,
together with an ample market for provisions in the West Indies and
Europe, permitted the expansion of livestock raising during the eighteenth century. When inland settlement began in earnest during the
1730's and 1740's, it was directed not at the low-country but was
centered around eight townships laid out along major rivers on the upper
Coastal Plain (Meriwether 1940).
Livestock raising flourished in the South Carolina low-country until
the close of the colonial period. The loss of much of the foreign
market lowered demand for exported stock and stock products, and later
competition for land with a new cash crop--cotton--offered a more economically efficient use of land. Cotton had heretofore been ignored as
a commercial crop, but the development of the Whitney gin in 1794 made
possible the production of cotton in the interior and the introduction
of sea island cotton in 1790 permitted the commercial cultivation of
this crop in coastal areas. The 69.6% and 104.4% increases in the
populations of Charleston and Georgetown Districts respectively between
1790-1830 largely reflect the expansion of plantation farming in these
areas (Petty 1943: 71-72).
Cotton increased its importance as a cash crop in early nineteenth
century South Carolina, surpassing rice in 1825. As a result, food and
feed crops declined in significance and often in size. Competition for
land reduced the scale of livestock production in the second quarter of
the century and the Civil War eliminated markets and decimated stock
(SCDACIC 1927: 177).
During the post-war period the livestock industry in South Carolina
recovered only partially for several reasons. Competition for markets
by western producers has already been mentioned. Another major factor
was the rise of the tenant system, which accelerated the production of
cotton. Cotton could not be used or eaten by the plantation tenant; it
was easily divisible between him and the landlord; it was a reasonably
profitable commodity. Landowners increased its production in order to
obtain a rapid return on their chief remaining capital, their land,
usually to the detriment of other commercial agricultural commodities,
including livestock (SCDACIC 1927: 180; Prunty 1955: 469). Figure 50
illustrates the marked increase in cotton production in Charleston
County after 1860 and the accompanying decline in rice and livestock.
The scale of post-Civil War livestock production was also affected by
the persistence of endemic disease that inhibited the production of
improved stock and the enactment of fence laws beginning in the 1880's
that reduced or eliminated herding on the open range (SCDACIC 1927: 179180).
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FIGURE 50:

Relationship of the production of cotton, rice and livestock in
Charleston county between 1840 and 1900.

In essence, the rise and decline of livestock ra1s1ng in South
Carolina is related to its role as a commercial agricultural activity.
As such, its success was dependent upon its economic efficiency and its
ability to compete with alternate forms of industrial agriculture. In
the initial period of colonization, livestock coexisted with commercial
rice agriculture because each occupied a separate ecological niche, and
political and economic factors provided an expanding market for livestock
and livestock products within the British colonial system. The loss of
colonial status combined with competition with other livestock-producing
areas resulted in reduced market for South Carolina livestock, while
competition for land by more commercially-efficient cotton agriculture,
especially following the Civil War, diminished the industry's resource
base and reduced its scale of production. That the relative importance
of livestock raising in South Carolina declined from a peak it obtained
near the close of the colonial period cannot be denied. Its evolution,
however, must been seen not in terms of its temporal proximity to the
frontier, but rather as a result of its adaptiveness as a commercial
agricultural activity to a changing economic landscape.
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Limeriak Plantation And Livestoak Raising
Throughout its existence as a working plantation, Limerick was a
focus for the commercial cultivation of rice. Because of the ecological
restrictions on rice growing, however, only a small portion of the total
land area was devoted to the production of this crop. In the eighteenth
century only 14% of the total land was improved, including old fields
(Purcell 1786), and by 1860, at the height of rice production in Charleston
County (see Fig. 48), this amount had actually decreased slightly to 11%
(MCASC/SJBP/CD 1860). Of this improved land, only about 3% was in
active tidal rice cultivation at both times. The remaining portion of
improved land was devoted to other crops for cash sale or subsistence.
In the antebellum period these included corn, oats, peas and beans,
sweet potatoes, and hay (MCASC/SJBP/CD 1850; 1860).
The nearly 90% of Limerick plantation that remained unimproved
consisted of swamp, pine and mixed forest, and savannahs (Purcell 1786).
This land is similar to that employed for livestock grazing in the South
Carolina low-country, and from an early period, livestock raising is
associated with the plantation. A November 1, 1708 deposition filed by
Peter Herrington, cattle owner at Cypress Barony (of which Limerick was
a part), stated that 540 cattle were regularly grazed on the barony
(SCRRPC/1704-1709/D: 320). Seven years later Limerick plantation had
been separated from the barony and was owned by Daniel Huger, II. Huger
transferred Limerick to his son Daniel, Jr., upon his death in 1754
(SCRSSW/l752-l756/: 282) and the inventory of his property at Limerick
included 232 head of livestock consisting of 85 cattle, 63 hogs, 68
sheep, and 16 horses (SCRSSI/1753-1756/82A: 470-486).
Ten years later Daniel Huger left South Carolina and sold Limerick
to Elias Ball. He also advertised his slaves, tools, and livestock for
public sale. The latter included black horned cattle, sheep and hogs
(SCG/Feb. 25, 1764/#154,5). Under Elias Ball's ownership the plantation
seems to have maintained at least some livestock for commercial purposes.
Ball's receipts from 1786 to 1793 reveal sales of pork, bacon, and beef
as provisions (BFP/Boxes 1 and 2). Sheep raising on the plantation is
attested to in a 1792 letter from Ball's business partner in Bristol,
England, his cousin Elias, requesting fleeces to experiment with as a
source of commercial wool (BFP, Box 1). Apparently their attempts were
unsuccessful, for no further mention of wool production appears in their
subsequent correspondence. When he died in 1809 Elias Ball left a stock
of cattle, hogs, and sheep to his son Issac along with Limerick plantation
(CCROPJ/1807-l818/3l/A: 302).
Apparently the Balls' interest in livestock was not confined to
Limerick, for as early as 1812 an agreement between Issac Ball and
Obadiah M. Feay for the management of Nightengale Hall, a 1,219 acre
plantation on the lower Pee Dee River, allowed Feay one half of the hogs
raised there and granted him permission to keep sheep and cattle on the
Plantation (BFP/Box 3). Hog raising at the Pee Dee plantation continued
under Hugh McCauley, Feay's successor as overseer, and in April 1814 he
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mentioned in a letter to Issac Ball his intent to drive a herd of cattle
from Nightengale Hall to Limerick (BFP, Box 3). James Hales, the next
overseer, mentioned only the raising of hogs in his correspondence with
Ball; however, a letter written in March 1817 refers to a slave there as
"the fellow that used to mind the cattle" (BFP, Box 4).
Agreements made during a period between 1818 and 1823 between Issac
Ball and overseers at his plantations at Hyde Park, Quimby, and Limerick,
all on the East Copper River, allow each overseer one third of the hogs
raised on the plantation he managed (BFP, Box 4). When Ball died in
1825 his will mentioned both cattle and hogs on his Quimby, Brickyard,
Hyde Park, and Limerick plantations, the last of which he left to his
son William James Ball (CCROPJ/18l8-l826/F: 698-702).
It is uncertain to what extent livestock remained a commercial item
during this time. An incomplete series of meat ration records for the
Ball family plantations for the period 1821-1837 indicates that a number
of the stock of hogs raised at each were regularly slaughtered to provide
food for the work force, a practice typical in the antebellum South
(Hilliard 1972: 104). These records, summarized in Table 19, indicate
that between 24 and 54 hogs were killed per year and that between 328
and 412 pieces of meat were given at each distribution.* In addition to
the pork ration distributed to all slaves, a separate allowance of beef
was regularly given to a Muslim slave throughout this time (BFPR).
The agricultural manuscript censuses for the years 1850 and 1860
report that during those years Limerick's owner, William J. Ball,
possessed more cattle than other types of livestock. Cattle numbered
110 in 1850 and 53 a decade later, while hogs increased from 15 to 45
and sheep decreased from 12 to seven. The consistently low number of
sheep given in the census records, however, does not reflect the numbers
of these animals indicated in Ball's personal records. His diary "and
memorandum book reveals that in the years 1853, 1855, 1857, 1858, and
1859 he maintained respectively stocks of 87, 162, 114, 125, and 135
sheep at Limerick. Ball also recorded the sale of lambs and wool as
products of this commercial activity (BFP, Box 1). The increase in
sheep raising at Limerick coincided with the introduction into and the
experimentation with purebred sheep in South Carolina during the immediate Antebellum period (Gray 1932: 856) as well as with the peak of
sheep production in Charleston County (see Table 17). The low figures
shown in the manuscript census, together with an absence of subsequent
references to sheep in Ball's record book (which he kept until 1863) may
indicate that the large herds of the 1850's represent a short-lived
experiment that had ended by the beginning of the Civil War.

*Presumably this fluctuation is related to the number of slaves
to be fed; however, because yearly totals of slaves are not available
and because records of hogs slaughtered and meat distributed from year
to year appear incomplete, it is impossible either to substantiate
this assumption quantitatively or to arrive at a correlation between
numbers of animals slaughtered and rations distributed.
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TABLE 19
HOGS SLAUGHTERED AND MEAT DISTRIBUTED AT
BALL FAMILY PLANTATIONS, 1821-1837
(Source BFPR)
Year
1821-1822
1822-1823
1823-1824
1824-1825
1825-1826
1826-1827
1827-1828
1828-1829
1829-1830
1830-1831
1831-1832
1832-1833
1833-1834
1834-1835
1835-1836
1836-1837

Number of Hogs
Killed

Average Number of Pieces Involved Per
Distribution in that Year

54
45
43
39
47
40
44
33
35
34
24
24
40
43

331
332
328
337
351
346
360
366
408
412
388

The war and its aftermath constituted perhaps the most significant
event associated with the decline of Limerick plantation as a commercial
venture. Production of rice, its major crop, was 279 times greater in
1860 than in 1870, five years after the war, and by 1880 it had recovered
to just over 4% of the pre-war leve1(MCASC/SJBP/CD, 1860; 1870; 1880).
Records relating to livestock during the war years are scarce. In 1862
William J. Ball's diary and memorandum book indicates that 161 cattle
were then kept at Limerick (BFP, Box 1) and family receipts reveal that
cowhides were also sold that year (BFP, Box 6). Undoubtedly the material
attrition accompanying the war reduced the number of livestock at
Limerick as elsewhere; yet five years following the war's end the total
number of livestock there was only 20% below the 1860 level. In 1880
the total was actually 5% greater than in 1860 (MCASC/SJBP/CD, 1860;
1870; 1880).
Changes in the composition of livestock totals in the 20 years
after 1860 reveal increases in cattle and sheep and decreases in hogs
and mules (Table 20). Because the increases relate to animals raised
primarily for sale and the decreases pertain to those used respectively
to feed the slave labor force and provide power for the cultivation of
some crops, especially subsistence crops, it is possible that these
changes reflect an adaptation to post-war economic conditions that
affected these aspects of the plantation system.
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TABLE 20
LIVESTOCK RAISING AT LIMERICK PLANTATION, 1860-1880
(Source: MCASC/SJBP/CD 1860; 1870; 1880)

Cattle
Hogs
Sheep
Horses &
Mules
Totals

1860

1870

1880

53
45
7

79
0
26

75
7
48

19

4

1

124

100

131

Rice plantations of the South Carolina low-country were operated as
integrated socio-economic units in the antebellum period because of the
necessity of maintaining a complex irrigation network together with a
specialized labor force under a centralized management. The emancipation
of the slave labor force at the close of the Civil War and the disruption
of production as a result of the war brought about a marked reduction in
the scale of postbellum rice growing units (Williamson 1965: 130) and a
decline in the amount of rice produced both at Limerick and in Charleston
County as a whole (see Fig. 50). Emancipation and a smaller scale of
operation would have greatly reduced or ended the planter's obligation
to feed his labor force and eliminated the need for maintaining animals
used for food or the production of subsistence crops. Post-war conditions
might also have provided an impetus for increased commercial livestock
raising, an agricultural activity requiring a far less intensive labor
input than rice.
Agricultural competition from Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana together
with the inability to maintain an adequate non~slave labor force brought
about the final decline of rice-growing in South Carolina in the 1880s
(Heyward 1937: 213). °In the following decade Limerick passed out of the
hands of the Ball family and ceased to function as an agricultural plantation. Following heavy logging activity on the plantation from 1885 to
1915, much of its area grew up in forest. Managed as a portion of the
Francis Marion National Forest since 1936, most of the original plantation
lands remained in use for livestock grazing as open range until 1956 and
as allotted range until 1974 (USFS 1977: 8, 10-11).

Summary and ConcLusions
Limerick plantation existed for over a century and a half as a
commercial agricultural unit. Livestock raising appears to reflect the
larger role played by this activity in coastal South Carolina as a whole
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during this time. In the early period ~f se:tle~ent, cattle herds .
grazed on the lands of the barony of wh1ch L1mer1ck was a part. Cond1tions in the colonial economy encouraged the production of cattle, hogs,
and sheep at Limerick throughout the eighteenth century. Livestock
raising remained a component of the plantation operation during the
Antebellum period, although it seems to have been conducted on a smaller
scale than in the previous century and fulfilled a dual role of providing
subsistence as well as cash income. Pork especially was utilized to
feed the plantation labor force. Cattle and sheep were also raised
prior to the Civil War and a rapid increase in the latter during the
l850s suggests experimentation with sheep for a brief period. The
decrease in hogs and increase in cattle and sheep following the war may
refelct the absense of a need to feed a labor force reduced in size
after emancipation and perhaps a somewhat greater reliance on commercial
livestock raising in the face of dwindling rice production during this
period. With the failure of rice in the latter part of the nineteenth
century, Limerick ceased to function as an integrated agricultural unit,
although grazing continued there well into the present century.
Just as the fate of Limerick as a plantation rested upon those
economic factors that governed the large-scale commercial production of
rice for a wide market, its development as a producer of livestock also
depended upon conditions in the larger world economy. During the colonial
period, overseas markets offered an impetus to stock raising, an activity
encouraged by a year-round temperate climate, abundant land, and an
absence of agricultural competition for resources. The fluctuation of
market demand seems to have been a key factor in the success of the
livestock industry in coastal South Carolina. Its production, first
encouraged by an expanding colonial market, was subsequently affected by
the curtailment of this market after American independence and by competition from livestock producers first in the North and later the West.
Agricultural competition for land in the form of cotton further reduced
grazing lands in coastal South Carolina, although cotton was not widely
grown at Limerick and otber tidal rice plantations. Despite its reducti.on
in scale, livestock raising remained an integral part of the coastal
economy into the twentieth century.
Throughout its history Limerick plantation has been associated with
the commercial grazing of livestock. It is contended here that this is
because ecological conditions permitted this activity to remain a viable
adaptive strategy in much of coastal South Carolina while it did not
remain so elsewhere. Although livestock raising developed with the
frontier, its persistence indicates that grazing need not especially be
associated with this phase of settlement. Rather, like plantation agriculture, it must be seen as a commercial activity, the existence of
which is dependent largely upon its ability to successfully compete with
other forms of land use. While conditions of extensive land, limited
labor, and extensive colonial markets favor grazing as a frontier adaptation, subsequent conditions found in coastal South Carolina, specifically
the maintenance of large landholdings, an absence of competition from
other commercial crops, and the availability of markets however varying,
allowed the continuation of this activity well into the Post-Colonial
period.
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APPENDIX B
LIMERICK

A PART OF THE CYPRESS BARONY
by
Lydia C. Dall

PLANTATION~

The following account of the history of Limerick
Plantation is reprinted in its entirety from a typed
manuscript entitled "Limerick Plantation~ a Part of
the Cypress Barony." Thi.s manuscript was written by
Lydia Child Ball 3 and with some changes it appeared
in the August 8 1929 issue of The News and Courier~
a Charleston~ South Carolina~ newspaper.
3

Lydia C. Ball was born dt Limerick Plantation
in 18733 and was the daughter of William James Ball.
William Ball owned Limerick Plantation from 1825 until
his death in 1891~ and it is probable that he was
responsible for the transmittal to Lydia Ball of many
of the traditions concerning Limerick Plantation
contained in this article. Although Ms. Ball's article
contains information that is obviously based on written
documents~ it also contains a significant amount of
info~ation about the plantation that is not recorded elsewhere.
Thomas Colleton, the second son of Sir John Colleton, one of the
Lords Proprietors of Carolina, was created a Landgrave on 28th May,
1681. Under his patent as Landgrave, he was entitled to four baronies
of 12,000 acres each, but from the record, only one barony seems to
have been actually surveyed out and granted to him i.n South Carolina.
The grant for this 12,000 acres was issued 13th August, 1683. The
Barony as thus granted, was situated at the head of the Eastern branch
of Cooper River, and is denoted on the old plats and deeds that refer
to it, as the "Cypress Barony."
Landgrave Thomas Colleton does not seem to have ever resided in
the Province, and at his death, his Barony passed to his son, Landgrave
Peter Colleton. Landgrave Peter Colleton also did not reside in the
province, and on 18th July, 1707, he sold everything in the province
to John Gough, Dominick Authur and Michael Mahon for 800 Pounds in bank
of bills of the Island of Barbadoes. At that time he appears to have
had upon the Barony, as set out in his deed of sale:
one dwelling house, one kitchen, one barn and one
dairy and milk house, six negro men, one negro boy
about 17 years of age, five negro women, two suckling
young children, one young negro girl, eight hundred
head of cattle great & small two teams of oxen two
carts one plough and harrow and five new saddles.
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According to the fundamental constitutions of Carolina, the Barony
of a Langrave could not be sold away from the line of the holder of the
title, but on the 14th of April, 1709, the Lords Proprietors gave permission that the Barony of Landgrave Peter Colleton might be sold and
divided among the purchasers.
John Gough and Dominick Arthur on July 13, 1709, executed a release
to Michael Mahon, of all that part of the "Cipruss Barony now call'd or
Known by ye Name of ye Midle Setlement or Lymerick Plantation containing
three thousand five hundred acres of Land."
As Limerick was the native city of Michael Mahon, the name was probably given to his share of the Barony. Michael Mahon seems to have
returned to the Island of Barbadoes. On December 12, 1713, he sold
3,415 acres to Daniel Huger of Craven County for 800 pounds current
money of South Carolina, which was his share of the Barony, except for
the 95 acres he had previously conveyed to Dominick Arthur. But his
wife Margaret Mahon, executed a renunciation of dower to Daniel Huger on
July 18, 1714, in reference to a "plantation on the head of Cooper River
commonly known by the Name of Limerick plantation or the Midle Setlement
and formerly part of the Cipruss Barony." She stated that her husband
was formerly of the County of Berkley in the province of South Carolina,
then the Island of Barbadoes.
Daniel Huger lived during his life on the plantation known as
Limerick and accumulated a fortune, which, according to the inventory
made after his death, placed him as one of the wealthiest men in the
Province. Daniel Huger died in 1754, and was buried at Limerick Plantation, together with other members of his family, in a cemetery enclosed
by a brick wall at the rear of the dwelling house.
Daniel Huger III conveyed Limerick (4,564 1/2 acres) on March 12,
1764, to Elias Ball of St. John's Parish, Berkeley County. This Elias
Ball was the eldest son of the immigrant Elias Ball, who came to this
country about 1693, and who lived at Comingtee Plantation of the Cooper
River, just where it divides into the two branches--the Eastern and
Western. Elias Ball, Jr., married in 1747, Mrs. Lydia Chicken, granddaughter of James Child, the founder of Childbury town. She was the
widow of Capt. George Chicken and had one little daughter, Catherine .
Chicken. Elias and his family moved to Kensington Plantation, and to
them were born the following children: Elias, Isaac, Lydia and John.
In 1764 Elias Ball purchased Limerick, but continued to live at
Kensington which adjoins it. Here he lived until he died in 1786.
Either just before or just after his death, Elias Ball, Jr., took up his
abode at Limerick, which was henceforward his home. Here he lived for
many years and was known as the "Old Bachelor" in the family. He was
always called "Ole Mas'Lias" by everyone.
In the summer of 1775 Elias and his brother Isaac joined Capt. Job
Marion's Company of Infantry and Elias was elected first lieutenant
against his will. The same year he was elected, in conjunction with
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Gavriel and Job Marion, Maurice Simons, James Ravenel and William
Moultrie, Jr., to serve in the House of Assembly. He was then only
twenty-three. After military service, he took up the arduous task of
restoring the neglected plantations and bringing the demoralized slaves
into order.
In the summer of 1806, in company with his nephew Isaac Ball, the
son of his brother John, Elias took a trip by packet to Philadephia, and
from thence by stage, visiting the villages of Bethlehem and Nazareth.
From there, they visited New York, Albany and Canada. They returned by
way of Boston and Newport to Philadelphia. There is a charming diary
kept by Elias during this trip, giving an account of the change of
horses and the numerous inns at which they stopped. He says among other
things: "I find the very great run of stages through these States destroy a great number of Horses, which makes them scarce and dear. I
ordered a Jersey wagon made in the city of Philadelphia, with four
Horses, and hope to set off from that place the 15th or 20th of October,
and arrive about that time at Limerick in November."
He died at Limerick on January 2, 1810, beloved by everyone. A
tablet to his memory was erected by the parishioners and is placed on
the wall in Strawberry Church. To his nephew Isaac Ball, he left Limerick
Plantation. Issac married Eliza Catherine Poyas. They lived a happy
and useful life at Limerick and to them were born the following children:
Isaac, Eliza, Catherine, William James, Jane and John. The first two
children died in infancy.
William James Ball succeeded his father at Limerick. He first
married Julia Cart and to them were born five sons. After the death of
his first wife in 1858, he married Mary Huger Gibbs in 1862, and to them
were born six daughters and one son. The family continued to live at
Limerick until the death of William James BalIan April 26, 1891, aged
70. After his death Limerick Plantation was sold after it had been in
the possession of the Ball family for more than a century and a quarter.
The original house at Limerick burned down while it was occupied by
the Huger family. The fire allegedly occurred while the elder Huger was
traveling in Europe. The present house was rebuilt by his sons during
his absence. It is a large two-story wooden dwelling with a garret or
attic, built of black cypress, with beams and sills mortised together.
There are three large rooms in the cellar or basement. One of these
rooms was always used for meat, where pork was cut and prepared. A
large piazza extends on all but the west side of the house. The house
faces north on a large avenue of sycamores and live oaks. On the first
floor there is a large entrance hall with a wide open fireplace and high
mantel. This hall was divided off by a screen covered with a picture of
Alpine scenes. In a corner of the hall stood the old grandfather clock
with pendulum, weights, and a device for telling the days of the month.
(This clock is still running and has been doing so for more than 200
years.) On the walls of this hall were hung animal pictures, a long
mirror, and the head of a deer with wide-spreading antlers. On the left
of the hall there is a room with a spacious fireplace. This room was
used as a parlor, and in it were hung all of the family portraits; five
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generations looked down from its walls. At the back of the house there
are two more rooms which open to an entryway which extends south to the
back piazza. A wide stairway runs to the second story up to the garret.
On the second floor there is a large hall with four bedrooms, two on
each side of the hall. Each room has a deep closet and a connecting
closet. In the attic there is one lined room and two shed-rooms. The
window sashes throughout the house are filled with small panes of glass
with names and dates of guests carved on them.
Limerick had many outbuildings, one of the oldest of these is a
barn, which is still standing. Perhaps this may have been the barn
mentioned in deed of sale to Michael Mahon in 1707. This barn is completely covered on all sides with shingles made of black cypress. It
was used for storing rice and other grain. It also had a large winnowing
fan for rice. In front of this barn there was a hard clay-surfaced
yard, where the rice was thrashed out by hand with flail-sticks. On a
bright, sunny morning in the fall or early winter, to see the women with
their bright colored dresses tied well above the knees, and their heads
wound around with bandanna handkerchiefs, and to hear the sound of both
men and women singing and keeping time with their \ flail-sticks as they
hit the ground, was an experience long to be remembered. Stacks of rice
tied up in sheaves were also kept in this barnyard.
There was another very quaint old building, near the dwellinghouse, which was built of brick. It had windows like a chapel, and a
fan window over the door. The floor was made of brick and the roof was
covered with English ivy, which hung down over the sides in graceful
festoons. Tradition says that it had been formerly used as a bath
house, but the pool had been filled in. This house has been pulled
down.
In the rear of the dwelling-house there was a wash-room and kitchen,
about ten yards off. There was a flag-stone pathway connecting with the
dwelling-house. There was also another stretch of flagstones in front
of the house.
Allover the large yard were many houses for the house-servants,
and near the avenue out in front, there were the stables and the carriagehouse, and over by the pond was the c09per-shop. In the back there was
a prayer-house, the peas-house, the smokehouse and the pigeon-house, the
dairy, the blacksmith shop and the poultry houses. Over by the barn
stood the corn-house and another poultry-house, and near the garden
fence stood a little building which was used as a school-house. Out in
the field there was a row of houses used for the field hands.
Limerick had one of the most charming old gardens, filled with
flowers at all seasons of the year. Roses in every variety and shade
blossomed here; some of the bushes were large, some small; some were
trained over trellises and some over arbors. Then there were the large
camellia japonicas, ranging from the double white, to the darkest shade
of red, the pale blush pink, and the variegated. The syringa, the
bridal-wreath spirea, pirus japonica, gardenia or cape jessamine, sweet
olive, sweet myrtle and the box were also in the-garden. Every variety
of bulb existed: long thick borders of jonquils, daffodils, double,
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single and small, white and yellow; purple, pink, blue and white hyacinths; tulips, crocuses and snow-drops, and a half-moon bed of the
darkest and sweetest blue violets. The back of this garden was filled
with vegetables, and also had many peach, plum, a few old knarled appletrees, a paw-paw tree and a saw palmetto.
Limerick had many beautiful walks. First of all was the negro
grave-yard, situated in a lovely grove of live oaks with one or two
weeping-willows on the border, just about a quarter of a mile from the
dwelling-house. Under the trees are many tombstones, some of stone and
some of wood, and marked with words such as these: "Sacred to the
memory of Pino, the carpenter"; "Well done good and faithful servant,
etc." In the spring when jessamine are blooming and the ground is blue
with violets, this is a most hallowed spot. Down in the rice-fields, on
the banks of the canal, the old grist-mill used to stand; this was run
by water. Poplar Hill or Mount Catherine, a large mound supposed to
have been built by Indians, rises from the rice-fields nearby. Out in
front about a mile away from the premises, there was another old poundingmill for rice; this was also turned by water from a large mill-pond near
where it stood. The rice-fields themselves were never-ending scenes of
beauty; from the time that the first flow of water was turned in on the
fields, until the first points of green appeared at the top of the
water; then rich green of the summer growth; and finally the golden
fields rippling and bending in the breeze, when the harvest-time arrived.
Then those wonderful swamps: . "Turkey-Hill" and "Quash Swamp," filled
with violets, lillies, wild geranium and ferns in the spring; "Flower
Hountain" white with bloodroot during the month of March; the "Beech
Forest" deep with its mysterious gloom; "King Robin" and the "Funnel"
fascinating woods when nuts began to fall; "Bonny Doon" bank where the
net was stretched across the creek for shad; and lastly the three great
frest water lakes -- "Old Shaw," "Ned's Dam" and "Wood Dam." It is hard
to say when they were at their best, during the spring when wild-roses
trailed their vines into the cool depths, or in the autumn when red
leaves and berries were,mirrored in these clear pools.
Limerick, as well as Quimby Plantation, had its ghosts. Limerick
not only boasts of ghosts, but of their "ghost-tracks," or "ghost-feet."
On the ceiling in the garret there is a track of a large bare foot, with
the toes outspread, particularly the great toes. It looks as though the
owner of the foot had stepped in either cream-colored paint or some
light colored clay, and left his footprints, not "on the sands of time,"
but on these dark brown boards. No one knows why they were left there.
Anyway, this foot is known at times to come down off the wall and walk
the stairway.
On one occasion it was heard so distinctly descending
the stairs, that the family assembled in the large front hall around the
table with their books and work, looked up expecting someone to enter
the room. No one appeared, however, and a search was made from garret
to basement, but nothing was found. This ghost was always known by the
negroes as the "Weegee (Huger) Sperrit," or "Weegee ghost."
There is also the "Kee'nston Pa't (Kensington Path) Sumptin." This
"sperrit" inhabits the road between Kensington and Limerick, and takes
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various forms, sometimes it is a pig, sometimes a calf, and one occasion
when a faithful servant was coming home late at night from a "settin-up"
at "Sin Jeems" (St. James'), a negro settlement near Kensington on the
other side of Gough's bridge, she heard a loud crashing noise like the
breaking down of the fence which was on the side of the road. She looked
around and saw that the fence still stood intact. "Oh Crist!" she said,
"an I jest pick up my foot e'en my han an' I aint stop till I get to
Limbrick."
There was another "visitation" which occurred at St. James' and
caused great excitement and alarm. Just after the great earthquake in
1886, there was quite a long period of drought, and an old mill-pond
which was on the side of the road dried out completely. Every night a
large luminous ball of fire, about the size, shape and brightness of an
electric arc lamp, would float over this pond. Sometimes the wind would
take it up even as far as the negro cabins and around their yards. They
were terrified. They said it was the soul of a man who had recently
been drowned, and that it could find no rest. As time went on and it
still continued to float about, some of them grew brave enough to throw
at it in hopes that they would frighten it away, but it was only the
"Will 0' the Wisp."
In the early years the negroes at Limerick were scarcely considered
as slaves, but rather as dependents attached to the family; the domestic
servants present at family prayers; the religious instruction given on
Sunday to the other negroes; the constant care of the sick and aged. As
a proof of the attachment and devotion to their Master, it is told that
on one occasion on the Master's return from a journey, they took him out
of his carriage and carried him home on their shoulders. Even in later
yearE; tr.ere were many faithful servants, among them, "Maum Hetty," who
was loved and trusted by everyone. It was she, who, during the war
between the states, hid her "Missus'" cameo brooch, a handsome one with
a setting of pearls, and kept it until everything was restored to normal.
When the Federal soldiers came to Limerick, one of them tried to take a
shoulder of meat from her, she said: "Gimme my meat; how you say you
come yah for mek me free, and you try for tek my meat from me."
"Daddy Handy," formerly the coachman, afterwards gardener and cook,
"Daddy Edward," "Maum Eve," "Maum Betty" and "Maum Flora" were all
faithful and devoted servants, but Robert, or "Robty" was the most
beloved. He was the butler, but was also the nurse, caretaker and allaround man. He could make cedar paddles, traps, and could tell the
finest stories about "Brer Rabbit" and ftBrer Wolf,ft and was never too
tired to go possum and coon hunting with the boys. It was he who could
soothe the angry passions of children and make the world seem a better
place to live in. But during mealtime he stood as though carved out of
ebony, with his f.ine aristocratic head held high, a veritable "black
prince," but with eyes that never missed a single need.
Limerick was spared the torch during the war. Perhaps it was that
the officers used the house as headquarters. On one occasion Col.
Beecher, the brother of Henry Ward Beecher and Harriet Beecher Stowe,
and who was in command of a New York regiment which formed part of
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Potter's famous division, stopped for the night at Limerick. While
seated at supper he called for some wine, which had been captured by
them that day, from a neighboring planter, an old gentleman well known
on Cooper River. Just as he was about to drink this wine, he thought it
might have been poisoned, so he said to one of his officers: "Call the
sergeant and let me see the effect of a glass of this wine on him, if my
suspicions are true, let the negro verify them." At this the host, Mr.
W. J. Ball, said: "Col. Beecher from your description of the plantation
from which you got the wine I know it to have been Dr. H--'s cellar, and
to show you sir, that Carolina gentlemen do not adopt despicable means
even to rid themselves of a barbarous enemy, I will drink a glass of it
before you." This he did to the great relief of the negro sergeant, who
thought his last hour had come.
Limerick, even as far back as the early Balls, was known as the
"hospitable mansion, full of happy guests." Francis Marion and his wife
often visited here, and after his death, his widow continued to spend
many weeks there during the winter. She was rather a timid soul, and
would always say to her host: "Now Isaac, you will have to let me
borrow Maum Marsha to sleep in my room, to keep off the ghosts." In
later years this "hosiJitable mansion" continued to welcome everyone, and
at the Christmas season, particularly, its doors stood wide open. Many a
time there were gathered as many as twenty-five persons around the long
table in the large hall. And oh that festive board how it groaned with
turkey, goose, ham, spare-ribs, sweet-bread, rice, fresh vegetables,
etc; then the dessert of mince-pies, fruit cake, lemon and cocoanut
pies, jelly, fruit, nuts and wine. While over the pictures and the long
mirror, the windows, the deer-head and the old clock, were twined holly,
ivy, and Christmas greens which shone brightly in the glow of the firelight.
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APPENDIX C
MEAN CERAMIC DATES FROM THE LIMERICK SITE
by

Kathryn M. Kimery-Lees

The mean ceramic date formula was developed as a technique by which
to determine a mean date of manufacture for British ceramics found in an
archeological context (South 1972: 83-84). It is based on the assumption
that a ceramic type's popularity will form a unimodal curve through time
reaching a peak between the time of its introduction and that of its
discontinuance. The median date is represented by the peak in popularity.
Utilizing Ivor No~l Hume's A Guide to Artifacts of Colonial America
(1970) as a source for the ;edian dates for the use span of each ceramic
type, the mean date (Y) for a group of ceramics present at a particular
site is calculated by the following formula:

n
l:

Y

.

fi

i=l
n
l:

i=l

where: xi

Xi
fi

The median date of use

f·~

The frequency of each ceramic type

n

The number of ceramic types in the sample
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Based on ceramics recovered from the 5 ft. 2 excavation units, the
calculation of a mean ceramic date for the investigated portions of the
Limerick Site as a whole is accomplished as follows:
Ceramic Type
Description

Type Median
Date (xi)

Sherd Count
(fj)

Product
(x.. f.)

-

1:

1:

Whiteware
Alkaline glazed stoneware
Brown salt-glazed stoneware
Iron-dipped feldspathicglazed stoneware
Ironstone

1860
1860

2801
29

5209860
53940

1860

7

13020

1860
1857

170
117

316200
217269

Mocha creamware
Mocha pearlware
Underglaze polychrome
painted (bright, stenciled) pearlware
Transfer printed pearlware
"Finger painted" creamware

1843
1843

3
3

5529
5529

1830
1818
1805

34
679
16

62220
1234422
28880

1805

2

3610

1805
1805
1805
1805

108
67
10
587

194940
120935
18050
10595335

1800
1798
1791

9

34
1030

16200
61132
1844730

1790
1788

3
3

5370
5364

1788

8

14304

1767

4

7068

1763

7

12341

1760
1760

3

19

5280
33440

1758
1755
1755

5
1

14064
8775
1755

1753
1750

45
66

78885
115500

Underglaze polychrome
painted (pastel)
pearlware
Blue and green edged
pearlware
Annular pearlware
"Finger painted" pear1ware
Undecorated pearlware
Underglaze blue hand
painted pearlware
Annular creamware
Undecorated creamware
Black transfer printed
creamware
Faience
Overglaze-enameled
creamware
Whie1don-Wedgewood style
green glazed creamware
White salt-glzed
stoneware
Scratch-blue salt-glazed
stoneware
Jackfield ware
Agate ware
"Tortoise shell" ware
Nottingham ware
Whiterelief moulded sa1tglazed stoneware
Delft

8
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Type Median
pate (Xj)

Ceramic Type
Description
Buckley ware
Burs1em pale brown
stoneware
Westerwa1d
British brown sa1tglazed stoneware
Lead-glazed slipware
North Devon gravel
tempered ware

Sherd Count
(f·)
::L

= 12132663
6665

(xi

.

f )

i

1748

3

5244

1738
1738

1
123

1738
213774

1733
1733

198
461

343134
798913

1713

1

1713

6665

12132663

Totals
y

Product

1820.3545
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1820

Based on ceramics recovered from the post hole units, the calculation
of a mean ceramic date for the investigated portions of the Limerick Site
as a whole is accomplished as follows:
Type Median
Date (Xj)

Ceramic Type
Description

Sherd Count
(fj)

Product
(xi • f 1 )

Ironstone/Whiteware
Transfer-printed
pear1ware
Underg1azed polychrome
pear1ware
Annular Pear1ware
Blue and green
edged pear1ware

1860

62

115320

1818

24

43632

1805
1805

1
5

1805
9025

1805

2

3610

Undecorated pear1ware
Undecorated creamware
Faience
Jackfie1d ware
White salt-glazed
stoneware plates

1805
1791
1788
1760

46
31
1
7

83030
55521
1788
12320

1758

1

1758

Nottingham ware
Delft
Westerwa1d stoneware
British brown stoneware
Lead glazed slipware

1755
1750
1738
1733
1733

5
8
11
7
39

8775
14000
19118
12131
67587

250

449420

Totals
Y

= 449420
250

1797.68
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1798

Based on ceramics recovered from both the 5 ft. 2 excavation units and
the post hole units, the caculation of a mean ceramic date for the investigated
portions of the Limerick Site as a whole is accomplished as follows:
Ceramic Sam:e1e

Sherd Count

Product

5 ft. 2 excavation units

6665

12132663

post hole units

250

449420

6915

12582083

Totals
Y

= 12582083
6915

1819.5348 = 1820
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The mean ceramic dates for the 5 ft. 2 excavation units excavated
at the Limerick site are as follows:
Unit
Number
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Horizontal
Location

Sherd Count
__
(f1_)_

Product
(xi~il

Mean
Date

N/5 E
S/200 E
S/60 E
N/25 W

11
107
28
30
11

19613
12867
50152
53530
19538

1783
1838
1791
1784
1776

145 N/25 W
100 S/65 E
100 S/55 E
(iJ S/20 ~v
10 S/45 W

18
24
55
118
557

32143
43045
99948
215498
1026849

1786
1794
1817
1826
1844

.5
75
100
150

15
16
17
18
19

45
60
65
75
70

S/35
S/70
S/60
S/80
S/10

W
W
W
W
W

120
355
336
103
236

219258
645739
608003
187482
428803

1827
1819
1810
1820
1817

20
21
22
23
24

95
15
20
20
35

S/10
S/25
S/20
S/80
5/25

W
E
E
E
E

141
61
122
41
38

255629
111414
222920
73919
70203

1813
1826
1827
1803
1847

25
26
27
28
29

30
45
65
75
5

5/15 E
S/35 E
S/30 E
s/0 E
S/10 W

113
24
48
157
52

205773
42571
86286
283859
95186

1821
1774
1798
1808
1830

30
31
32
33
34

10 5/40 W
15 S/45 w
N/5 W
15 S/40 W
25 S/215 E

322
175
44
78
18

595972
323303
80675
143333
31595

1851
1847
1834
1838
1755

35
36
37
38
39

95
80
25
15
50

E
E
E
E
E

27
11
33
9
11

47369
19315
57922
15731
19502

1754
1756
1755
1748
1773

40
43
44
45
46

75
15
45
100
100

5/270 E
5/35 W
S/25 W
S/220 E
5/275 E

18
27
108
87
67

31395
49642
197040
151571
116327

1744
1839
1799
1742
1736

o

S/275
5/235
5/235
S/255
S/205
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Unit
Number

Horizontal
Location

Sherd Count
(f i )

Product
(xi-=---!il

Mean
Date

112
18
5
26
68

194674
31431
8665
45457
124299

1738
1746
1733
1748
1828

129

237480

1841

106
246
18
7

193344
448623
32649
12592

1824
1824
1814
1799

47
48
49
50
54

105
110
120
140
45

55
56
57
60
61

Interior of
well, building
number 2
20 S/20 W
40 S/50 W
90 N/90 tel
75 N/95 W

62
63
64
65
66

5
10
5
25
100

N/45
N/35
N/25
N/10
N/15

W
W
W
W
E

128
342
168
55
112

234793
633025 .
305614
100656
206577

1834
1851
1819
1830
1844

68
69
70
71
72

70
65
50
50
5

N/0
N/90
N/25
N/90
N/5

E
E

59
27
18
15
85

107895
49028
32936
27031
153398

1929
1816
1830
1802
1805

73
74
75
76
77

30
45
40
30
20

N/10 W
N/135 E
N/125 E
N/I00 E
N/155 E

26
22
32
37
36

47648
39806
57492
66678
64371

1833
1809
1797
1802
1788

78
79
80
81
82
83

15 N/170
N/220
20 S/125
20 S/175
35 S/160
55 S/165

46

81457

1771

191
55
49
36

343155
98963
87552
64662

1797
1799
1787
1796

84
85
86
87
89

65
65
75
75
95

E
E
E
E

12
31
2
24
12

21357
55509
3476
43489
21218

1780
1791
1738
1812
1768

103
104
105
106
107

35
15
60
100
95

N/25 W
N/5 W
S/200 E
S/180 E
S/185 E

172
26
17
8
8

317400
47695
30550
14264
14069

1845
1834
1797
1783
1757

80 S/195 E

9
20
53

15943
36730
96937

1771
1836
1829

108
109
110

S/225 E
S/245 E
S/250 E
S/235 E
S/30 W

o

S/130
S/170
S/135
S/190
S/180

E

E
E

E

E

E
E

E

E
E

15 N/15 W
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The mean ceramic dates for the post hole units excavated at the
Limerick site are as follows (only those units containing temporally
diagnostic ceramics are listed):
Unit
Number
259
269
278
279
280

Horizontal
Location
20 N/200 E
(6 N/50 E
120 S/210 E
110 S/210 E
100 S/210 E

Sherd Count
(f j

)

Product
(xi---=-41

Mean
Date

4
2
1
5
3

6932
3651
1733
8983
5239

1733
1826
1733
1797
1746

285
288
294
298
299

50
20
20
20
30

S/210
S/210
N/290
S/190
S/190

E
E
E
E
E

1
2
1
1
1

1733
3466
1791
1818
1733

1733
1733
1791
1818
1733

303
305
310
314
317

70
90
10
50
80

S/190
S/190
S/220
5/220
S/220

E
E
E
E
E

1
1
1
1
2

1860
1750
1750
1750
3511

1860
1750
1750
1750
1756

318
319
320
323
325

90
100
110
10
10

5/220
S/220
S/220
N/230
S/230

E
E
E
E
E

1
2
1
1
1

1733
3466
1791
1760
1805

1733
1733
1791
1760
1805

330
331
332
335
337

60
70
80
110
130

S/230
S/230
S/230
S/230
FJ/230

E
E
E
E
E

2
1
1
2
1

3526
1860
1733
3466
1733

1763
1860
1733
1733
1733

343
344
349
357
358

f/J N/180 E
10 5/180 E
60 S/180 E
10 N/170 E
(6 N/170 E

1
1
1
3
2

1750
1791
1791
5374
3582

1750
1791
1791
1791
1791

359
360
373
375
376

10
20
10
10
20

3
1
1
2 ·
1

5373
1818
1791
3582
1805

1791
1818
1791
1791
1805

377
383
385
387
389

30 S/160 E
90 S/160 E
10 SIlO E
~ NI10 W
20 S/10 W

4

7192
3610
1860
3582
7330

1798
1805
1860
1791
1832

5/170
S/170
N/160
S/160
S/160

E
E
E
E
E

2
1
2
4
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Unit
Number

Horizontal
Location

390
391
392
394
395

o N/20 E
10 S/20 W
20 8/20 W
N/20E
10 8/20 E

8herd Count
(f )
i
1
2
1
1
2

396
401
402
405
406

20 8/20 E
N/40 E
10 N/40 E
10 N/20 W
10 N/30.W

1
1
1
1
4

1860
1805
1860
1791
7385

1860
1805
1860
1791
1846

408
409
419
420
426

10
20
20
70
10

1
2
2
1
3

1791
3596
3623
18-60
5315

1791
1798
1812
1860
1772

427
437
438
441
443

30
40
70
90

8/240
8/240
8/240
8/240

E
E
E
E
E

1
1
1
5
1

1733
1750
1713
8792
1733

1733
175-0
1733
1758
1733

444
445
447
453
454

100
110
130
40
50

8/240
W/240
W/240
8/250
5/250

E
E

1
2
2
1
4

1733
3524
3529
1733
7220

1133
1762
1764
1733
1805-

456
470
473
474
476

70
10
10
20
20

5/250
N/140
N/110
N/110
N/130

1
1
7
1
1

1733
1791
12338
1733
1760

1733
1791
1762
1733
1760

480
481
484
486
491

30
30
40
50
20

N/130
N/140
N/130
N/140
S/150

E
E
E
E

1
3
1
1
1

1791
5315
1791
1733
1805

1791
1772
1791
1733
1805

497
499
501
503
506

80
(6
(6
20
50

S/150
N/130
N/I10
5/140
5/140

E
E
E
E
E

1
1
3
2
1

1750
1791
5415
3466
1818

1750
1791
1805
1733
1818

510
511
521
522
523

10
20
30
40

1
2
1
1
6

1860
3623
1791
1760
10855

1860
1812
1791
1760
1809

o

o

8/40 E
8/40 E
N/40 W
N/100 E
NllOO E

o N/100

E

E
E
E
E

E
E
E

E

(6 N/90 E

N/90
N/80
N/80
N/80

E
E
E
E
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Product
(x. . f.)

Mean
Date

1818
3665
1860
1805
3551

1818
1832
1860
1805
1776

-~-----:1.-

Unit
Number

Horizontal
Location
E
E
E
E
E

Sherd Count

Product

(f )
i

(xl · f.)

Mean
Date

1
2
1
1
3

1805
3610
1818
1733
5315

1805
1805
1818
1733
1772

~-

524
529
531
532
533

50
10
30
10
20

N/80
5/80
5/80
S/90
5/90

536
537
539
541
542

50
10
30
20
30

5/90 E
5/100 E
5/100 E
5/110 E
S/110 E

1
1
3
1
3

1733
1750
5454
1818
5416

1733
1750
1818
1818
1805

543
544
545
546
547

10
20
30
10
20

5/120
5/120
S/120
5/130
5/130

E
E
E
E
E

8
3
5
1
1

14117
5428
8955
1818
1805

1765
1809
1791
1818
1805

548
549
552
554
555

30
40
70
70
70

S/130 E
5/130 °E
5/130E
S/120 E
S/110 E

3
3
1
1
2

5356
5236
1860
1733
3610

1785
1745
1860
1733
1805

558
566
575
580
587

100
70
50
40
30

S/280
S/260
5/260
S/260
S/280

E
E
E
E
E

3
1
1
1
1

5214
1733
1733
1733
1733

1738
1733
1733
1733
1733

594
600
609

140 S/300 E
120 S/270 E
110 S/270 E

1
1
1

1791
1733
1733

1791
1733
1733
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The mean ceramic dates for the north-south post hole transects at
the Limerick Site are as follows:

1

Product
(x. . f.)

-1.----'1-

Mean
Date

W
W
W
E
E

4
7
6
1
4

7385
12757
10912
1860
7216

1846
1822
1819
1860
1804

30
40
50
60
70

E
E
E
E
E

0

80
90
100
110
120

E
E
E
E
E

12

130
140
150
160
170

North-South
Transect

Sherd Count
(f.)

30
20
10
10
20

5
2

0
0

9052
3651
(Location of modern road)
(Location of modern road)

1810
1826

9
17
17

21639
14264
16112
30330
30233

1803
1783
1790
1784
1778

E
E
E
E
E

13
8
2
10
9

23208
14123
3555
17980
16147

1785
1765
1776
1798
1794

180
190
200
210
220

E
E
E
E
E

3
5
4
12
8

5332
8952
6932
21154
14001

1777
1790
1733
1762
1750

230
240
250
260
270

E
E
E
E
E

9
13
6
3
2

15883
22794
10686
5199
3466

1765
1753
1781
1733
1733

280 E
290 E
300 E

4

6947

1737

1791

1791

8

I

0
1
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